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In the Sauth you are 
ashamed of being a 

virgin, Boys, Men. They 
lie about it. Because it 

· 111e_ans less to woaen, 
Father said, He said it 

was 1en invented virginity nat women. 
Father sáid it"s like 

death: only a state in 
whith the others are left 

· and I :,sái d, But to 
· beli eve i t doesn' t matter 

and he said, That's 
what's so sad about 

anything: nol only 
virginity, and I said, Why 

couldn't it have been me and not 
her who is unvirgin and he said, That's 

why that's .sad tao; nothing is ev·en worth the 
changing of it ••• 

Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury 



.~.!l.t..r .. oc;l..!:-.!.f;J :t..QD.. t.._g__j;he Pr ob 1 e.!Jl of ThJ? Homa_lJ_<;;...§l of Real Li fe 

Sentimental novels, or what r prefer to call romance

novels, are very easily recognized because, on the one hand, 

the narrative contr~ct which characterizes the subgenre is 

very widely known and, on the other hand, our daily lives 

are plagued by a great variety of forms of sentimentality. 

If a subgenre is récognized by the repetitive and similar 

use of literary devices, we may characterize romance-novels 

by their use of stereotypes. This aspect of the novels is 

that which concerns me most because this literarure 'for, by 

and about• women handles stereotypes that were initially 

created, imposed and propagated by a patriarchal society 

(1). What I shall try to do, in relation to contemporary 

romance-novels, is to demonstrate how this supposedly 

feminine literature is really a very sexist literature 

because it reaffirms a traditional sexist culture. 

One of· the basic mechanisms of romance-novels, as a 

means of characterization and hence of creating an entire 

literary world to support those characters (since the basic ,, 

trait of romance~novels is that they focus on a single, 

developing relationship between hero and heroine>, is the 

use of opposites, a trait inherited from the medieval 

romance. The hero and heroine are the central antagonists 

(male/female) a~d from this basic sexist opposition spring 

all the others such as ~ich/poor, strong/weak, 

stupid/intelligent, feminine/masculine,· good/evil, and so 

en. It is not difficult to imagine which sex is the 
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malevolent, pitiable and reprehensible one. In medieval 

romances the hero has an enemy that interrupts his quest. In 

romance-novels the foe is the lady and all that women 

represent, although she is the prize in the end because the 

hero manages to quell her negative influence. Hence, the 

romance-novel is still about a hero's quest and it is the 

heroine who impedes her own happiness by obstructing the 

man's conquest. Women seem to be responsible for either 

their happiness or their doom. But this is not really true 

because passivity is at the heart of the romance-novel 

experience in the sense that the final goal of each 

narrative is the creation of that perfect union in which the 

ideal male, who is masculine and strong yet nurturant too, 

finally recognizes t~e intrinsic worth of the heroine. 

Thereafter, she is required to do nothing more than existas 

the center of this ~xtraordinary hero's attention. The 

heroine apparently manages to find her identity through the 

care of an over-protective, paternalistic and sexua11y over

powering partner, but in reality she does nothing active to 
' 

conquer him. It is he who sets all events into action; he is 

the only character with the initiative to be active for the 

sole reason that he i- male and is therefore naturally 

responsible for the heroine's life. 

Dualities may be fóund in an infinite variety of genres; 

comparisons and antithesis are a frequently used device in 

both poetry and prose. However, the fact that women are set 

against men makes the dualities in romance-novels 
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significant. It is no longer merely a poetic device. The 

ideological implications become very obvious when we 

consider that the heroine is the defeated party in a 

literature intended for ~ornen who need to identify with her 

as a means of forgettirig their ·daily responsibilities for a 
. ,. 

few hours. 

These oppositións are a situation which has no clase 

relation to what ii usually (yet precariously) called 

'reality'. Literature has tempered these extremes by 

becoming increasingly concerned with verisimilitude. As a 

result we have anti~heroes and heroines that are rather 

attractive characters, as is the case of Mr. Wickham <Pride 

§illd Prejudice) or of the Crawfords (Mansfield Park). As Frye 

states, the transitio~ from the romance to the high mimetic 

mode may be seen in the treatment of character. The more 

modern mode chronicles the life of a unique individual whose 

very particularity resembles that of all the other 

individuals thought to ~omprise the social universe. This 

character is intended to appear as a complex, human figure 

whose often contradictory traits and motives are a function 

of the need to deal with an entirely contingent and 

particular reality that is itself not only incomplete but 

unpredictable as well. Romance-novels are completely 

pr·edictable (sorne ardent consumers read the end befare they 

purchase the books to make sure of the 'happy ending'>, as 

well as containing character types and stereotyped events. 

There is an intention of creating the 'illusion of re-lity' 
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as Barthes p~ts it, but the attempt is. not successful 

because of the oppositfonal nature of charac:terization. 

Forster differentiates literary characters by their degree 

of 'roundness'. Ths more 'realistic' and c:omplex they 

become, the rounder they are. Types and their interaction 

are therefore very fl•t. Romanc:e-novels repetitively use 

c:lic:hes, c:harac:ter type~ and stereotyped situations, 

descriptions and dialogues, whic:h are all very worn devic:es 

bec:ause they have been used by over-enthusiastic readers, 

whc have been drawn into the literary scene by a desjre to 

write the kind of material they love toread. 

Since these novsls are highly conventional (and 

amc\teur > , they make for ver y eas-y readi ng, and are a 

perfect example of what mass ~ommunication theorists calla 

literature of evasion. I have borrowed Marcuse's basic 

duality (reality principie vs. pleasure principle) as a 

means of explaining the male/female opposition (and 

consequently all the others>, and also as a means of 

explaining the growing need for evasion among ~ornen today 

(even if it means evading through and by an ideal world 

c:reated by men for womeni. These readers long to indulge in 

romantic fantasy and, for the most part, cannot fulfil that 

longing with their own imaginative activity. Romanc:e-novels 

have not developed as other genres have; so their 

characterizations are still based on the contrast of 

extremes. This makes them highly implausible yet easy to 

read. An apparent contradic:tion may arise from this. 
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The r-om.::mce···nov.el h,:='s a contradictor-y doLtble intention. 

On the one hand, romance·-novel s present an Lttop i c wor-1 d wi th 

ideal character-s whos- per-fect interaction solves all 

problems that the two central char-acters may have to contend 

with. Dn the other hand, this,stereoty~ed sitLtation is 

sLtccessfLtl for the readers ~nd writers (it seems Ltseless to 

make a distinction since we are dealing with the same 

people) becaLtse they manage to become heroines themselves 

foras long as they read. The narrative contract between the 

readers and the literary reality makes the characters seem 

possible and plaLtsible (since evasion does not necessarily 

imply impossibility or idealization). The readers are self

deluded becaLtse of their faith in the realism or the mimesis 

6f the contemporary romance-novel. This so-called 'realism' 

stems from the fact that the readers trLtly believe in the 

ominous contingency of the heroine's sitLtation. Therefore, 

while women consciously admit that these novels are 

idealistic (not all readers agree, however), they want to 

participate in the ritLtalistic reaffirmation of a now mythic 

utopia by identifying with the heroine and hence admitting 

t.h.,,t she is feasible. T.hLts while the disparity between 

events in the fantasy r~alm and those in the 'real' world 

seems te gLtarantee a reading experience that is 'escapist', 

emotional and psychological identification with the central 

charact~r also insLtres an affectively significant experience 

for the reader. ~~e readers firmly believe that their 

reading ciramatically changes their everyday lives. Hence, 
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the romance-novel is a widely read subgenre not fer its 

intrinsic value but for the readers• actual experience in 

reviving the characters by living through them. 

Whi le the readers · l ove ~ass--produced l i teratLtr·e <what 

Jane Austen called ~trash'), the critics tend to ignore it 

for two basic reasons. The first, of cburse, is the 

following: 11 ••• it is only a means toan end; illusion 

building. The reading of such literature ( ..• ) could 

legitimately be called an act of non-reading insofar as it 

is separated from higher forms of conscious reception''(2). 

This critic· doe• not seem to be familiar with the fact that 

~ all mass media deliberately go much deeper into the 

unconscious than other art forms because their effect is 

intentional, it affects conscious life. Therefore the 

reception is ~ctive in that it influences conscious lif~. 

Reading the romance-novel is an event that is dominated by 

the typical reader's unconscious, yet nonetheless active, 

recall of learned cultural conventions. However~ since the 

reader herself does not recognize those conventions she 

continues to view reading as a simple matter of receiving 

that which is already there in the text. Hence reading is 

nota self-conscious, productive process in which the reader 

collaborates with the author, but an act of discovery during 

which the reader relies on the author"s information about 

people, places and events not in the book. The women assume 

that the information about these elements w,as placed in the 

book by the author when she selected certain words to 
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describe them, without' ever questioning the accuracy or 

plausibility of th-se events. The implications of 

characterization or of ~lot are never critically dwelt upon; 

they are taken at face value because the readers rely on 

standard cultural codes that they accept as definitive. 

Thus, it would not occur to them that those codes might be 

,limited and arbitrary. The literary representation of 

Acapulco, for example, is only a re-elaboration of the 

postcard image of the port, which readers accept as 

plausible. One reader goes so far as to say: 

"'One of the things I enjoy about Harlequins is 
that they ~re so geographically correct - in their 
facts. I hada friend who travelled to Ireland 
every year. She's the one who got me toread them. 
She had hers cl""'ssified - her collection (of 
Harlequins) - she'd rip the front cover off and 
classify them by place. She'd travel to sorne of 
these places and she'd say, 'I was there this 
time. It was just like -o and -o wrote. You turn 
that one cerner and there's that well and that 
tree, and there's that •.• '"(3). 

The readers believe that romances are a good substitute for 

the travelling they would like to do but cannot afford, and 

they actually believe that research is such an integral part 

of romance-novel writing that those who write their own 

novels take pains to do research. But I shall give an 

example from one of these Harlequins in order to show that 

not even the writer had to do any research because the 

heroine compares the scehe before her with a brochure: 

It really was. a paradise. Far below, in the 
dazzling sunlight, the scene was like the pictures 
from all the travelling brochures rolled into one. 
Blue sky, blue sea, white sand, lush greenery 
trailing over the rocks, little straw-roofed huts 
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under the palm trees, bronzed. bodies in shorts or 
vivid-coloured bikinis, according to sex. The 
hotel swimming pool was a splash of turquoise 
against its marble surrounds. The faraway sounds 
of sp l ashes and 1 aL1ghter e ame up to her as she 
stood at the wi~dow (4). 

It is almost ironi~al that the author mentions the 

tourist brochure be.cause she is referring to something that 

is itself a reference. :These descriptions are significant 

because the readers justify their reading by stating that 

they actually do learn about faraway places, exotic lands 

and customs. According to them, the value of reading 

romance-novels lies in the information that the books are 

thought to contain. The women deal with this information as 

if it were encountered in a normal conversation. Therefore, 

the act of reading implies a blind assumption of the so

called 'information' found in the novels as well as the 

recall and reproduction of cultural cedes which are known 

beforehand and that are such widespread belief- that they 

are taken as being definitive and immutable. The women 

automatically relate whát they read with the meaning with 

which they are already familiar. 

Language is treated only in its referential capacity. 

Words have pre-established, immutable meanings that refer to 

actions, places and events independent from the words that 

merely describe fhem in simple unambiguous terms, detached 

from the literary use of the words. Somehow, the readers 

assume that the fictional events have little to do with the 

words and verbal statements that are us~d to designate them. 
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The belief is that words are themselves already meaningful 

before they are read out of a specific context. 

The impact of this act of reading is alarming. It forges 

the readers" outlook, their perception of themselves and 

their world. These women view objective reality as being 

distinct and different from language, which is itself 

nothing but a way of naming that which truly exists. Hence, 

when encounteri ng the wri tten worcl these romance-novel 

readers somehow treat itas if it simply designates a world 

entirely continuous and congruent with their own because it 

is an extension of what they are already familiar with .. The 

result of this is that these women readers assume that all 

imaginary (fictional> worlds "naturally" resemble the world 

with which they are so familiar. They do not appear to be 

aware of the role that language plays in constructing the 

world itself, notas a mere means of designating but as the 

raw material in the construction and conception of "their" 

reality. 

The peculiar use of language is part of the narrative 

contract particular to the subgenre. The act of reading is 

straightforward because.it does not call for any 

interpretation of the language itsel~. The syntax is simple, 

and the authors, whó obviously share the same attitude as 

their public, do not use the properties of "poetic" 

1 anguage, as Jakobson Lm·derstands i t. Romance-novel 1 anguage 

is therefore strictly referential. This also explains the 

large quantities of redündancy and descriptive detail, which 
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are all a means of inviting the reader to absorb the 

literary world effortleasly, instead of challenging her by 

extracting her from th~ extralinguistic world and enveloping 

her in a possibly alien and hostile literary ene. 

The second argum•nt held against romance-novels is, as 

Dale Spender points out, that it is a literature for and 

about women, explicitly excluding men; therefore it is 

superficial, trivial and hence worthless. The subgenre has a 

long tradition to which writers o·f both sexes have 

contributed~ However, it has become exclusive as other forms 

of the novel (and of entertainment) have sprung up. No 

matter how ~asy a text is, the reader necessarily plays a 

role, and in the case of romance-novels the process becomes 

more complex, because women are reading about themselves 

indirectly, through a patriarchal glass that deforms and 

forms the rose-tinted reality, which intends to be strictly 

'for, by and about' women~ Reading is an acquired habit, as 

ene critic points out, so reading/writing as a woman is not 

necessarily what happens when a woman reads/writes. Romance

novels are a perfect example of how women write and read as 

men, notas women. The interaction between the text, the 

author and the reader is adulterated by the presence of a 

sexist, biased patriarchal point of view. This literature 

continues to maintain that a woman may acknowledge and 

realize her feelings only within a traditional, monogamous, 

patriarchal marriage. The reader indulges in identifying 

with a "liberated' heroine while living in an unchanged 
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soé:i al ar-r-angement. The heroi ne e.nds up conformi ng wi th (not 

that she ever rebelled against) the traditional man/woman 

relationship. On the one hand, the reader perceives an 

'imaginary" world while, on the other, the insistently 

referential language all~ws her to assimilate and relate the 

fictional with the extralinguistic, 'real' world in a 

coherent, articula.te way. 

The two essential functions of romance-novels may 

therefore be perceived ata basic level. There is an escape 

i nto an utopi c wor1 d' whi ch superf i ci all y merges wi th the 

world of daily experience, and allows the reader to indulge 

in reading about "r-41" exotic lands and people without 

feeling dislodged, unco~fortable and dissatisfied with her 

own rather drab, routinary daily life. But, unfortunately, 

this double intention may ha.ve the effect that a double 

standard or double message has on women or men: they will 

not be satisfied with either world beca.use they are trying 

to salve their daily problems by evading them through a 

completely unreal one. The readers themselves see their 

r~?ading as a 'healthy' addiction, similar to alcohol, drugs 

or pills. From the one pleasure of romance-reading stems the 

serious emotional and p~ychological ritual of reading so 

that women may imagine a perfect state in which the intense 

needs that they feel and accept as i ntri nsi c to the se>: are 

adequately satisfied. To feel deeply gratified by their 

reading the women must read more than one romance-novel 

since the effect of a single book is short-lived. The 
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readers of romance-novels remember the experience of having 

read a blllk of these pa.perbac:ks, not single ones. What is 
1 

remembered with p1easure is the narrative contra.et of the 

subgenre, not individual manifestations of it. 

The history 9f the genre is a c:ontinuum whic:h goes 

farther bac:k than the medieval romance. However, I begin my 

desc:ription of the subtjenre at the moment when the romance 

gives way to the narrative mode, toan epistcilary novel Sllch 

as Pamela. I proceed to illustrate the stereotypes by 

quoting from modern romanc:e-novels, which speak for 

themselves: the sexism is found immediately, and there is no 

need to delve into the texts. I am conscious of the fact 

that sentimental ('romantic') literature has hada smooth, 

uninterrupted growth and by jumping from Pamela to 

contemporary romance-novels I am omitting the two centuries 

in whic:h the novel for~ was consolidated and in whic:h women 

wrote continuously. Also, it may seem ridiculous to c:hoose a 

novel written by a man when so much was written by women. 

But Richardson"s novels, especially the one that I mention 

briefly, had great influence and acceptanc:e at the time of 

their publication. Although the reasons for this success may 

stem only from the fac:t that Richardson was a man and had no 

problem having hi~ work published whereas women writers 

faced very great problems (since they had to exchange their 

social life for their literary work>, my choice of novel was 

deliberate because a man successfully created the literary 

types that women today so fervently exploit and expect in 
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the romance-novel. Tracing the subgenre in detail would 

preve to be a monstruous task for which I am not prepared. 

So by isolating the three moments in the history of amorous 

literature, I amable to explain, up to a limited extent, 

the repetitive use of the stereotypes that consolidate the 

subgenre and plague and hinder the development of these very 

popular te~·:ts. 

The task of deciphering the codes found in these novels 

may be psychologically and emotionally taxing for women and 

I believe that th• effect may be harmful because the readers 

are very susceptible dueto their eager, uncritical, blind 

immersion in the texts. The automatism with which these 

women read these short novels is startling because it shows 

how unaware they are of the sexist culture that underlies 

their favourite literature. One feminist rather 

dramatically describes a patriarchal society as follows: 

- El Sistema del Macho es lo ~nico que existe. A 
causa de ello, las creencias y percepciones de 
otras estructuras como las del Sistema Femenino 
son consideradas como raras, malas, locas, 
estópidas, repugnantes e incompetentes. Este mito 
es nefa~tb en ~os sentidos: limita a las mujeres 
para explbrar sus propias percepcionss y 
capacidades, y obstaculizan a los hombres que 
deseen comprender 1 as <. ••• ) • 
- El segundo mito implica que el Sistema del Macho 
es, por principio, superior. Nbtese que el primero 
y el se'gundo m.ito no siguen una secuencia logica. 
Si el Sistema del Macho es lo Onico que existe, 
entonces ¿cbrno puede ser superior, y superior a 
que? < ••• > • 
- El tercer mito es que el Sistema del Macho lo 
conoce y lo comprende todo ( ... ). Ambos sexos 
creen sinceramente que los varones deben saber y 
saben todo ( ••• ). Este mito estl directamente 
relacionado con los estereotipos sexuales. Un 
estereotipo no es m•s que la definicibn que un 
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grupo de per-onas da a otro grupo para 
controlárlo. Los estereotipos sexuales en su 
conjunto suatentan los mitos del Sistema del Macho 
( ... ) . 
- El cuarto y Oltimo mito es que: es posible ser 
totalmente lbgi~o, racional, y objetivo. El 
problema ~qn este mito es que uno debe luchar 
constanteme~te en contra de todo modo de ser en 
que uno ~o corresponda. Uno debe negar cualquier 
tendencia hacia lo irracional, lo ilbgico, lo 
subjetivo, o pensamientos y conductas 
intuitivas (5). 

Curiously enough~ this woman has mue~ in common with 

Marcuse in that she characterizes the patriarchal society in 

much the same way as Marcuse defines the reality principle. 

It is not surprising to hear tt,e hero exclaim "you drive me 

crazy'' (or something to that effect), an exclamation that 

becomes very signi~icant when one is aware of the specific 

traits of each sex. Romance-novels therefore reaffirm the 

above, the vantage point that is also found in pamela: all 

the heroines are persecuted virgins who desperately and 

childishly fight their foe < a 'rake' ) in order to preserve 

their virtue until it is appreciated. The hero 6vercomes her 

natural fears with a marriage proposal. Incredible as it may 

seem, this very implausible state of affairs is applauded 

and aspired to by readers, which only shows how limited the 

feminist movements have been in changing the hearts and 

minds of the 'modern' woman. Romance reading can be seen as 

an activity that could potentially lead to a significant 

change in the status quo. But this literature unfortunately 

satisfies the needs that the quotidian creates in the 

readers; so they are n~ver faced with the necessity of 

satisfying their shortcomings, requirements and demands in 
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the 'real' world. If a woman's dream is to be treated 

tenderly and attentively she must find a man who can make 

her dream come true, because it is impossible for her to 

change him. All that she can do is cultivate and encourage 

the growth of these traits in the man; never can she provoke 

a drastic change in him. The romance-novel manages to 

sidestep the crucial issue of whether the traditional social 

construction of masculinity does not obliterate the 

possibility of finding a nurturant, emotional hero. 

Romance-novels fall into Eco's category of .the closed 

text. This means that the authors have a perfectly defined 

audience in mind which is fimiliar with whatever is found in 

the novels. Nothing should be either puzzling, unexpected or 

challenging. I hav~ opened these closed texts by reading 

them from a sociblogical perspective because they have such 

intense ideological content. Though it is in no way either 

rigorously scientific or exhaustive, my aim is to give a 

brief description of these novels i~ an attempt to alert 

women to the still very sexist base of our culture. Only 

then can there be a true literature 'for, by and about' 

women whic:h c:ritics will no longer dismiss under the 

pejorative and vague heading of 'romance fiction': 

But let a woman writer concern herself with 
'relationships', particularly relationships 
between the sexes, and she brands herself as the 
writer of that inferior c:lass of novels - romantic: 
fiction. Imm~diately her work is classified as 
outside the bounds of literary consideration. 

The term 'romantic fiction• is used in much the 
same way to designate the printed word of women as 
'gossip' is used to designate the spoken word of 
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women. It is an all-encompassing (and derogatory) 
term which places women's words beyond serious 
consideration. Neither 'romantic fiction' nor 
'gossip' warrant analysis ( ••• >. And by lumping 
together the diverse writing of so many women 
(from Aphra Behn to Barbara Cartland) and 
labelling it romantic fiction, the contributi9ns 
of many, many magnificent women are automatic~lly 
placed outside the literary mainstream (6). 

Dale Spender is correct in stating the above, so I have 

opteci far the te~~ romance-novel to designate the mass

produced sentimental novels of today. The problem arises 

from the manner in which man/woman relationships are dealt 

with in the literature of women. If a woman writer propases 

a love relation~hip that substitutes the traditional 

patriarchal one, male critics and readers will mark itas 

being sentimental, poor, superficial and largely false. In a 

chapter entitled 'Male Romance' Dale Spender tries to rescue 

the word 'romance' because she says that it has taken on a 

derogative meaning, and it is a term that is always tagged 

on to women. Unfortunately, the romance is amale form 

because it is amale creation: 

Th• term 'women's novels' and 'romance' are 
often used interchangeably and to signify 
deprecation. Whether this is the result of 
the 1 ow stat1.,1s of women bei ng transferred 
to 'romance', orto the low status of 'romance' 
being transferred to women, is not possible to 
determine (7). 

I believe Spender does not have a case because it is 

possible to determine where the confusion arose. The romance 

is a very old literary form, created within the feudal 

context of a patriarchal society (mainly the twelfth century 

with great influence of Ovid). Therefore, when women adopted 
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the form they were using amale form. There is no point in 

talking about 'male' and 'female" romance because the 

romance has always be~n 'male". Now, one of the ways in 

which women can appropriate a form is by adapting and 

moulding it for their'own purposes (as Emily Bront~ did with 

the romance). If the form does not undergo any consciously 

worked change when use,d by the se>: that di d not create i t 

(beca.use the characteri follow patriarchally established 

beh~vioural patterns>, it undergoes a process of 

sentimentalization since the writer is not being sincere. To 

sorne extent it was the fault of incompetent women that the 

romance carne to mean a superficial, pompous and frivolous 

form; what was left of it was a "feminized' version of the 

romance. While Richardson, Fielding, Defoe, Swift and Sterne 

were concerned with th~ development of a new literary form, 

women were writing romances with titles like Flirtation, The 

b.f.u.iy of Fashion, The Lover's Treat, or Unnatural Hatred, The 

~ife and the Mistress, Love at First Sight, and so on. The 

titles say more than enough as to the content. Spender 

upbraids male critics for only mentioning a few women 

writers of the time like Fanny Burney, Aphra Behn, Elizabeth 

Inchbald, Mary Wollstonecraft and Charlotte Lennox, but I am 

afraid that these are the only writers who tried to subvert 

the patriarchal order with their writing. As Virginia Woolf 

clearly and pertinently writes: 

.•• before a woman can write exactly as she wishes 
to write, she has many difficulties to fa.ce. To 
begin with, there is a technical difficulty - so 
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simple, apparently; in reality, so baffling - that 
the very fa~m of the sentence does not fit her. It 
is a sentence made by men; it is too loose, too 
heavy, too ~ompous for a woman's use ( •.. ). And 
this a woma~ must make for herself, altering and 
adapting the current sentence until she writes one 
that takes the natural shape of her thought 
without crushing or distorting it (8). 

Anne Wilson Schaef agrees: 11 La igualdad no puede 

ser externamente asign~da mientras no se haya percibido 

internamente"(9). Women writers must therefore undergo a 

conscious, internal change in order for them to externally 

promete a change through their writing. It is definitely the 

work of the feminist critic to rescue the women writers that 

did make a significant contribution to feminist thought or 

to the literary tradition as a whole. Dale Spender makes the 

mistake of rescuing women who wrote, no matter how peor 

their work was, for the sole reason that they were members 

of the 'weaker' sex·. The biographies of these women are of 

great interest, but this is not rea.son enough to justify and 

assess their literary achievement. Hale critics have 

dedicated much les• ti~e to women writers, and this may be a 

consequence of their patriarchal point of view. But I 

believe that women critics should not dedicate their lives 

to the vindication of women writers who probably only 

contributed to the sentimentalization and eventual 

degeneration of a literary genre. <It took Poe and Sir 

Walter Scott to save the gothit novel, a subgenre that was 

greatly abused by women. Jane Austen disliked the mode and 

was provoked into writing Northanger Abbey as a parody of 

the work of women like Ann Radcliffe.). 
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It is important to note that women"s writing has been 

largely autobiographical mainly on account of the fact that 

they had very little freedom and education. Therefore, the 

link between history and the rise or devélopment of a 

literary genre or subgenre is undeniable. It may seern 

ludicrous, therefore, to emphasize the already well

discussed influence th~t the Industrial Revolution had on 

the rise of the English novel. 

Critics such as r,n Watt and Walter Allen have done 

this successfully (although they do ignore women"s writing 

as Spender point- out emphatically in her chapter 'Power and 

Propaganda"). The problem .of dealing with a genre or 

subgenre is that orie must break the continuum of liter~ry 

history in arder to isolate the genre in question. In doing 

this one naively cuts through the historical and social 

process also, never really realizing that these moments 

which are artificially isol~ted by the criticare not and 

cannot be dealt with outside the whole historical context. 

But one has little cho~ce but to break the continuity and 

choose moments of the genre, in my case the subgenre of the 

sentimental novel which has its roots in the medieval 

romance, giving way to the sentimental novel of the 

eighteenth century and finally continues to our day with 

mass-produced romance-novels. The subgenre is important, 

because, on the one hand, it has been a literature 

exclusively for women and written by women, and, on the 

other hand, it has hada determinant influence on both women 
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readers/writers in a m~sculine-dominated society. The 

sentimental novel has indelibly marked the female literary 

tradition at both ends of the act of communication. 

I have isolated thre• phases of this tradition: the late 

medieval romance (for the sole reason cif explaining certain 

elements still present in romance-novels, not for the sake 

of the romance itself as a form of amorous literature>, 

epistolary, sentimehtal novels pf the eighteenth century and 

contemporary romance-novels. The comparison of these three 

stages in literary history may seem far-fetched when one 

ccnsiders the drastic social changes that have taken place 

during these last four centuries, and the dramatic effect 

these changes have had on the path of literary creation; 

furthermore, this choice may seem surprising since the 

former was the product of an aristocrati~, fe~dal ideology 

and the latter two form part of the literature of a 

bourgeois ideology (10). However, I chose to mention the 

medieval romance because I wish to shed light on the form of 

the romance-novel. Pamela obviously did not spring only from 

the romance, but also from drama and the epic of both the 

English and the Continental tradition. But Ido believe that 

the form basically derives from the romance and so I shall 

only deal with the romance which marked the transition 

between the medieval romance and Pamela, a novel. 

It is interesting to note that late medieval romances 

and romance-novels are similar in many respects: they both 

suffer from a lack of motivation. Romance began as a means 
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of divulging the ideology of the ruling aristocracy, and 

Pamela e>:pressed the need to adapt ol d val ues and to teach 

and asser·t the i deol ogy of the bourgeoi si e, to create ~ new 

language, literature and voice. In turn, the later romance 

and romance-novels suffer from a lack of intensity; they are 

the vacuous result of the separation between daily 

experience and ideology: 

La relacibh entre la .idea y realidad se resuelve 
en la configuracibn puramente sensible, sin que 
quede entre ellas ninguna distancia espacial que 
haya de ser rellenada por la sabiduria consciente 
y explicita del poeta Cor of the reader> (11). 

The novel could only emerge from the decrepit state of the 

romance, caused in part by the exhaustion of a highly 

conventional mode and iM part by this disparity between 

ideology and the quotidian; the aristocracy was already 

crumbling. So the romances lost their continuity and 

crganicity; they could not feed on the quotidian simply 

because it was different from the ideology that supposedly 

reproduced it. If the yacuum that separates the idea from 

reality were not filled once again, the genre would die 

(12). This is what has happened to romance-novels. 

Fortunately, Richardson replenished the genre - on his 

terms, however. He used the basic structure of the romance 

with the innovative intention of voicing and communicating 

the bourgeois ideal love/marriage relationship for didactic 

purposes (13). Pámela was a synthesis of the process of 

rationalization and abstraction of Richardson•s socio-

historical context, which for Lukacs constitutes the process 
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of creation. The English writer was nourishing and was 

nourished by his social context. The bourgeoisie had already 

gradually confirmed their power, but the Industrial 

Revalution marked the phase in which capitalism extended 

itself into all spheres of society, conditioning the 

economic structure of public and private relationships. 

Richardson was "'writing to the moment'" (14), as he himself 

put it, and this is what marks the difference between the 

novel and romance-novels of toda.y despite the fact that the 

subgenre itself has changed very little. The difference 

between Pamela and the other two forms to which I refer is 

that these are the empty repetition of a formula, the 

repetition of types which were created by others for a 

specific reason but which have lost their intensity because 

of the changes in the readers and writers who live an 

intense daily life that differs from the original daily 

experience that gave birth to the formulas. The types used 

by the two empty forms are more the product of a nostalgic, 

mythic need to cling toan ideology of the past rather than 

one of the present: 

Lo que es propiamente el mecanismo del mito, y la 
Novela - y en la Novela el pret~rito indefinido 
son objetos mitolbgicos que superponen a su 
intencibn inmediata, una apelación segunda a una 
dogmAtica º• mejor aOn, a una pedagogia, ya que se 
trata de ofrecer una esencia bajo la forma de Ltn 
artificio (15). 

Myth and novel share the same basic intention of forming 

and propagating an ideology, which tries to assume a sense 

of being eternal •nd natural, as Barthes explains in 
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Mitologlas. But this relationship is rather complex. Eco 

explains that mythification is an unconscious symbolization, 

the synthesi s of ... ~spi rati ons, fears, and so on of a 

particular community, of a particular historical period or 

of an individual. ln romance-novels we deal with the 

masculine community of a very long historical period. The 

bourgeois middle-class handles myths (an entire system of 

values, a morality) that has been affirming itself for a 

very long period of time. There is a fundamental difference 

between the traditlonal mythic characters and the bourgeois 

figures, but this difference does not exist between the 

characters that populate the romance-novel and those of 

traditional mytholbgy. Both are the narrations of events 

that have already happened and which are already known to 

the readers. The audience does not expect to hear/read 

anything new because they look forward to the pleasant 

experience of hearing/reading events with which they are 

already familiar. Whereas most novels rely on their 

unpredictability, rom~nce-novels, like traditional 

mythology, rely on their predictability; all the events have 

taken place before the narration begins. The characters in a 

romance-novel are the embodiments of a certain idea, value 

or whatever, so they must necessarily be predictable. They 

are archetypes. Therefore, they must be immutable; otherwise 

they would be the characters of novels: unpredictable, prone 

to and at the merey of any unexpected vicissitudes with 

which he/she may be faced. One of the most recurrent 
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archetypes in tha literature that deals with single 

man/woman relationships is the Cinderella archetype (16). 

Jung differentiates myth from archetype as follows: 

Otra expresión muy conocida de los arquetipos es 
el mito y la leyenda. Pero también en este caso 
tr•tase de formas especificamente configuradas que 
se han transmitido a través de largos lapsos. Por 
lo tanto~ el concepto de "arquetipo" sblo 
indirectamente puede aplicarse a las 
representaciones colectivas, ya que en verdad 
designa ~ontenidos psiquicos no sometidos aón a 
elaboracibn consciente alguna, y representa 
entonces un dato psiquico todavia inmediato ( .•. ). 
Su manifestacibn inmediata, en cambio, tal como se 
produce en los sue~os y visiones, es mucho m~s 
individual, incomprensible o ingenua que, por 
ejemplo, en el mito. El arquetipo represeanta 
esencialmente un contenido inconsciente, que al 
conciencializarse y ser percibido cambia de 
acuerdo con cada conciencia individual en que 
sL1rge (17)·. 

Jung does ncit rule out the possibility of turning an 

archetype into a myth. Romance-novels satisfy women's 

unconscious yearning for a pre-determined man/woman 

relationship. But this desired relationship is nota truly 

feminine one~ it is, on the contrary, a dream created for 

them by men. It is only today, when women have greater 

freedom to question the status quo, that we find interesting 

studies about this now al~ost "true" representation of 

women's attitude towards the relationships between the 

sexes. Such is Colette Dowling's El complejo de Cenicient~, 

published in 198i. Fortunately, women have become more aware 

of their nature because they have begun to question it; the 

change is slowly becoming an internalized one also. However, 

it is unfortunate that many women are yearning far the 
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Cinderella archetype, ~nd these are the women who read 

romance-novels as a means of recreating their unconscious 

ideal. 

The archetype, of course, is always used in different 

contexts according to the ideology that is manipulating it. 

Richardson declared his moral intentions in his 'Preface' to 

Pamela, but by now these have been completely (and almost 

indelibly) printed on the modern mentality, so there is no 

longer any need to be outrightly moralistc. The ideology and 

the reality ~rinciple (Marcuse) that it represents is taken 

for granted: 

La deserci6n del nombre burgués no es, por lo 
tanto, un fenOmeno ilusorio, accidental, 
accesorio, natural o insignificante: es la 
ideologia burguesa misma, el movimiento por el 
cual la burguesla transforma la realidad del mundo 
en imagen del mundo, la historia en 
naturaleza (18). 

Late medieval romances and romance-novels, therefore, have 

become mere simulations of a simulation, mere simulations of 

an ideology that had once been related to the quotidian but 

then became completely aliento it: 

La finalidad del analisis ideologico siempre es 
restituir el proceso objetivo, y siempre ser~ un 
falso problema el querer restituir la verdad bajo 
el simulacro <19). 

Ideology is, after all, the reflection of what Baudrillard 

calls a profound reality whereas simulation no longer has 

anything to do with any reality, it is its own referent. 

Whether the archetype is used in aristocratic or 

bourgeois literature, women are always subordinated tomen. 
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The conception of women has never changed, whether portrayed 

as the pure, ideal lady of the romance or thought of as the 

"born mother" that plays such an important role in the 

economic microcosm of marriage. The heroine of romance is a 

beautiful virgin walled off from the imperfect world in 

which the hero fights daily to preserve her perfection and 

be worthy of her pure love. She is a creature of the hero"s 

fantasy, an aesthetic, erotic, semi-religious ideal, the 

embodiment of spiritual perfection. A heroine like Pamela is 

apparently a woman who struggles by herself to attain he~ 

perfection. This is not true, however, because the hero 

gives her her true nature the moment he asks for her hand, 

the moment Paméla is placed in the situation of a wife. She 

is chaste, dutiful, obedient, reli~ious, useful, charitable, 

kind, thrifty, and so on, all the essential characteristics 

expected of the ideal bourgeois woman whose life-long dream 

is that of becoming the worthy wife of a perfect bougeois 

man. So the female stereotypes have changed, but women"s 

situation has not. Therefore, it is not surprising that 

women of all ages and nationalities must indulge in the 

literary recreation of the male-created Cinderella 

archetype. Before the ideal man was a knight, now he is a 

successful, ruthless businessman. Thus, what have changed 

are the portrayals of the men and of their fantasy woman. 

The act of re-telling the same myth functions as the 

ritualistic reaffirmation of fundamental cultural beliefs 

and collective aspirations. The archetype is disguised under 
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the so-called 'realistic' novel. The experience of romance

reading appears·to provide the psychological, comforting 

benefits of a myth and those associated with reading a novel 

-identification and entertainment- because t'here are 

superficial variations in the way of narrating the 

archetype. The same pattern of events is repeated as a means 

of reassuring the reader that woman is in reality defined by 

the rigid social stereotypes, institutional habits, 

sanctions, and all the imposed social roles that are 

expected of her, convlncing her that they are inherent to 

her sex and are compatible with the ev~rlasting happiness of 

a patriarchal marriage~ Women are anxious to be convinced 

that a man may be fatherly, loving, protective and so on, 

within the traditional male/female relatipnships. These 

books re-tell a myth because they repeat bourgeois 

aspirations which no longer function, as well as recounting 

the Cinderella archetype that supposedly contains and 

realizes women's life-long wish. As one reader says: 

''' .•. and they usually turn out the way you wish life really 

was" "(20). 

The narration of this archetype has become increasingly 

complexas the literary forms have developed. I believe it 

is interesting and important to trace the similarities 

between the romance and the novel because both modes merge 

in the romance-novel, making it into an interesting 

combination of a mythic tale anda 'realistic' novel 'far, 

by and about' wo~en. 
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Th~ Romance 

The few roman~e• that have an identifiable author were 
' ' 

written by men; most were anonymous however. Among the most 

representative of medieval romances we have the works of 

Malory, William Caxton, Chaucer, Chretien de Troyes and 

wor ks such as Sir Gawai n and the Green KQ.i,ght, F'onthus ª'1º
§i d_g.!l§l., L.e_Boman de Thebes, and man y others, usua\l l y f ound 

in edited, modern versions. The following ac:count of the 

romance deals mai~ly with the works belonging to the years 

befare the fiftee~th certtury, the period when the form began 

to decay. The transition p~r'iod between the exemplary 

roman<:e and the nove.l is p l agued wi th the work o-f women who 

usually wr6te for a lL~ing, enthusiasts who dedicated 

themselves to writing romances~ fictional biographies and 

histories, whic::h all expressed the discrepamc:y between the! 

disintegrating aristocratic ideals and the up-and-coming 

bourgeois value~. I shall mention a few of the tities of 

romances, both contempor'á.ry and sixteenth century to 

illustrate the fact that the subgenre has not even changed 

in the titles Ltsed: The Life and AmoroLts Ad_y_§tntw·.§.á...Qf_ 

!::-t.tcinda, Ttie Fashionable Friend, The Wanderer, The Rake and 

Tl)e E;!aron' s Daughter-, and Lov~. Led Astray, m· The Mutual 

Cqnstancy. On the other hand we encounter titles like The 

FortLt[lEl§_Qf Lave, Des ti ny' s DLtchess, The Lord and the Gyp§Y_, 

IJ::i.E...J3.uthless Rake, The. Cas:tle of Fefil:., Love is Innoi:en:t~ and 

The TamiD,g_of Lady Lucinda. It woLtld be very dif·ficult to 
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distinguish them by the ·titles, and the subject-matter is 

exactly the sa~e. There is a 'line• of contemporary romance

novels which is ihapprdpriately classified as "gothic', 

because it has nothing to do with the nineteenth century 

tradition, and they a~e all placed in an obscure, 

unidentified aristocréti~ period in history. Barbara 

Cartland has a series called 'Library of Love• in which she 

pLtbl i shes condensed ver si ons of ol d, obscure romances. The 

only one I have re-d is one called The Knave of Diamonds, 

originally writt•n by a woman called Ethel M. Dell and 

published last century. 

Northrop Frye analyses romance in a rather complex and 

illuminating way because he situates the romance within the 

c:l<evel opment of Western li teratLtre. It consti tutes a stage 

found between the mythic and the high mimetic mode. In the 

first essay of Anatomy .of Criticism Frye states that fiction 

"may be classified, not morally, but by the hero's power of 

action, which may be greater than ours, less, or roughly the 

same" (21 >. Romance bel,ongs to: the stage after myth <we 

should recall JunQ's differentiation between myth, legend 

and archetype). The hero of this mode is superior tomen and 

to his environment. This mode gives way to the high mimetic 

mode in which the·herd is superior to oth~r men but is still 

subject to his social ~nd natural environment. From this 

mode 1 i te1'"ature devel oped i nto the 1 ow mi meti e one and then, 

lastly, to the ironic mode. The phases which concern me here 

are the first thrée: the mythic, the romance and the ~ioh / ... 
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mimetic. Rom~nc•-novels are still a prodµct of these modes 

since they have not developed as other genres and subienres. 

Frye"s division bf Íiterary tradition allows for the 

analysis of three .. apparently isolated moments in English 

literary history Cthe romance, an epistolary novel •nd 

romance-novels) becauie he very clearly déscribes the 

differences and similarities of the modes as well as their 

transformati ons. 

These five modes can be classified intó either the 

tragic or the fictional mode. The latter is characterized by 

"the integration of society, which LlSLtally takes the forrn of 

incorporating a central t:haracter into it"(22). A r-omance 

like Jr-istan et !solde could belong to the former mode 

bec:ause the lbve/passion leads to death, the absolute 

negation of society. Once passion is dissolved into marriage 

the rnode becomes comic. Pamela is classified as dornestic 

cornedy beca.use it i• based on the Cinderella archetyp•· Frye 

actual 1 y menti ons Pamela. because the novel deal s wi th 11the 

i ncorporati on of an in.di vi dual very 1 i ~f.e the reader i nto the 

soc:iety aspired to by both, a society ushered in with a 

happy rustle of bridal: gowns and banknotes" (23). I wcJuld 

like to mention, out of interest, that Cinderella is a 

folktale of worldwide reknown. Over five hundred versions of 

the folktale are known in ELtrope alone. The familiar English 

ve;or-sion is the translation of Perrault"s 11 Cendrillon 11 , 

translated in 1697 in a collection of fairy tales. 

Contemporary. rornance-novels are the result of the 

I 
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sentimentalization of comic modes because they aré "a later· 

recrt'?ation of an earlier mode" (24). ( Fairy tales, for 

e)-:ample, are the séntimentalization of folktales. Archetypes 

i 
are found in naiv~, popular or superficial literature, which 

is the case of the fairy tale because they are very 

conventional, mere·versions of a basic narrative of events). 

One approach to these five modes is called archetypal 

criticism. Romance is a stage in literary tradition between 

myth and natL1ra¡ism and its function is to "displace myth in 

a human direction and yet, in contrast to 'realism', to 

conventionalize content in an idealized direction"'(25). 

Therefore, popular fiction, tends to be "plausible in its 

incidents yet romantic enough to be a 'good storyj, which 

means a clearly designed one"(26). The massification of 

literature such as ~la is a good e>:ample of this. The 

archetype that Richardson uses, as well as all the character 

types, are much more related to everyday e>:perience than 

those of myth. Mythical and archetypal symbolism may be 

or-ganized in these modes. Romance has. a tendency to 11 sug1::1est 

implicit mythical patterns, in a world more closely 

associated with human;e>:perience''(27). ( It may be 

interesting to note t~at Richa~dson was at pains to make 

Pamela plausible by including domestic detail in an 

epistolary form that permitted psychological and emotional 

insight into the heroine. Romance-novels have the same 

devices to create the 'illusion of reality'). 
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The romance mode presents a very idealized world. It is 

generally characterized by the dualities which are found 

within itas an i~trinsic part of the form. These antitheses 

are the organizing ideas of all that happens within the 

literary world: ''The two dialectical structures are, 

radically, the desirable and the undesirable''C28). In the 

case of the amorous matter, adultery and passion were 

desirable in the texts themselves, and marriage was 

undesirable ( in reality the situation is quite the 

cpposite>~ Richardson tries to make the love/passion of 

adultery desirable through marriage, reconciling social 

reality with fictional reality. 

The romance mdde is therefore cha~acterized by dualities 

that are the org~nizing elements of all that happens. If the 

happy reunion of the lovers is the central issue, all the 

secondary characters are classified as either being for or 

against this leve~ Archetypal symbolism is an unalterable 

pattern that persists from text to text. Frye gives five of 

these patterns, among ihem that of romance. It is here where 

Frye describes the romance as a literary form dealing with 

wish-fulfilment dreams, and it is here where he coincides 

with Lukacs in th~t there is an undeniable link between 

ideas and the social group to ~hich they belong. Frye 

proceeds to characterize the romance in simple terms. CI 

shall add a few traits that he omits): 

a) An emphasis on adventure in which the main character does 

not develop. Minor incidents lead up to a main adventure -
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all the incident& are linked because the main character must 

complete a quest. The action and the characters may take on 

symbolic or ideologic-1 meaning, andas ideals they are 

immut~ble by definition. 

b) This quest involves the conflict between two opposing 

characters: the hero and the enemy~ The movement of the 

narration revolves e~tirely around th~ conflict between 

these two antagonical characters (the antagonical characters 

in F'ame~ and romance-novels are the hero and the heroine, 

the reality vs. the pleasure principies. Unlike the 

characters in realist novels, who may contain both 

principles in constant conflict, in romance-novels each 

gender embodies one principle. Thus, the Other in romance

novels is the op~osite sex, not the unconscious self. 

( Infra. Chapter IV.>. ( I consi der them as antagoni sts 

because the secondary char-acters ar-e incidental, 

contributing little to the central conflict which is the 

hero/heroine r-elationship). 

e> The quest h~s three stages: the jour-ney, the struggle and 

the final victory and rewarding of the hero. (This patter-n 

can be clearly seen in romance-novels. The minor incidents 

involve the anti-hero and the anti-heroine. The hero 

disrupts the herdine~s world, he seeks to re-establish order 

and finally he successfully conquers and, after declaring 

his love when they reunite after the conflict, patriarchal 

or-der is re-instated in marriage). 
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d) Frye make~ an analqgy between quest-romances and Jung's 

theory in tha.t they a.re both "the search of the libido or 

desiring self for a fulfilment that will deliver it from the 

anxieties of reality but will still contain tha.t 

reril i ty" (29). 

e) Cha.racteriza.ticin is neither complex no~ subtle beca.use of 

its dualistic nature. 

f} The characters are always the embodiment of a moral 

belief, and hence the opposing characters are easily 

determined. Since the ~haracters are the embodiments of an 

ideal, thei r rel a.ti onshi p to ea.ch other and to thei r conteHt 

is also idealized. 

g) There are four polés of characterization. The struggle 

between the hero.and his a.ntagonist is that between the 

eiron and ala.zon of comedy. §)ron corresponds to the 

character who depreciates him/herself (that is, the heroine 

of romance-novel s> and the al"ª·~º" corresponds tcJ the 

character who triss to be •omething more than he is <the 

heroes of romanca-novels believe themsélves immune to leve, 

but they end upas the victims of love>. The anti-hero and 

the anti-heroine are the other two peles that only emphasize 

the central conflict>. 

h) The matter is usually both amorous and chivalric. 

Chivalry and feudal moral cedes are a.lways in opposition. 

Leve had absolutely no intervention in marriage (which was a 

political, economic and hereditary a~fair>; therefore lave 

and adulterous love were condemned by society yet idealized. 
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The narrative dep•nds upon the encounters and re-encounters 

of the lovers, who are •lways separated either by internally 

or externally im~osed ~bstacles. 

i) Leve is reciprbcal, but ''la desgracia es que el amor que 

les agita no es el amor del otro tal como es en su realidad 

concreta. Se aman mutuamente, pero cada uno ama al otro sólo 

a partir de si, no del otro. Su desgracia tiene asl o~igen 

en una falsa rE:!ciprocidad" (~50). 

j) It is distinguished from other forms (such as the epic} 

because of its "less heri;,i.c tone, its greater 

sophistication, its fondness for the fantastic, its more 

superficial characteri zati on, (often > l oóse structure, and 

unity of action''(31). The result of this loosening of form 

is that by the fifteenth century the heroic material became 

sentimental. 

k) The courtly context is fundamental for the romance 

because it deals precisely with the high ideals of feudal 

aristocracy. The qualities of a knight, for example, all 

added up to courtesy, and the preservation of these 

qualities constitutes the main concern of the romance, 

together with the consequent winning of a lady. 

A genre is determined also by the conditions established 

between the author and the reading public (the narrative 

contra.et). In his genE;)ric analysis, Frye deals with three 

basic genres: lyric, drama and prose. I am concerned with 

what he calls specific ¿ontinuous forms and he begins by 

stating the truth that fiction tends to be associated with 
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unreality, and that th• novel is only a form of .fiction. He 

then begins to deal with romance and novel as different 

forms of fiction. The •xamples he bases himself on are the 

!J..QY...~_l s. of Jane Austen, and Emi 1 y Bront~ • s Wuther i rig Hei ght s, 

a romane~. The differences between these are the following: 

a) The romance usually tends to use types that become 

psychological archetypes because of their capacity to 

synthesize a great many ideas. The romancer has no intention 

cf creating •r~al people', as does the ncvelist. 

b) The novel i st "deal s wi th personal.i t y ( ... } he needs the 

framework of a stable society''(32) whereas the romancer uses 

idealized characters, aach one of them representing one 

particular trait. 

e) The bourgeois novel often parodies the romance because 

the romance tends to idealize the greatly envied and 

despised aristocracy. The ideaiization of purity and heroism 

is particularly distasteful. 

d) The novel tends to be historical (temporal) because its 

narrative is linear, whereas in romahce the developmer1t of 

the story is fixed. That is, it is notas linked to its 

historical conte~t. as a novel is. 

e) "A novel becómes more romantic in its appeal when the 

life it reflects has passed away"(33). 

f) The romance, therefore, is intermedia.te between myth and 

the novel because the first deals with gods and the second 

vJi th men. 



Prose fictio~ is divided into four main streams: 

confession, anatomy,. npvel and r·omance. Pa.mel~, for e>:ample, 

is a combination of the novel, the romance and confession. 

Confession is differ~nf from the others in its tendency to 

be made of short essays, most of them in a familiar tone 

because they stem from the artist's elaboration of 

autobiography Cthis form was eventually absorbed into the 

novel through the Use of stream of consciousness>. 

Therefore Eª-f!l..ela is a combination of the following: 

The novel tends to be e>:troverted and personal; 
its chief interest is in human c:haracter as it 
manifests itself in society. The romance tends to 
be introverted and personal: it also deals with 
characters, but in a more subjective way ( ..• >. 
The confession is also introverted, but 
intellectualized in content (34>. 

The similarities between Pamela and the romance are very 

obvious. The bourgeoi•ie takes the place of the aristocracy, 

with their valUes, beliefs and overall vision of their 

relationships •ith themselves and the world around them. The 

characters are arranged according to the beliefs which must 

be upheld or defended. Both genres have the intention of 

presenting a simply constructed world, the ideal world of 

the social class to which they belong. Thus, the moral 

intentions are vety clear. 

The mythic Marrative relies on a set amount of events 

resolved in an identital way, each character having an 

atemporal e>:istence. because of. his/her symbolic nature. 

However, the romancers do place their characters in a broad 

yet more specific historical context. The characters in 
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novels are completely determined and defined by their very 

specific contéxt~ In romance-novels we find that there are 

two techniqües to inform the reader that fictional time 

operates as time does: in the "real" world. One technique is 

that the novel"s time is merely the historical antecedent of 

the reader"s time. The heroine, who is usually introduced in 

the opening paragraph, is made out to resemble a real woman 

who inhabited the reader"s world earlier in ,real" time. It 

seems logical that thos~ events in the novel should have 

concluded within the period of time before the reader began 

the romance-novel, but the narrative progresses as if those 

events were occurring concurrently with the account of them. 

The other technique used is that which presents the 

narrator and the reader as witnesses of a story that is 

about to begin. This is the case of flash-backs, a device 

used frequently in many romance-novels. This, with the 

romance-novel"s treatment of foreshadowing reduces to a 

minimum the space between the initial hint of unknown, 

unpredictable happenipgs and the actual event that 
' ~ .. 

inevitably confirms_ the reader's hypothesis of the 'happy 

end'. The reader ~nd narrator presence an already 

established situation, so they are awaiting the development 

of these events as they-are simultaneously informed of any 

pertinent information that may be essential for .. what is to 

come. The heroine is established as a historical being who 

has a present andan unknown future that is conditioned by 

present and past actions. These two devices convince the 
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reader that she i~ no~ reading an impossible fairy tale but 

a story that is very ~realistic', not only the product of 

her imagination~ Howe~er, the narration is still ambivalent 

because of the insistent pains to create a 'realistic' 

fictional world which seems to contradict the definitely 

mythic nature of the Cinderella archetype. The characters 

are types, therefore eternal, everlasting and universal: 

timeless. And the hero and heroine are engulfed by a love 

made out as being an omnipotent, omnipresent emotion that is 

statically awaiting,the arrival of the charácters. The 

ambiguous status 6f the romance-novel allows for the 

reader"s double intention to evade and identify while she 

feeds her addictian. On the one hand, her daily experience 

in a patriarchal soci~ty is confused and given credibility. 

On the other hand, she may satisfy the needs that this 

society create• in her by dreaming in an utopic (yet 

patriarchal) fictional world. 

In both cases the hero is the active character because 

he is the centre of all the action. He is the 'good' force; 

the heroine Cor any other foe) is therefore the antagonist. 

Romance-novels seem to function as novels do, then, because 

when starting a new one, the reader app~ars to accompany 

'new" acquaintances on a journey whose final destination is 

unknown at the moment it begins. Nevertheless, the reader of 

romance-novels appárently needs the security of a happy 

ending in order fo embark upon the journey. Therefore, we 

can see that the comb1nation of the romance and the novel 
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have a specific p~r~ose in terms of the effects that the act 

of reading the rom~nce-novel has on the reader. 

Both forms use the •tereotypes particular to the 

ideology they uphOld. The literary expressions of ideal 

characters and their love relationship are only a 

conventionalized manner of presenting a psychological 

reality. The stereo(yped nature of romances and novels serve 

to make the matter remate and general, as we see in Pamela 

and romances with titles such as !he Wilfulness of Woman, 

§.randeur and Meanness, Esqui maL1N, or Fi del iii'.,, A Patchwork 

§_creen for the. Ladi,es, .or- Love and Vi rtue Recommended, and 

innumerable roma.Mees with compound titles that include a 

particular name (character) with an abstract quality which 

he/she embodies. This is the case of Pamela, or Virtue 

Rt~w~rded, but this is a novel. I have concentrated on the 

more formal, general qualities of literary form of romance 

and novel. In dealing.with Pamela I should like to 

illustrate the ideology that underlies Richardson's novel 

and all ~omance-novels, and how this morality has always 

been used as a justification for women's subservience. 
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pamela, or Vi~tue R~warded 

Samuel Richardson (1689 - 1761} was conscious that the 

eighteenth centu~y was a social century because of the 

em~rgence of the masses, the moment in which the bourgeoisie 

had to consolidate and systematize their values, beliefs and 

way of life in arder to justify their future development as 

a break with the old aristocratic arder. This ideology (like 

all ideology} necessarily permeated their private lives and 

what Richardson did was to set down the norms of private 

life in terms of moral codes (35}. He was preoccupied with 

the individual's r61e in society and the morality he 

proclaimed was down to earth and easy to put into practice. 

If we recall that á Movel is concerned with an individual 

and his role in a stable society we may explain Richardson's 

search for a new literary form. 

To abolish the barrier between the prívate and the 

public prose fiction (romance is public} Richardson used 

several narrative devices,. the first being the epistolary 

form. Letter writing was not unusual, and most literate 

women were expected to write letters. But letters used in a 

novel permita greater insight into the narrator's 

psychological and emotional changes. Letters are by nature 

intimate in tone (as are diaries) and one takes them to be 

sincere and honest evidence of the writer because they are a 

very private matter, direct•d to one specific reader. 

Richardson made letters a public affair; all the characters 

within the novel itself read Pamela's letters which only 
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shows how consc:ious Ric:hardson was of writing a new, 

innovative form (36). 

Ric:hardson de•c:ribes a normal English middle-c:lass 

household, reduc:ing all the inc:idents to familiar, everyday 

enes that c:ould be ea~ily understood by the reading public:. 

Ric:hardson's c:hoi~- of subject-matte~ reduced his public to 

an almost exc:lusively feminine one. Courtship and marriage 

were (and often sti 11 .are) the 0111 y two oc:c:upati ons open and 

destined for women. It is Mot surprising, therefore, that 

the marriage plot was c:hosen as Ric:hardson's main c:onc:ern if 

he wanted to reac:h the growing feminine reading public:. His 

novel shows that ~ Man's lave is probf of a girl's value, 

an~ payment for it. Pamela apparently goes on a quest to be 

rec:ognized in all h•r significanc:e and she wants her worth 

made real by .being approved of by an aristoc:ratic hero. She 

is aware of her wórth fr6m the beginning of the narrative, 

but she needs ~asculine, public rec:ognition in arder to 

achieve integrity~ Once sh~ is singled put from among all 

others for her uniqueness, Pamela has reached her life's 

aim. She is transformed by Mr. B's public: rec:ognition; her 

internal virtue is made public: when she becoMes a bride. 

The marriage plot of a nov-1 necessarily poses questions 

about how sexuality is bound by moral life, about the terms 

of c:oexistence of the s~xes and their identities, and so on. 

Richardson apparently knew that when dealing with a marriage 

plot he wa~ touching upen the most important event of a 

woman's life, an event. that is so important to both sexes 
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because it has so many implications. Richardson, both 

printer and publisher of his own work, made the point very 

clear that the aim of his heroine was not to attain a 

husband but her own identity - the role of a wife. This is 

why the heroine's story continues after the marri~ge both in 

Pamela and in the continuation of her life in two more 

vclumes, publish-d in 1741, one year after the first two 

volumes of Pamela had been first published anonymously. 

Richardson used the epistolary form partially to match 

the intimate nature of the content and combined it with 

excessive domestic detail to heighten the 'illusion of 

reality•. After all, he was fighting against the romance's 

idealized, unattainable, invulnerable heroine. The use of 

realistic description attracted the female reading public 

and helped Richardson establish an innovative narrative 

contract: 

If the basic convention governing the novel is 
the e~pectation that readers will, through their 
contact with the text, be able to recognize a 
world which it produtes orto which it refers, it 
ought to be possible to identify at least sorne 
elements if the text whose function it is to 
confirm this expectation and to assert the 
r~presentational or mimetic orientation of 
f i et ion < 37 > • 

Description has the function of creating the illusion of 

real i ty, what Barthes · cal 1 s the 11 effet de reel" (38). Pam~_l a 

is a novel plagued with intricate detail, and one may think 

that Richardson intentionally did this to create a more 

realistic literary world. The detail in Pamela is produced 

from within the novel and refers to the literary world; its 
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function is poeti~. In romance-novels, the description does 

not refer to or help the reader recognize the textual 

reality from which it 'is ~roduced bec~use it only ref~rs to 

an extra-textual teality, it is only referential. However, 

in romance-novels the description does not refer to ar help 

to recognize the world from which it is produced because 

they are purely refeténtial. The romance-novel is an 

alterable set of gene..-ic conventions rather than a natural 

and organic form like the eighteenth century novel under 

cliscussion. 

It is i mportant that dai 1 y e:,:peri ence was posed as an 

ideal mode of e:üstence. Virginia Woolf says that "often 

nothing tangible remains of a woman's day'' (39}, 

but Richardson madé the daily experience of both sexes 

worthy subject-matter fot a novel. He portrayed private 

existence by limiting his subject-matter to the simple, 

everyday concerns in a single household, making it idyllic. 

But as he described private life he opened it up to the 

public eye. He did ~ot proclaim the morals of either the 

upper bourgeoisie or of the aristocracy: Richardson 

describes and prescribes the mo~ality of a mass, middle 

class, to which he himself belonged as a self-made 

publisher. He dealt with ordinary characters as he 

simultaneously idéalized them, so the reader was able to 

identify with the hero and the heroine and feel gratified as 

well. Pamela and Mr. B are not only believable images of 

people but alsó the images of ideals. To identify with 
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either of the two cenf~al characters of the novel gives (and 

gave, at the time) a.~ense of the possibility of becoming 

one of them. The novel shaped and strengthened the reader's 

aspirations concerning his/her private and public life, 

making them want .to be something special, something else, to 

want to change, to be changed orto stay the same. 

Richardson was forcing a social class to become conscious of 

themselves as a powerf~l, up-and-coming group who had and 

would have a great influence on their country's future. 

Richardson invite• the reader, through his literary 

technique, to identify ~ith Pamela, Mr. B, Lady Davers or 

any of the household servants who undergo a change orare 

reaffirmed. The 'good' ones are triumphant, the 'bad' ones 

reform and become 'good', establishing the harmony that was 

lost when Mr. B's mother (a representative of the 'older', 

aristocratic generation> died. The novel is really about the 

form of ordering the universe after the death of the 

aristocracy. The idea of 'equality' is implicit (marriage to 

a servant). This is mignificant because of the socio

economic 'revolutions' of the late eighteenth century. Mr. 

B, a pr-oud r-epresentati ve of the 'new' gener,ati on accepts a 

servant as a wife. Lady Davers, caught in the middle, 

accepts the inevitable change and discards her haughty, 

class discrimiMation thanks to Pamela's infinite virtue: she 

is chaste, obedient, dutiful, respectful, servile, passive, 

and so on, although her religious devotion is emphasized as 

being her trial wh~n she decides not to commit suicide by 
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flinging herself in a river. Romances had used very static, 

inalterable characters because romance writers relied on the 

longlasting narrative contract that underlied the genre. 

Richardson was formulating the conditions of a new narrative 

contract, so his tréatment of character is different, the 

people populating hi• literary world are transformed, unlike 

those in romance-novels who are dependent on the well-known 

narrative contract. 

The writers of thé eighteenth century no longer had to 

write far an educated ~lite nor did they have to write for a 

wealthy patron. Now they were writing for a broader and 

therefore more diverse public, and so the fbrm had to be 

adapted accordingly. They were reading serious fiction 

because they needed to believe in the seriousness of their 

ordinary domestic 11fe that seemed impossible to escape 

from. Hence the use of types. Richardson knew that his 

largest public would be middle-class women, but the morals 

that hung over them were very strict and repressive, 

controlling even their reading material. So Richardson made 

Pamela the ideal novel by combining entertainment <"a good 

story") with educ~tion~ Since one of the most successful 

means of educating is th~ough imitation, Richardson only had 

to write a manual, a marriage manual in this case, which, 

though fictitious, was nevertheless practical enough to be 

taken seriously. Th~ realistic novel rose in England 

alongside the leisured wives and daughters of .the new 

middle-class who were keen on becoming "ladies". This new 
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literary form was the inevitable outcome of historical 

change and thus replac:ed the aristocratic romance which had 

been so preocuppied with the affairs of a privileged class. 

Somehow Richardson's heroine is not seen as a means to 

an end because the no~el is much more than a novel focused 

en a value. ·Pamela is a plausible heroine, the premise of 

the plot, but she is 'real', though rare. The servant girl 

is out to fight for the values she embodies in a world of 

fallen values. Pamela is accused of having her head "turned 

by romances, and such idle stuff to which she has given 

herself up" (40) because Mr. B angrily writes that "she 

assumes airs, as i~ she was a mirror of perfection, and 

everybody hada design upon her'' (41), but he is preved 

wrong. Pamela's version is the following: 

After sUch offers, and suth threatenings, and his 
comparing himself to a wicked ravisher in the very 
time of his last offer; and turning it into a 
jest, that we should make a pretty story in 
romance (42). 

'Romance• beca.me synonymous to foolishness, gossip, day

dreaming and so on. Richardson did not write a 'romance", he 

wrote a novel, and he states this clearly as a means of 

emphasizing the realism and the plausibility of his texts. 

Marriage~ although no longer the impersonal arrangement 

of preceeding years, still remained an important economic 

institution. The household was (and still is) the school in 

which high morals and ideology were best instigated and 

nurtured by imitation and outright education. Women had the 

duty to bring up their children as proper, respecta.ble, 
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responsible citizens. This of course means that women were 

económically and politically dependent and subordinated to 

men, but somehow this situation was justified because women 

hada duty as mothers and wives, an almost divine allotment 

of work. Therefore Richardson was justified in what he did . _.,. 

because, conscious of his situation, he took upen himself 

the task of guiding and protecting the soul and society 

with, I should imagine, great success. Although women's 

economic dependency and their legal status prevented them 

from directly participating in the public life of the 

community, they were assigned a specific and important role 

in the household as t~e individuals that prepared other 

individuals for their commuMal, social, public role. 

Pamela is a m•nifesto that somehow justifies their 

subordination by .i~ealizing the marriage contract. Women are 

what they are and menare what they do, so women were almost 

born moral whereas men had to work for their salvation (we 

see this in both romance-novels and Pamela). The heroes 

apparently undergo a change stimulated by their women, but 

the heroines themselves do not change. In reality the heroes 

do not change either because they possess exemplary 
·,. 

'masculiriit.y•. The heroine only brings to surface the hero's 

inherent traits, ~he ~oes not induce or provoke a real 

transformation. Pamela, a poor working girl who has nothing 

material tCl offer as dowry, contributes significantly to her 

marriage by her salid ~6ral virtues, and this virtue earns 

her a prosperous husband who also offers a social position. 
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Therefore they forman ideal marriage: Pamela is in charge 

of their private li~e and Mr. B handles their public life. 

He, as do all heroes in romance-novels, preves the tenacity 

of his commitment to a transcendental public purpose, as a 

Justice of Peace in Bed~ordshire and Lincolnshire. After he 

takes on a wife the hero sets such a compelling example that 

he is able to demand and receive the loyalty and commitment 

of other men and w.omen, including his wife. Mr. B, like the 

heroes of romanc:e--n·bvel s, is e:-:traordi nari l y competent and 

inevitably triumphant. In a world that accords respect to 

men in general because of their strength, power and ability 

to work properly in the realm of public life, Mr. Bis the 

most able representative of these essential middle-class 

values. By linking her life to the hero's Pamela defines her 

singularity; she is assessed in terms of his public life 

(despite his previous life as a "rake'). 

Richardson was very cansciaus af the social roles that 

men and women had to play in order for them to be successful 

in a bourgeois saciety. But he was also consciaus that he 

had to reconcile ideal love with social duty, and he did 

this through marriage~ Passian is anti-social and the 

romance usually iMplies death or social banishment. So 

Richardson constrained it to marriage therefore diluting 

passion into a permanent relationship based upon comfort and 

domestic harmony: 

El amor feliz no tiene historia. Solo el amar 
mortal es nbvelesco; es decir, el amor amenazado y 
condenado por la propia vida (43). 
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Mr. B may seem to be ~nti-social because he has the passion 

of a romantic hero while Pamela works for the g·ood of 

society, as we see whén she accepts his illegitimate 

daughter. She brings him back to society, it would seem, 

because it is her duty as a woman. But this apparent taming 

of the hero becomes meaningless when we realize that a 

woman's sexuality <Pamela's, in this case) contains the 

potential to do her ha~m by virtue of its capacity to 

acti vate mal e l LlS't and hatred of women. I t seems as though 

women are responiible for men's reincorporation into society 

because they are the instigators of the hero's temporary 

insanity and desertion. 

Marriage, ap~arently, was the only path a woman had if 

she wanted to lead a socially successful life (and if she 

wanted to rise in the:social scale). Pamela's situation is 

real 1 y qui te unf air. She is faced ,wi th the possi bi 1 i ty of 

either going home to her parents or surrendering to Mr. B's 

violent fits of childish temper. This option is nota real 

ene. Obviously Richardson takes Pamela back to Mr. B because 

she is in love with him and is willing to suffer his 

cutbursts. But w~ should realize that Pamela no longer 

belongs in her parents• world when we read the pains she 

goes through to dress in clothes fit for her newly gairi~d 

state of poverty reached by her stubbornness. She must buy 

cheap clothes because she has been wearing the borrowed 

robes (cast-offs) of a class to which she does not belong by 

birth. She is put to test in order to deserve the status to 
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which she aspires: -~ublic p~rformance (marriag~) was payment 

for private pleasures (love and the lifestyle of a lady). 

She thiriks "it less disgrace to be obliged to w<;iar rags, cmd 

live upon rye-bread and water, as I used to do, than be a 

harlot to the greatest man in the world'' (44). Nevertheless, 

poverty is still a diégrace and although Pamela often thanks 

her ~arents for her education she ·is mcire grateful to them 

for· that than for anythi ng el se: 11 I have nothi ng in the 

world to trust but my honesty'' (45). This is what gains her 

a husband in the end. But somehow one is left with the 

impr·ession that Pamela dutifully and socially did the right 

thing by marrying, but she married for the wrong reasons. 

Richardson was unsuccessful in reconciling love (passion) 

with marriage, and all the parodies of his novel are proof 

of this: f'jnti-Pamela: or Feign'd Innocence Detected, The_ 

TrL\~ Anti-Pamela: Or MemOirs of Mrs. James Parry, Pamela: _or· 

the Fair Impostor, a series of Pamela comedies andan opera 

as well as Fieldi"ng's c.elebrated An_B,Qplogy for the Life of 

Mrs. Shamela Andrews (see Appendix 1)~ The heroine's 

obsession with her vi~tue is such that one is tempted to 

think that she is obsessed with sex, not with virtue, as if 

the common axiom that women must control their sexuality if 

they do not wish to be raped, ravaged, or whatever, were 

true. If Pamela does not manage to disguise her sexuality 

successfully she will ~un the risk of exciting the 

uncontrollable male •sex-drive• which will naturally be 

released. Therefore, women (Pamela) are responsible for 
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putting an end to men"s sexual passions·b~cause they 

provoked the surfacing of these animal, ~ale instincts. 

Pamela is seduced by her own innocence~ 

The story of the persecuted virgin se~ms to have got out 

of hand. Richardson wrote the two seguels tci Pamela, which 

deal only with the married state, becausé the rather strange 

(though very patriarchal) courtship was fi-nished with the 

marriage ceremony. Needless to say, the second part of the 

novel is the most monotonous. Mr. B"s coniinuous sermonizing 

is intolerable (and unbelievable because only a few pages 

befare he had tried to seduce and rap,e Pamela, after having 

had her kidnapped). The only lively scene is that between 

Lady Davers and Pamela, probably becaüse it is very 

humorous. Otherwise this second part is only a long list of 

Pamela"s marital duties. As Barthes rightly puts it: 

Al difundir sus representa~iones a travls de un 
cat•logo de imAgenes colectivas para uso 
pequef'loburgues, la burguesia consagra la 
indiferenciacibn ilusoria d• las clases sociales: 
a partir del momento en que una metanbgrafa con un 
modesto sueldo se recono~e en el gran casamiento 
burgu~s, la ex-nominación burguesa alcanza su 
completo efecto (46). · 

The novel shows the two most important stages of a woman"s 

life as defined by a patriarchal society: courtship and 

marriage. Pamela III and IV deal with ch\ld-rearing and 

full-fledged housewifery. 

Richardson was "writing to the moment" (47) and·this 

could mean that, on the one hand, the first-person narration 

creates a sense of immediacy and, on the qther hand, 
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Pamela's role as narr~tor gives unity to all that happens 

within the·novel itself, from a single vantage point so that 

there is unity of ac:tion, of time, and s·o on. The writing of 

the novel is part of the novel and this mec:hanism gives the 

narration an unprecedented realism. But probably the most 

' 
important contribution that Richardson made to the novel was 

the narrator's point of view: 

La realidad no es ni absurda ni ~isteriosa, es 
clara, casi familiar, reunida a cada instante y 
contenida en la mano de un tre~dor: soporta la 
ingeriiosa p~esibn de su libertad ( ••. ). Es un 
conjunto de relaciones coh~r-entes, ya que no 
existe superposición entre lo~ hechos escritos, ya 
que el que lo cuenta tiene ·poder para recursar- la 
opacidad y la soledad de las existencias que lo 
componen, ya que cada frase puede .dar- testimonio 
de una comunicación y de una Jerarquia de actos 
C ••• ) < 48) • 

The epistolary form was obviously very useful. But 

Pamela not only gave coher-ence to a liter-ar-y wor-ld, she was 

also making herself a heroine and establishing the rules and 

perspecti ve tt,at women shclLtl d assume i h_: thei r- everyday 

lives. Richardson was simultaneously ~qnstr-ucting what he 

believed to be a feminine anda liter-•r-y ,reality. He was 

inspir-ed by his social and historical ,_cont~>:t and was 

prompted by it to create a feminine world. Therefore he was 

forming and being formed .bY his own eMperience as a self

made man who belonged to the middle class. He was 

contributing tb the for-mulation and form~liiation of an 

ideology. Marriage was not the love iel~tionship as it was 

beheld ideally; it was a legal contract t'hat was actually an 

institution~ another- cornerstone of the ideology, and no 
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individual cquld fulfil his or her ~uty without performing 

this responsibility. A girl"s virginity ~asan asset to be 

sold to a so~ially and financially successful suitor. 

As I stated before;, Richardson divided the world between 

the se:{es. He once wrot(;H "It is inconceivable how muc:h 

advantage, in my proud heart, is glven me, of peeping into 

the hearts of my readers'' (49). His readers were mostly 

women. This fifty-one-year-old was proud of his 

understanding of the feminine rnind so he only manoeuvred and 

channelled the nature·of women into the •ocially accepted 

married state. Since he felt that he had the authority to 

do this, he established the bases for the relationships 

between the se:-:es on women • s subordi nati oh to men. 

Richardson uses a limited number of character types, and 

through tl·H:m hfa shows certai n i r,tel 1 e.c:tual or mor al 

c:onceptions of human character in society working themselves 

out in vicarious circumstances. Pamel• c:onsists ~ainly of a 

conf 1 i et of wi 11 s, of mor·al postures: Pamela versLts her· 

master, and all the other characters are either for or 

against Pamela. The distinction mad~ between the sexes is 

basically a social one because Richardson was obsessed with 

propriety in both social and moral du~ies~ It is quite clear 

that, although Pamela is the focal·cháracter, the novel is 

completely patriarchal. Mr. B always d0minates her, whatever 

the circumstances. When he loses his temper, Pamela is 

either physically attacked or forced to fling herself at his 

feet to beg forgiveness for something she has not done. Mr. 

'L 



B tries to rape her twic:e. Pamela is Ltsually forc:ed to givf:e 

him her manusc:ript in order to justify h.erself bec:ause he1~ 

word c:arries absolutely no weight. ('Gossip, like novels, is 

a way of turning life into a story, ~nJ ~omeh are subjéct to 

romance and fantasy). Mr·. B forces 1-i'i msel f i nto her pri vacy 

~md intimacy when re,ading her manLISCF."ipt'; he rapes not her 

body bt.rt the intimate e:-:pression of he.r inner world. She has 

nothi ng of her own, no.t a room or eveh a spac:e on paper. 

Pamela is also fac:ed with the necessity _mf dodging both 

physic:al and psychological assaults upon her innocence in 

mind and body. Although in the end Pamela is rewarded 

because the power of her righteousness drivas Mr. B into the 

path of virtt.te, he is the victor bec:ause he has his cake and 

eats it, as it were, gaining both a beautif~l wife anda 

healthy mother for. his c:hildren. Mr. B rlses to tha status 

of a deity: on the one hand, he sees Pamela as a near-saint 

and, on the otilar, he -eeks to destroy her by ravaging and 

clivesting her of that which sanctifies her: her virtue. It 

is in his hands to use her either way, he decides whether 

her· vi rtue wi 11 provoke ei ther· her downf al 1 or her 

glorif ic:ation. The double standar·d· H;,.obvious: socie.~ty 

C)Verlooked (and still overlooks) prom}sc:uity in men bt,.tt 

severely c:ondemned women for any breath of innocenc:e. 

Dne critic, Morris Golden, states that F<ic:hardson is 

projecting his sexual fantasies in tt~ novel because Mr. B 

is sadi.stic and Pamela masochistic~ Th1s i~terpfetation 

seems a bit forced to me, but Ido agree that Pamela's 
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submission to the so-called h~ro i~ ~larming,- especially 

c:\fter readi ng about a very 1 j, vel y and· st_rong-wi 1 J. ed Pamela 

who would rather be dead than tied toan immoral man like 

Mr. B. As his property she cannot di-stur.b him with unruly 

desires or whims of her own. By co-petently fulfilling a 

wife's duty Pamela was e>:pected to channel áll her feelinqs. 

What is still more alarming is that .Richa~dsbn intended tb 

be educational. by presenting an ideal Jove rélat:i.onship to 

his readers. Pamela's relationship to Mr. Bis one of total 

~;;Libmission, and she ~s only subjuge:\ted throLtgh marriage. As 

I have stated, howévar, Richardson wás o~ly illustrating the 

prevail i ng mor .. al i t y óf the ei ghteenth Óe.ntury. 

Bourgeois middle-class ideology í~ characterized by the 

individual's duty towards society. A~ Lukacs puts it: 

.•• impone a todo hombre el"·· sentido d1:? comunidad, 
si ya no por otras causas, :a-1 menos sin duda por· 
el cor1ocimiento de la úti lid1ad inmediata y 
calcLtlable del trabajo .realizado, por pequet'to que 
estf:? sea (50). 

Since bourgeois life revolves completelY around moral 

prescriptions, life básically consists of a·constant, 

systematic and regular repetition of these morals. No matte~ 

how insignificant the contribUtion to soci~l life happens to 

be, the individual will be rewarded bedause he/she is judged 

by his/her achievements. The need fo~ sacu~ity is guaranteed 

as long as the individual is morally constant and 

consistent, as long as he/she does not do anything he/she 

should not because duties are assign~d to thé individual by 

the- community to which he/she belongs:. ª'H~Ó,?r nuestro deber: 
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~ste es el ~nico camino seguro d~ la vida~• (51). Naturally, 

women's duty as housewives is thought of as a vital, 

indispensc:,ble pillar of soc:iet.y, although the economic 

importanc:e is hidden behind the disguise of their spiritual 

guidance and strength. The home was a woman•s place, the 

centre of family activity and stability, cut o~f from any 

public interference. But women could ha.ve no public 

activities because they had no legal status. They were 

treated as merchandise under the authority of a father 

first, and then of a husband. All the m6st memorable leve 

stcries in Western literature have ehded in death, because 

the conf l,i et between passi onate 1 ove and soci ety c:annot be 

solved in any way, and, besides, the negé\t,ion of soc:iety is 

death. Lukacs characterizes the bourgeoi·s méntality as ene 

of conformity because the individual.relies on fate as a way 

of escaping the responsibility of taking the reins of his 

e:d. stencE~ in hand. Therefore, the i ndi vi dual is reduced to 

passivity; his life shoµld basic:ally run smoóthly: 

Lo que les ocurre, no lo hacen ( •• ~>. Los hombres 
no quieren, en efecto, hacer mas que lo que les es 
concedido, y su firme y seguro paso les lleva sin 
duda a la meta que han de alcánzar. Lo que decide 
el curso de la vida, todo lo que en la vida 
provoca preguntas torturadoras y dolores 
profundos,· todo eso llega siempr·e de fuera, todo 
eso les ocurre a los hombres; ellos mismos no 
hacen nada para provocarlo (52). 

Ail the tragic lovers that one may recall ~ave invited 

death, had provoked it in an outright chal~enge to both 

social and universal order. The bourg~ois middle class only 

ask to be left alone so that they can tread their paths in 
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tranquility, guided by the light thit morality sheds upan 

their ways. 

Richardson reproduces this ideaL.,life by drawing a 

clear-cut division between the duties of men and women. This 

is one of the characteristics of a patriarchal society, as 

Anne Wilson Schaef describes as follows: 

El Sistema del Macho es un sistema dual; piensa 
por dicotomlas y cree que el mundo debe verse asi. 
Por lo mismo, estamos entr~nados para percibir las 
cosas dualmente y simplificar el mundo en •una de 
dos• (53). 

Daily experience is oversimplified by the dual division of 

the world, the possibility of mediating i.s ideally 

un~cceptable. Women, who live the quotidian with much more 

intensity, do, however, learn to mediate. They ~eem to have 

the role of mediators caught between the ~asculine extremes. 

By simplifying the world, the ideology nullifies, or rather 

tends to nullify, any possible confusion. A simple, planned 

life in which behavioural roles have been previously laid 

out for all may be a satisfying life because this is the 

state of bourgeois 'happiness•. Pamela is singleminded 

throughout the novel. She only wavers once, but her sense of 

duty helps her conquer her moment of weakness and she is 

eventually rewarded for her moral str-ngth. Mr. Bis intent 

on having Pamela one way or another, and he finally manages 

to attain his goal. Mr.B seems to share the same attitude to 

women as a modern romance-novel .hero: "'I'm going to have 

you on any terms. If i t • s marri age you want, then we• 11 get 

married''' (54>. The double message is ~vident. Men want to 
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secure their possession of a particular woman and the only 

way to do this is through marriage. On the one hand, women 

as housewives are idealized; on the other matrimony is 

worthless: "' Í want you with me the-rest of my life, as my 

wife ..• the mother df my children .•• as my woman, the other 

half of me""(55). Richardson was obviously taking the 

marriage plot from his own experience. Since Pamela and Mr. 

B are antagonistic they are prepared to defend themselves. 

Mutual hatred seems to be the initial point from which a 

leve relationship begins. The same situation is found in 

romance-novels: "It would not be an exaggeration to say that 

it was loathing at first sight on both sides'' (56). Menare 

obviously victims of the double standard that they ha.ve 

imposed on women and on themselves. ~ relationship based on 

this double standard obviously causes the same confusion in 

menas it does in women with one difference: men created it. 

Simohe de Beauvoir pinpoints the essence of the problem, 

which is rather more complicated than one would imagine: 

La historia nos muestra que los hombres han 
teni clo si empr·e todos 1 os poderes concretos; desde 
los comienzos del patriarcado han juzgado ~til 
mantener a la mujer en un estado de deperidencia; 
sus codigos han sido estiblecidos contra ella, y 
de ese modo ha sido convertida concretamente en el 
Otro. Esa condicion ser~ia a los. intereses 
economicos de los machos, pero convenia tambien a 
sus pretenciones ontolbgicas y morales. Desde que 
el sujeto busca afirmarse, el Otro que lo limita y 
lo niega le es necesario, sin embargo, pues no se 
alcanza sino a traves de es~ realidad que no es 
el. Por eso la vida del hombre no es nunca 
plenitud ni reposo sino carericia y movimiento, 
1 Ltcha (57). 
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Even such a "feminine man" as Richardson is at times 

described had no choice but to see women as the Other. So 

Pamela is the product of a very biased·culture, and one of 

the features of this nbvel is the literary use of double 

messages (58). On the one hand, sinte the narrator is a 

woman one tends to identify with her and, on the other hand, 

the narration is really the product 6f a masculine 

conception of what a woman"s world should be. Since women 

are brought up with a patriarchal construction of the world, 

it ils normal for them to identify easily with a heroine 

despite the sexism ~ith which she is Judged. 

Ideology has the function of giving-~pherence and arder 

to daily experience. But bourgeois ideology is Justas 

limited as most because it gives coherence to the world of 

men rather than of women. So the daily experience of wcmen 

actually escapes the dominant ideology despite the desperate 

attempt of ideology to include women"s experiences. 

Unfortunately, though, women have not yet been able to build 

an i deol ogy c)f thei r own because they · havé not even got 

their own point of view. This lack bf·ccniciousness of both 

men and women is the re~:illl t of the determi nant rol e p layed 

by what Marcuse calls the reality principle in our daily 

experience. Menare very much encumbeied by the reality 

principie because of their publicly-orieMted place in 

society. In order to be able to succeed in the reality 

principie men must control the parto~ them that corresponds 

to what Marcuse calls the pleasure principle. To do this 
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they have successfully burdened women with ff, therefore 

giving her the role of usurper of the·reality principie, the 

sexual, mysterious, incomprehensible Other that fights 

against the bourgeois·way of life jus± by existing. This 

division of principies probably spring• ffom older and more 

basic dwalities, bLit Marcuse"s divisi~_n is useful in a 

discussion of the twentieth century woman reader and her 

interaction with t.he romance-novel becaüse it is a 

literature tMrough which women may e~cape' from their daily 

lives, their reality principie. Men and w9men have always 

been set against each other, which prevents ~om,n from 

making a rational, controlled totaliz~tion o~· their 

experience. They are subJected to the incongruencies and 

incoherence of the p~triarchal ideology that does not 

pertain to them or fit them, so to sp@ak, and _this only 

causes a great deal of emotional dama~e. 

The readers of the romance-novel share the same need to 

escape from their difficult and unsatfsfactory daily 

exi~tence by becoming heroines. The act of reading is 

therefore a temporary medicine for the e-otional needs that 

a patriarchal love relat)onship d6es not satisfy. 

Unfortunately, the li~erature that most women (and men> read 

does not propase ar suggest any real, practical change in 

terms of the traditional patriarchal marriage arrangement.. 

Many women have written since the seventeenth c~ntury, but 

very few have seriously threatened and que•tiohed the st~tus 

quo. Many times women themselves have b~en~·impediments to 
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the change that they all anxiously look forw~rd to, and this 

is the case of many eighteenth century io~ances, Gothic 

novels and contemporary romance-novels. As I mentioned in 

the introdu~tion, once women writers ~ealize that they are 

thought of as the Other, they can betome subjécts who Judge 

men, not necessarily as Others but as·-individuals which 

contain both principies. Women may then look forward to a 

literature of their own because there will no longer be the 

need to fight the opposite sexto affirm oMe's own. Virginia 

Woolf criticizes women writers for th~ir insistence on 

'femininlty•, on otherness, on the differ~nce between the 

sexes. But art, Virginia Woolf states~ cannot be angry, 

defensive ora channel through which women• plead a cause. In 

the eighteenth century there was a strict. division of sexual 

roles, more so than today, but the dijision still exists. 

Marcuse•s division of experience between the pleasure 

principie (women•s domain), which I shall now. discuss in 

greater depth, and the reality princlple (men•s domain) 

provides a particularly useful method for describing the 

terms on which the man/woman opposition persists today. In 

my opinion, the opposition is much more subtle than it was 

in the eighteenth century and therefore more difficult to 

deal with for the sole reason that it has become so engraved 

in our culture, it has been unconsciously assumed and 

assimilated asan immutable truth. The subtle crosscurrents 

undermining •rational' arguments tend to be used to justify 

women•s subservience today. 
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Ihe Realit~ and the Pleasure Principle. 

There are two basic principles that are in constant 

conflict within the individual: the reality and the pleasure 

principle. The history o·f man is charaé:terized by the 

increasingly repressive culture that is being .dominated by 

the n?ality principle. The characterist'ic:s of eacl1 princ:iple 

are given to us by Marcuse as follows: 

Pr:incipi<J Q.§.._p_la~r: ... t 
satisfaccibn inmediata 
placer 
gozo (juego) 
receptividad 
ausencia de represibn 

Príncipio d~ _ _J'"ealidad:. ~ 

satisfapcibn retardada 
resttic~ibn del placer 
fatiga ·(trabajo) 
prc:>duc:tividad 
seguridad (59) 

The reality princ:iple is predominant in any form of 

bourgeois ideology. The pleasure principle cannot be 

abolished entirely, but it can be thannelled in several 

ways, perhaps by ac:ts of repression. At one time (say at the 

time of Richardson>, the individual wás cohtrolled more by 

external factors. Now, the individual himself has mechanisms 

of self-control, which only goes to show how deep intc the 

unconscious the reality pr-inc:iple has perm.eated. This 

control is obviously learned through the various 

institutions that uphold the ideology •. This is where 

literature such as mass-produced romaAce-novels comes in 

handy. It helps to relieve tensions, diffus- iesentmert and 

indulge in a fantasy of positive, cbnstructive feelings, and 

allows the readers to go back to their househ6ld chores with 

new hope. This literature is compensatory because it 
' 

provides the readers with emotional releas~ from the 
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restricting st::>cial roles with which they are burdened. That 

is, it provides an escape and offers the comfort that is 

den:i. ed yet necess,ary for the success pf the ·real i ty 

principle. 

Ideally, according to Marcuse, work is a means by which 

the i nd i vi dL1al devel ops i ntegr· al l y, but c:urrent 1 y most 

individuals are dissatisfied with th~ir everyday activities; 

so the need for leisure is essential. The individüal does 

not work for himself, and the larger part of his/her life is 

therefore dedicated toan activity whic:h is not at all 

gratifying. The mind and the body have become mere 

instruments of alienating work and, to make it worse, the 

individual exists in a community only during the hours when 

he /she works: 

Este tiempo libre estara potencialmente 
di sponi ble para el pl ac:er < •.•• >. El control del 
ocio es logrado por la duta¿ibn del dia de trabajo 
mismo, por la aburrida y mec~nica rutina del 
trabajo enajehado; ~ste requi•re que el bcio sea 
una pasiva relajacibn y una recreacibn de energia 
para el trabajo (60). 

The individual cannot be left alone because he/she could 

begin to perceive the gratifying feeling of satisfying 
1 

his/her creative potential. Women, of c:ourse, share the same 

internal c:onflict, but men accuse them.rif embodying the 

pleasure principle beca.use it is the mQ•t uncontrollable and 

disturbing ene. Romanc:e-novels therefore serve as a means of 

relaxation and entertainment, but they are also a very 

harmful and short-lived means of indulg~ng in a sham theatre 

of what it would be like to indulge in all aspects of the 
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pleasure principle. The n::>mance-novel readers actLtally feel 

guilty about indLtlging in an activity that give- them 

pleasLtre outside their 1roles and duti~s as wives and 

mothers. Men have no gLtilty consciences when watching sports 

on television or reading either detective best-sellers or 

leafing throLtgh Playboy magazines. Women feel gLtilty aboLtt 

giving themselves pleasLtre through a comparatively 

'innocent' and harmless past-time as is the reading of 

romance-novel s. 

LeisLtre and free time are therefore the invention of an 

ideology that is trying to repress the forces that natLtrally 

work against it. (Somehów, one asks Marcuse why these need 

be opposing principles. Ideally each individual should 

comprise both principles and handle them both to achieve 

sorne sort of emotional, psychological and social stability 

and integrity). As we have seen before, ideology has the 

role of rationally explaining and organi2ing whateve~ is 

happening in tha reality principie. We háVe seen how, in the 

eighteenth century, there was a need ~ora systematized 

bourgeois ideology dueto the in~reasing influence of the 

newly-formed economic system. But today there would seem to 

be no need for the imposi~ion of an ideology because the 

restrictions that are imposed in arder to exert control over 

society have become almcist universal. The individual has 

internalized them and lives them as if they were his/her 

own, therefore living a mutilated life as if it were a free 

one: "desea lo que se supone debe desear; sus 
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gratificaciones son provechosas para ~l y pa~a los demAs; es 

razonable y hasta a menudo exuberantemente feliz'' (61), but 

h~/she is not really living for him/herself. The women who 

read romance-novels, for example, believe that the utopic 

world in which they feel so exultant is really a literature 

"for, by and about• women.·But we know that this ideal world 

is nothing but the creation of a patriarchal min~. 

Ata time when the individual •~ffers from what 
., 

psychologists call 'alienation', he/~~e desperately feels 

the need fer recognition' (identification with a heroine and 

recognition by an ideal hero> (62). He/she feels.a need to 

belong and to identify with other indiViduals, because the 

individual's psychology is very mucha group one (which is 

the base of what sociologists call th~ 'masses'), and the 

bourgeois reality principle is cha~acterized by the social 

use of this psychology. Work relationships have set patterns 

fer individual relationships (i.e. the private is determined 

by public stereotyped behaviour), the individual has beco~e 

anonymous. The romance-novel tries to heal this sense of 

alienation. The heroines/readers ar~ usually.insignificant 

workers of a monstruous company. The hero's stooping from 

his executive suite to the secretarial pool is meaningful in 

t.hat the depersonafized work relationships typical of such a 

company are breached by love. Besides, whenever the hero 

recognizes the value of the heroine's work it becomes 

meaningful for her. She assumes respon~ibility'for her 

routinary working day because it is meaningful for the hero, 
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she now belongs to him and to his company, both of which 

cannot survive without her. Suddenly she b~comes 

indispensable whereas before she was ali inter~hangeable part 

of the business. Seemingly, the private and public worlds 

ideally merge. But the moment that this happens the heroine 

gives up her career in favour of marriage (the career she 

was made for>; otherwise, her psyche wóuld be fl"'agmented 

between her intense private life and her pub1ic one. 

Although the heroines seek the integrity of their 

public/private lives in the end they a~e forced ta give ene 

up: the public, because they choose to réalize their selves 

in the realm of the private. As consolation, they attain 

public recognition through their men, therefol"'e sacrificing 

the public roles that they could have possibly attained on 

their own, in favour of the public recogniti_on mediated by a 

man. 

The educational system, religion, politics and the 

infinite amount of societies and committees that the 

government creates i~ arder to promete a feeling of 

solidarity and community are all only a mea~s toan end that 

has nothing to do with the individual but ·with the reigning 

economic system. ln~ividuality has been releg~ted to a mere 

concept~ In parentheiis, it is worth noting that romance

readers sincerely believe that the heroines of ~omance

novels are all different. The differencei are illusory 

because they are submerged in and sacrificed to the 

institutional demand of women's invariable roles, habits and 
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both formal and informal sanctions that make,women comply 

with the patriarchal view of femi~inity as a social and 

institutional duty essential to the curren~, stable 
1 

organization of daily experience. To r,turn to the tapie 

under discussion, individuality is now determined in terms 

cf types, and the individual is worried about how to handle 

his/her identity within a given commun}ty: she/he is slowly 

sinking into a deeper state of unconsciousness: 

Con la decadencia de la conc:ienc:ia, c:on el 
control. de la informaciOn, con l• absorción de la 
comunicacibn individual por •l de las masas, el 
conocimiento.es administrado y confinado. El 
individuo no sabe realmente lo que pa~a; la 
poderosa m•quina de educaciOn y diversi~n lo une a 
los dem~s en un estado de anestesia en el que 
todas las ideas perjudicialés ti-nden a ser 
e~cluidas. Y puesto, que el conocimiento de toda 
verdad dificilment~ conduce a la felicidad, esa 
anestesia general hace félice~ a los individuos. 
Si la angustia es algo mAs qu• enfermedad general, 
si es una condicibn existencial, entonces esta 
llamada 'epoca de la angústia' ,se distingue por el 
grado en que la angustia ha d~saparecido de la 
e:,:presi on (63). 

As Barthes says, the bourgeoisie no longer have to name 

themselves because they have erased their ·names by passing 

from the reality principie to a mere repreaentation of it, 

their way of life has become natLtrc.ü and universal: "Todo, 

en nuestra vida cotidiana, es tributario de la 

representacibn que la burguesia se hac~ y nos hace de las 

relaciones del hombre y del mundo" (64). 

In thi s. sen se, then, i t is di f f i cLÍlt· to understand why 

the romance-novel, with all its moralistic content, is still 

read world-wide. The need to advertise a way of life is no 
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longer a priority, and the ideology may sti.11 be pr-opagated 

in more subtle terms beca.use the indiVidual is already 

greatly infiltrated by it. This is something that has taken 

me a long time to understand and I believe it now has to do 

with the use of mythological matter- in romanc.e-noVfals (65). 

In the first chapter; I briefly explained this process of 

the lack of immediacy these novels have in connection to the 

quotidian. Compar-ed to Pamel-ª., and if we take Frye"s 

explanation of the history of literature into account, we 

may see that rom~nce-novels never develop~d as did other 

genr-es and subgenres. If the growing repression of the 

pleasure principie marks the progres~ of civilization, as 

Marcuse believes, we could perhaps rel~te this to Frye"s 

tracing of the evolution of literatur~~ 

Women ( 1 i ke men, but to a gr ea ter e:,:ten,t > are not 

allowed to fantasize, to day-dream through a literature of 

their- own. Even their fantasies are controlled by 

patriarchal modalities. Romance-novels, women's apparent 

mea.ns of escape from patriarchy to a fanta~y world, only 

reaffirm patriarchal ideals. The evident ~ffect that this 

has on them is one of anxiety. The more they read the more 

dependent they become on this evasion beca.use their everyday 

life becomes more unsatisfactory, less gratifying. Their

sense of gratification is only temporal, immediate, so they 

feel the need to resórt to other mean•1of evasion, and all 

mass media provide this way out (one c•n also find an 

incredible variety of r-omance-novels oh the market>. The 
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rose~tinted world of romance-hovels has no cbmplications, 

daily problems are easily solved or dissolved, they become 

meaningless. There are no conflicts in romance-novels 

because the so-called realistic problams with ~hich they 

deal are superficially and unsuccessfully resalved. 

Richardson offered very practical advic~ to prospective 

wives, but romance-novels do not offer any sólutions to 

women's daily problems because this reading only offers 

escape, no solutions. But, for the sake of the narrative 

contract the hero/heroine relationship must be solved with a 

promise of permanency. These novels intend to propagate an 

ideology, to comfort and ctmvince the reader' that her 

stereotyped existence i~ justified, corréct and is 

potentially a position fo~ her ascendancy to 'happiness' 

within the traditional, patriarchal lo~e relationship, the 

aspired state Forster described as followst 

Love, like death, is congeniaf to a novelist 
because i t .ends a book conveni'en.tl y. He can make 
ita permanency, and his ~~aders eaiily acquiesce, 
because 6ne of the illusions attached to lave is 
that it will be permanent. Not ~as beeh - will be 
( ••. ); if it is constant it is no longer a human 
relationship but a social habit~ ·~he emphasis in 
it has passed from love to marriage (66). 

Women apparently aspire to any kind of per~anency, even if 

it is the permanency of a patriarchal institution like 

marriage. Not that the institution as such is condemnable, 

but the informal terms upon which it is fouhded include the 

term that women must serve their men because they ~re wives. 
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The dispersed daily experience of women can apparently 

only be unified under the patriarchal explanatibn of the 

individual's e>:istence in society and in the world. But the 

liter~ture to which women are exposed only reaffirms the 

idea that they are the pleasure principie incarnate; they 

are the elements that infiltrate and inhibit the proper 

functioning of the reality principle: "We see in women 

especially the triumph of the animal over the spiritual" 

(67), says one character in a novel in which a heroine 

rebels against a patriarchal marri~ge. So bhe reader is 

forced to see the heroine in a rathsr di~tastefUl lfght 

because the hero is always consecrate~ as the protagonist 

even in 'women's stories. Women are therefore minimized, 

reduced to the few types that men havé created for them: The 

Sweet Young Thing, the Perfect Wife, \hé Femme Fatale, the 

Sex Goddess, the Cool Beauty, the Emotional or Sensitive 

Woman, the Frustrated Woman, the Immoral Woman, the Career 

Woman, the Regular Gal, the Brassy Moderh) the Liberated 

Modern, and so on. The typified readers até allowed to 

identify with typified heroines. One should not be surprised 

at the alienating effect that this may havé on the readers 

who do not know that they lead unsatisfactory lives because 

they are being suffocated by the roles imposed upon them. 

The e~siest to adoptare those pervadihg the romance-novel 

because the heroine is considered 'normal,' (of course she 

is not because she is a heroine - another double message): 
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Natural 1 y they, 1 i ke her, ·had never i magi ned he 
would take any interest in a long-legged English 
girl, whose only claim to beauty was the silvery 
fair hair that fell almost to hef waist. The rest 
rJf her f eatures were tc,ta'l 1 Y. ordi nary ( ••• ) (68). 

' 
Unfcrtunately, the heroines are not teally that ordinar-y. 

The ideal woman for a man, or better still, the woman with 

whom men dream, is a se>tual objec:t. In his study fil_ 

f:r<:>ti !§.!!LQ, Frarn:esco Al beroni describes What mascul i ne 

fantasies are like. Women are thought to prefer moral love 

to sex, whereas men prefer the discontinuity of sexual 

pleasure. I believe Alberoni is dealin~ wi~h social 

stereotypes, but romance-novels deal with these common 

beliefs. The double standard concer·ning promiscL1ity is c:\gain 

dealt with since romance-novels, such a• Pamela, are novels 

about seduction. 

"En el erotismo masculino, hasta la reciprocidad es 

egoista. Se desea el placer de la mujer pára llegar al 

propio placer'' (69). The heroines of roman~e-novels are 

cbviously fatally attracted to the 'all male' hero (whatever 

that means), his sei<uality strikes all -fema.le characters 

beca.use it is universal and infinite~ Since these men belong 

to the bourgeois aristocracy, they have 'loase' morals. 

Their money seems to justify their lack• of interest in 

marriage and their preference for relationships that r-<:!quire 

no commitment (responsibility for a~other person). Their 

preference for publicly acknowledged r~lationships is 

compared with the heroine's ~reference fot int~mate, 

lasting, continuous ones that imply commitment and care for 
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another. The hero prefers women of his class, anti-heroines 

who know the rules of the game and play by them, not making 

any demands upan him as long as he is ~exu~lly fulfilling. 

These aelf-made men ha.ve the capa~ity to chooae and get 

their women without too much difficulty be~ause of their 

masculina charisma, the "virility• they emana.te. Finally, 

however, the hero surrenders to the heroine because she is 

calm, secure, consoling, the refuge where he can temporarily 

forget all his daily problems. Men dream about this ha.ven 

beca.use they long for the supposed pea.ce and quiet of a home 

whereas women spend ·their lives serving, be itas nurses, 

stewardesses, secretaries or even models. The.se ac:tivities 

are in tune with the housekeeping role in whith housekeeping 

is a productive, nota creative service. Women lend service 

tomen and children in order to prepare them for work 

outside the realm of the home. Alice Munro rightly describes 

the different attitude* that women and men ha.ve about the 

home: 

A house is a.11 right for a man to work in. He 
brings his work into the house, a place is cleared 
for it; the house rearrange• itself as best it can 
around him. Everybody r•cbgnizes that his work 
exists. He is not expected to answer the 
telephone, to find things that are lost, to see 
why the children are crying, orto feed the cat. 
He can shut his door. Imagin:e (I said) a mother 
shutting her door, and the children knowing she is 
behind it; why, the very thought of it is 
outrageous to themL A woman who sits staring into 
space, into a country that is not her husband's or 
her children"s is likewise known to.be an offence 
against nature. So a house is not th~ same fer a 
woman. Sh- is not someone who walks into the 
house, to make use of it, and will walk out again. 
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She is the house; there is no separation possible 
' . 

< 70) • 

It is no wonder that romance-novel reáders feel guilty when 

reading because they escape from their "home" in the home. 

''"I think men do feel threatened. They want their wife to be 

in the room with them. And I think my body i.s in the room 

but the rest of me is not. <when I am reading)' 11 (71 >, as one 

re,:3.der c:mswers Janice A. Radway's question. Incredible as it 

may seem, husbands do feel threatened by their spouses' 

hobby because they escape the immediate family circle to 

which they cater all day long by dealing ~ith their family's 

emotional and material requirements. 

Romance-novels are novels of seduction. Women read them 

becauae the heroines are courted, and the readers feel what 

it is to be the object of a developin~ courtship, the centre 

of attention of an ideal man. The hero is ideal beca.use he 

is apparently not interested in seducihg the heroine for 

sexual reasons only, he apparently is affectively attached 

t.o her, she is watched el osel.y by someonti.:! that apprec:i ates 

her true worth. The feeling of conb:intment that women 

experience by seeing the happy culminátion of a 'growing' 

emotional relationship is self-deluding. The sd-called 

mutual l ove betwe'en the her o and heroi ne is rea son enough tr.:> 

pardon him for his terrible and consi•tent treatment of the 

heroine. Even the very ambiguously depicted sexual scenes 

are interpreted as evidence of the man's lave because he is 

concerned with her pleasure only (but we must remember what 

Alberoni says of this). The hope that these naive women have 
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in this 'ideal' love relationship blinds. them to the sexist 

base of the na~ratives. Regardleés of how badly the hero 

mistreats the heroine, their happy union Justifies his 

brutality because he was so much in love with his woman that 

his ir~ational sexual responses necessarily h'd to be 

vented. She is guilty for provoking them and she must suffer 

the consequences. Besides, violence is acceptable if it is 

the reaction caused by Jealousy or un¿ontrollable passion 

because his 'love' for her prompts hi~ to •1ose his head'. 

The anger and hatred he shows through6tit the plot are made 

to seem as though he were reacting· to the girl's 

independence and defiance. However, the menare really angry 

because their existence is being thre,tened by the imminent 

disturbance of their patriaréhal life'which has its own 

patriarchal patterns. The moment emotion (leve, that is) 

' 
stumbles intc their lives they resenf their own 

demonstrations of sensitivity becatise, aé we know, one of 

the traitM of true manhood is the lack of e~otion. 

Apparently, the heroine has the strength and wo~th to 

disrupt the hero's impenetrable sel~, and the readers 

translate this to mean that she is producing a change in the 

conception of the female self. However, this change is 

simulated since the social arrangement is unchanged: the 

gi rl surrenders when the man admi ts hi s weaknes.s for her, 

but this does not imply a change in the traditional terms of 

monogamous marriage. Dn the contrary, the.now stereotyped 

declarations of love invariably imply that th~ loved woman 
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was made for hi m, she is hi s other- ha.l f, he cannot 1 i ve 

wi thout her, he cannot stand the idea of imatgi ni ng her in 

the ar-ms of a r· i val, and so on. The héroirie basks in her 

triumph over the indomitable man, but. in reality she has not 
' ' ' 

even wagered battle, he has not changed ~t all, nor has he 

di sturbed hi s status quo, and she has. not ei ther. 

Despite the pains that the writers take to conceal the 

sexual r-elationship under the guise of tend~rness, 

gentleness, 'true love', 'insightful lave• or whatever-, the 

relationship is basically sexual. The heroine challenges the 

hero when she does not instantly succumb to his power-s of 

seduction but in the en,d she 'gives' herself to him in mind 

and body because of 'love'. He gets what he wants using 

whatever weapons or tricks he can think of, including 

violence. To make the heroine's reaction ~or~e, she thanks 

him for having seduced her and shown her 'what love could 

be': 
'(The other women) don"t matte~~ Joel, except 

that they•ve helped to make yoü the person 
you are today, the person I ·1ov•, and for 
that I can onl y f eel grati tude. ;From them 
you've learned how to give me ~Mselfish 
pleasure, how to excite me beyoMd endurance at 
times' (72). 

Incredible as it may seem, the readers of romance-novels do 

not see the double message underlying a forgiving comment 

such as this one. The heroine is accepting one of the most 

visible double standards of our socie~y, and the reader 

merely responds with pleasure. It is a truth universally 

acknowledged that 'love can conquer all'. I b~lieve that the 
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sexism of romance-novels may be found in the different 

attitudes towards sex and love-relatio~ships. If women are 

characterized by their preference for stable, long-las~ing 

relationships, romance-novels are hardly the right place to 

depict them. The so-called long-lasting relationship is 

c:loomed to failure because the hero establishes the terms of 

the relationship and these are basically against the 

continuity of marriage and for discontinuous affairs. 

The ideals explored in romance-novels·a~e ~feminized' 

versions of masculine ideals. The idea· that women are the 

shapes as well as the shapers of men's ct•sires is not true. 

But since the ideological stance demands that love and 

passion be controlled and put to good use, men solve the 

problem by placing marriage as the state to which all women 

aspire; the permanent "happy ending' satisfies the demands 

c:1f both se>:es. Men acqui r·e the haven the,y need after a hard 

day's work and 'women 'find their selv•s• because they fulfil 

their life-long wish of being considered worthy and unique. 

The reasons for marriage are not comparable. Marriage for a 

woman is posed as her culminat.ion as a wom·an, her femininity 

is measured in terms of her status in relation to a man. 

However, as Alice Munro adequately de,cribes, the home is 

different for a man, anda woman is her home, there is no 

"separation possible'·. 

Reading and writing are solitary activ1ties, anda woman 

can feel alone, finally, when she is engrossed in either cf 

these activities. The novel is a forffi·\n whit:h women may 
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e>:er-ci se gr-eater- fr-eedom because they must cr-eate an ent ir-e 

wor·ld, with its own laws, its own hier-archy of values and 

its own integr-ity. fhus, it is not sur-prising that this form 

fits their- purpose to per-fection. The eKample of the 

Bront~s, who cr-eated fheir- fictional ~orld out of the 

isolation of their lives, only serves· to prove the point 

("Gondal" it was called): "En la novela, la unidad del 

universo no es ya un HECHO, sino un FINJ' (73). It is a form 

in which women are allowed to unify both their private and 

the public exp~rience. Unfortunately, the writers of 

romance-novels are incapable of questioning the types they 

use to build their literary worlds, they handle a pre

ccnstructed world With collective ideals instead of personal 

enes because they are merchandise to b~ bought. The readers 

and writers of romance-novels ar-e the cbnsumers, not the 

creators of ideals: "El mito ncl niega las cosas, sLt funcion, 

por el contrario, es 'hablar de ellas; simplemente las 

purifica, las vuelve inocentes, las funda como naturaleza y 

eternidad'' (74) and by doing this myth abolishes reality. 

The result of women•s reading of romant:e-novels is the 
• 

dissolution and impossibility of their gi~inQ any r-eal 

coherence to their daily e>:perie_nce. The women writers use a 

distorted patriarchal version of a woman•s daily life and 

thus write as "feminized" men, which ~bviously gives birth 

to a wealth of double messages. The lives of housewives see~ 

to be a series of disillusioned day• i~ which order is 

established, then lost, then established again, and so on. 
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Tomen this routinary existence may seem absurd because 

nothing tangible or permanent is achieved. When women escape 

into a world constructed by men's val~esj the reader's daily 

experience in comparison to the ideal one of the heroine is 

absurd. Hence the addictive effect of reading romance

novels. 

If the novel forro were properly exploited by romance

novel writers, the '·illusion of reality' would include the 

illusion of sequence, continuity and coherence. In arder to 

attain this goal, women must put tog•ther and integrate 

their reality principle and appreciat~ it• worth (How many 

ti mes h,as a housewi fe been asked whether _she works ! ) • By 

reading a novel women should become aware of themselves, 

admiring and anticipating the charact~rs' motives and 

destinies in a contingent world. Under these circumstances 

they can fancy that - like a novelist - they understand and 

can handle everything. Women (like men) are so immersed in 

self-pity for their lotas cogs in an alienating system that 

they lose sight of their own value. They have no fil'.!aren€!.§§_ 

of 'self' and are blind to the subtle infiltration of 

persistent patriarchal patterns. If women reád romance

novels as a means of identifying with a heroine who is the 

centre of attention of a powerful, important, nurturing male 

who gives her a sense of self (becaus~ in offering his 

attention to the heroine he is implicitly paYing attention 

ta the reader>, the reader is recóvering her self-:-awareness 

through escape, by feeling temporarily cared for by a non-
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e:üstent, ideal male Cwho is sufficiently "male' to Cé:\ter 

for the psychological needs of heroine ~nd reader). Women 

must write sincerely as women, notas 'femiriized' men, if 

they are to be honest to their work and their reading 

public. But to do this the readers and writers must have 

extra-textual self-awareness so as not to have to turn to 

romance-novel s as the 1 ast resort i.n search, ~f af f i rmat:i. on 

and recognition of their worth as wom•n in a difficult, 

chaotic, patriar-chal reality principl(:. 

I have dwelt on the implications of se;,duction because 

what the readers d-f romance-novels interpretas a 

'developing relationship' is only a process of seduction. 

Befare analyzing the defining traits of contemporary 

romance-novels I should like to describe ohe of the 

essential characteristics of this lit~rat4re: 

sentimentality, a characteristic it shares with most mass

media. Harlequin Enterprises, like all other publishers of 

romance-novels, are a b~siness first o{ a11, and their main 

priority is economic survival. This economic goal accounts 

largely for the poor literary quality of their product, 

which determines price and readership. Qne sannot be 

anything but impressed by the fig~res these publishing 

hoLtses handle on a yearly basis (see appendi:< 2). But these 

inc:reasing sales are inversely proport.fonal to the qualit.y 

of the mass-produced romance-novels. As a ~esult we have 

sentimentality anda formulaic literature. 
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~Lf:1e Roma.nc:.e-novt:::>l a.nd Mass Media 

Sentimental.ity, or what Umber'to Eco ca.lls 'kitsc:h" "es 

la definiciOn del mal gusto, en arte~ como prefabricaciOn e 

imposicibn del efecto'' (75). This concept refers to a 

parti<:Ular way in which, in literature, the authclr's world 
'1 

is presented. However, this style is characteristic of all 

mass-media beca.use it basically constitutes the art of the 

stereotype, of the cliché. The characters, their 

interaction, the dialógues, the entire literary world of the 

romance-novel belong to a set repertory of 'artistic' or 

poetic devices, all believed partinent to the •entimental, 

romantic tone of the literature. Similarly, all the 

emotions, sensations and behavioural pc1.tterns which ha.ve the 

intention of provoking a response in the reader fail beca.use 

th€-?Y are~ handed out di gested. Si nce the rol e of the n-?ader 

is reduced to a mínimum the romance-novel is a literature of 

entertainment, of rela>:ation, of evasion. The reader 

c:lec i pher s an al ready f ami 1 i ar message that she knew bef on? 

reading the text. 

All the literary devices used in romance-novels have 

probably been assimilated from other literary genres. 

However, once they are out of their original context they 

lose their effect and their originality (uhless they happen 

to be in 900d hands). After the unlimit.ed use they ha.ve 

suffered they are worn. Through repetition the romance-novel 

has appropriated the language, the ~mfgery of other 

literatures, and it has therefore 1ost its effectiveness 
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precisely because the form has beco~a a formula ora 

prescription. It lacks the vitality ger'terated in a novel by 

the interaction of all its parts. It is no longer, as D.H. 

Lawrence put i t, 'the bt)ok of 1 i fe'. 

A description from any romance-novel ~llustraies the use 

of kitsc:h: 

A frown darkened those wintfy eyes: they had 
always intimidated her. Th~y wéte .so cold~ Even 
when he seemed to be utterly gripped by passion, 
those wi ntry +:~yes were never l ess than Wc.~tchful 
with a coldness that chilled you to th~ bone 
(76) • 

The author here felt forced to resort to redundancy to 

communicate the effect that the hero had on the heroine. 

Nevertheless, the contrast passion/ccildne~s and the 

rhetor i <:al appeal to the reader ( "chi::11 ed you to the bon e") 

de:) not in any way hel p to provoke a response in the reader. 

These words, once charged with a great power of connotation, 

have lost their effectiveness because their capacity to 

evoke is nullified by e>:cessj.ve use, both in this novel, e__ 

Stranger's Touch, and throughout the •ubgenre. The 

associations are now automatic so there is no surprise, no 

freshness in them; they are no longer a challenge. Since the 

authors are not conscious of the capacity that words have to 

connote they constantl y feel the need t.o emphasi ze effe<:t, 

to pile different words upon each other. Therefore, the 

writers abolish the tonalities betwesn syhbnyms and the 

words b~come homogeneous. This amateur treatment of language 

is justifiable, up to a point. Clich~s have been so 
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exhausted, so used ·and abused that they have become 

meaningless. Phrases, metaphors, simil~s, platitudes, entire 

images have becnme so worn that they are inevitably 

sentimental: "He was like a sleepy feline, sleek and 

beautiful, and just .as dangerous" (77); "'I told you right 

~=rom the st.art I"m never going to say gdodbye to you, 

Suki. The minute I saw you I kn~w you were forme, you were 

the one I'd waited for, and nothing is ever going to part 

us''' (78). The redundancy of these statements makes them 

me .. mingless. 

Umberto Eco and Gil lo Dorfles explain the phenomenon of 

redundancy in literature in terms_of information theory. In 

very basic terms, t'he information of a message "sera tanto 

mayor cuanto mayor sea la improbabilidad del contenido de 

dicho mensaje'' (7~). To calculate the amo9nt of information 

one must determine the probable or improbable the message is 

because it evidently affects the banality or the originality 

of the content. The disorganization of the message is 

theref ore i nversel y proporti onal to the amount of 

information transmitted. The concepts of noi.se and 

redundancy are important to determine the amount of 

information which is being transmitt~d. Noise usually refers 
1 

to those undesirable elements which hava.not been 

intentionally given by the codifier. Th~.t is, .any 

interference capáble of attenuating the intelligibility of 

the message (80). To reduce the dang~r of noise interference 

the tr~nsmitter resorts to redundancy, whlch consists of a 
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graater amount and complexity of infbrmatlon that allows and 

assL1res Llnal tered c:ompn,?hensi on of the message (81). In 

literary terms, redL1ndancy is L1ndesitable becaL1se the role 

of the reader is redL\c~d to a minimLlm, he/she receives a 

large qL1ant:i.ty of the sc.,me information. Noise is desin;iable 

becaL1se it forces the reader to take a more active role in 

arder to clarify the message. In compL1ter scienc:e redundancy 

is necessary, whereas in art redL1ndan9y is unnecessary, anci 

improbability is essential because the message beccmes 

0icher if it is less preciictable. 

In romance-novels, the main function of redundancy is 

to iron out ambiguities, therefore assuring intelligibility 

and univocal interpretation~ The lánguage itself does not 

disrupt or challenge the reader; he/she does not even have 

to use his/her imagination. This treatmMnt of language only 

creates lazy and unimaginative reading habits that will 

gradually become worse. The descriptive vocabulary comes 

from a stock of wofds that reconfirm the reader's 

e}·:pectations again _and again. By repetitively resorting to 

this lexical stock the author diminishes the reader's 

interpretative action because each subsequent appearance of 

a stock expression can evoke entire characterizations, 

mastered cultural cod1=1s, ccmventi ons 

and, naturally, emotional responses from t-he readers. One 

reader c:omments on ,Jane Austen: "'Her· sentences are so 

confusing,' Joy lamented,'that I realiy have to work at it 
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to underst~nd what she"~ saying. I can"t read her and do 

somethi ng el se ad:. the same ti me. I t' s h.ard wor k' " (82) . 

Sentimentality or kitsch is not only an artistic mode. 

Unfortunately, as A. Moles shows in his study El kltsch, 

this is an entire way of life peculiar tb the bourgeois 

middle-class. The ~asic characteristics of kitsch are the 

following: 

a) Security in relation to and against the dangers of the 

"external' world. 

b) The self-affirmation of a way of' life,·.o·f the economic 

syste~ based upan the accumulation and p~eser~ation of 

c::api tal, mer-chandi se, gadgets, etc. <Thi s i mpl i es a. totc\l, 

unquestioning attitude towards thé reality prlnciple). 

e:> A system in whi ch the i ndi vi.dual is .what he appears to 

be: 11 Disimular es fingir no tener lo que se tiene. Simular 

es fingir tener lo que no se tiene. Lo.~no remite a una 

presencia, lo otro a una ausencia" (83). 

d) 'Cosyness" (sic> - ~mrJtional, psycliolbgic.al cmd emoticmal 

comfort, warmth, and •o on. 

e) A ritualistic way of life governed by ~outines and habits 

s1.1ch as tea-time, table inanners, Mother:-'s Day, etc., all 

transmitted to our day as a massified, bourgeois imitation 

of the greatly envied •ristocratic tradition. Women read 

religiously every day, participating in the ¿ollectiye 

feminine ritual of reconstructing a basi~ ar¿hetypal story. 

They obviously find great pleasura. and recon•titution in 
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reading romance-novels if they spend'so ~u~h time and money 

rm them. 

f) A mosaic culture, arising from a~ uncritical accumulation 

and assimilation -of different cultulal ~anifestations. The 

outcome is mediocrity because of the l~ck of discrimination 

when objects belonging to diverse <;:L(ltüres, historical 

periods or artistic movements are vi,olently put together at 

random. The sc-called "gothic' romance-novels, fer example, 

cover all eras that were characterized by in aristocratic 

society. There is no awareness of historical differences 

between the eighteenth and the ninet~ent~ century, and the 

language is a stereotyped simulation~ 

g) An obsessive accumulation of useléss artéfacts, objects 

and gadgets purchased far the purpose of decoration. This is 

probabl y the resul t of a desperate emptiness and .e.·'11 i en .. ~ti on 

in daily life. Women, like men, seek self-affirmation in 

their possessions. The characters in rom•mce-novels are 

always desc:ri bed in terms clf what th~y possess: "Robert' s 

car was a pale Aston-Martin, sleek and powerful, like the 

man himself'' (84). <Wbmen collect,the covers of romance

novels (supra, p.7.) 

Romance-novels are ccmpletely kitsch, and the way of 

life they idealize is equall~ sentimentai. The hero and 

heroine are the bourgeois ideals of thé sexual rbles: the 

public and the prlvate. 

Mol l'-JS dedi cates a short chapter to kitsch 1 i terature, 

and begins by stating that it is a lite~ature tha~ aspires 
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to p~omote the bourgeois dream of achievirtg ihappiness• 

conditioned by middle-class prosperity. It·-is a simple 

literature because it is the searth jar ~n ideal state. 

Kitsch literature is measured by it~ d~Qree of triviality, 

by the automatic forms of associati.on (based upan the clash 

of opposites). The emotions are always el1treme. Moles 

illustrates the predictability, the sch•matic structure of a 

typical kitsch novel with his usual humour, as follows: 

First knot __________________ Sequences _____________________ _ 

82 

83 

2nd knot 

·" A man mec:?t s 
a woman 

A man leves 
a woman 

incidenta-
11 y 

intimat-
el y 

at 
wprk 

ata 
dis
tante 

pain
fully 

in 
poverty 

rescuing 
her 

richly 

-------- ------------ -- ------ --- --------------A m.:..=t.n loses 
a woman 

he h=1aves 
her 

thay 
are 
separa
ted 

he takes 
a job 

he f or·-·· 
,1ets h!:'?r" 

------------------------- ------------------------. . . 

A man rescues in slowly mor.;\l. l y 
a woman physically danger 

S5 -------------------------------------------------A man marries overcoming 
a woman obstacles 

im~e-- after 
diate- sorné 
ly time 

verging 
on 
death 

S6 --------------------------- ____ , -----------------

"And they lived happily eyer after •••• " 

With four c:ircumstantial pc.lssibilitiés an·d fiVe chapters 

there are forty-five possible CClmbina-·tions. To obtain the ... 

story the author may choose any one of th~se possible 

combinations. Far exarnple: 81 
1 

82 
2 
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Chapter 1: Mr. Smith unexpectedly met blond Miss Zata 
cocktail party,in Manhattan. 
Chapter 2: They instantly fell in love wt·th each other but 
they were separated because Miss Z hurfijdly had to travel 
to Japan to receive an inheritance. 
Chapter 3: Miss Z had to stay in Japan and her letters 
became increasingly sporadic because her father was against 
her marriage to Mr. Smith. 
Chapter 4: But Mr. Smith ene day had to go to Tokyo to sell 
ai rpl ,ane motors for- hi s cclmpany and dn a Vi si t to the 
consulate he saves Miss Z from a fire. She falls into his 
arms with gratitude. 
Chapter 5: After sorne time they got ~arried. 

Moles' e:-:ample just preves how st:h.e,matic and trivial 

most of these novels are. His table only 5hows the mechanism 

by which these novel~ are written ~nd re-d because it is 

part of the narrative contract. Needless .to say, they all 

have happy endings. 

Possibly, sentimentality would not.be condemned if it 

were not so ext~nsive. It has been put to good use by 

writers such as Aphra Behn or even Jane Austen in Northanaer_ 

Abbe~. Unfortunately, it has bec6me a part of all mass-media 

and is therefore extending its influence, which has so much 

to do with the principle of fashian and fast consumption. 

One critic of mass communication clea~ly st~tes that real 

emotions and conflicts are diluted·~O t~e receptor who is 

constantly subjected to mass culture beco~és used to 

re,t~cting falsely and unnec:essar-ily to substitute emc3tiom3 

and conflicts. The audience hypnotically receives all the 

merchandise (emotibnal, ideologica\ or material) that the 

media try to sell, and this includes the sale of substitutes 

of happiness, tragedy, ingenuity, change, originality and 

beauty cr joy of life. Kitsch is a type of culture in which 
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the? form rules over :tht-: ccmtent. When. content bec:omes mere 

form e:-:rJressivity is lost (85). If Moles believes that. the 

two basic states to which the middle-class aspires are 

'happiness' anda wholeness o~ self, the públicity of 

Harlequin Romanc~s i• very successful: 

-- "Harlequ:i.n is r"omanc:e ••• and yrJu can never have too muc:h 
r-omance"; 
- "Women all over· the world shar·e a spet:ii::'\l feeling about. 
LOVE, a feeling captured in HARLEQUfN RO~ANCES, the world's 
most popular 1 ove st6ri es bf.~cause HARLEQUII\I 1.mderstands how 
you fef~l abm.it lave"; . 
.... "E:,:perienc::e t.he warmth of .•• HARLEQ(JI_N ROMANCE. The 
original romance novels. Best-sellers,for more than 30 
years. Delightful and intriguing love.~to~ies by the world's 
foremost writers of romance fic:tion. Be whisked away to 
dazzling international capitals ••. or ·quaint European 
villages. Experience the joys of falling -in love •.• for the 
·f i r s t t i me. • • t he bes t t i me " ; 
·- "No orH? touches the he,f.\rt of a womán qui te 1 i ke 
HARL.EQUIN"; 
- "HARLEQUIN ROMANCE, a uniquely absorb.ing journey into a 
wor-ld cJf supf?l'"'b r-omance r·eading". 

There are many possible comments about the above 

publicity. But the most impor-tant uhderlying idea of all the 

quotes is that Harlequin Enterprises invite the readers to 

feel a sensation of belonging to a community of women, all 

of them qathered out of their· c:ommon feeU. ng about 1 ove, 

stereotyped lave, of course. Somehow, the women symbolically 

j cü n for-c:es becc.'IUSe they har-dl y di scuss the books; they 

enjoy these seductiye vo~ages tci anoth~r ~orld in the 

pd vacy c:md i sol at ion of thei r 1 i v:i. ng rooni. Al though the 

audience is atomized by the va~iety of 'lines' that 

Harlequin offers, all readers are gathered under the title 

of ~women', yet within this gener-ic division there are 
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different kinds of women, and Harleqµin has books to satisfy 

all needs. 

I would like td mention, as a matter bf inter·est, that 

Harlequin Enterprises is only on~ of the tpmpanies that 

belongs to a cong1omerate called Torstaf. All the companies 

deal with mass communications such as The Toronto Star, a 

very popular newspaper in Canada, and others (see appendix 

2). I mention this because Harlequin· must worry about its 

economi e survj, val, and there are many . mea:t,s by whi ch i t 

secures its market. This success is inver~ely proportional 

to the quality of the books they produce because Harlequin 

have had to diversify their product in o~der to extend the 

market. 

Romance-novels have become comme~cial commodities as a 

result of a complicated and l.engthy pr.:-ocess of producti'on. 

The paperback industry is possible becaus~ of several. 

factors including rotary magazine pr~sses~ advertising, f-ast 

distribution netwod,:s and marketing techniques. The 

particularity of this industry is its capacity to predict a 

hypothetical audience fer its product,· and in this Harlequin 

has been very successful. We also know thát publicity itself 

plays an important role because it create~ the need in a 

potential custom-r for a particular product. Therefore, the 

business itself very much depends on the ·incapacity of, women 
i 

to deal with their daily lives. This prediction of sales 

ciepends on the cap~~ity to cont~ol the interaction between 

an identifiable audienc~ anda product designad especially 
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far theml bec:ause a bcok can be market~d like a bag of 

detergént ora tln of tomato sauce. 

The fcrmulaic nature of this literature cannot only be 

attributed to its amateur authors. It per~its an editor the 

possibility of direc:ting ..tnd control'ling book c:n~c.,tion in 

very specific ways. Although the audienc~ cannot be 

predicted in its entirety, editors ~ecure their customers by 

subscriptions and also by questionnaire~ often found among 

the last pages of each paperback: 

1. Compared to romance series by other publishers, do 
Harl equi n novel s have any addi ti anal fe-atures that mc.ü::e them 
attractive? If yes, ~hat additional features? 
2. How much·do these additional featüres influence your 
purchasing of Harlequin novels? 
3. Are there any other additional featur·es you wcluld like to 
:i. nc:l Ltde? 
4. Where did you obtain this book? 
5. How long have you been reading :1-1arlequih novels? 
6. Please indic:ate your age group? 

Since the production is practically -oJd through 

SLtbscriptic:ms and special offers, the·.rieed far e:-:pensive;i 

advertising c:ampaigns is reduced .~onsiderably. Harlequin 

also receives free publicity in the other.·companies 

belonging to the Torstar conglomeration. The English tompany 

Mills aMd Boon is associated with Harlequin, so there is 

another outlet fer the romance-novels. 

Romance-novela are also sold in the Unit~d States in 

fcmd or drug st<Jres, spac:~?s in whi ch wnmen are gathered. The 

audi ence is ccmc:entrat.ed in one place because WC'.)men are 

generally the only members of the household that buy 

s;L1pplies for the f·amily (this divisioh of labour is an 
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imposed role). Bo6kstores may be thre~ie~ing to houeswives, 

but chain booksto~es like Dalton or Wald•n (in the U.S.A.> 

have managed to CLtrb women's fears ·by of_f"er·ing a ,very wide 
.. 

range and variety of romance-novels. The. most significant 

development of Americian pLtblishing, .however·, is the merginl] 

of several publishing companies, gu•ranteeing more economic 

stability. Harlequin has thought of evérything that is 

indispensable for the suc:cess of a mLtlti-national industr·y, 

but the basic relatianship between author, text and reader 

has become depersonalized dueto théna~ure of the paperback 

industry. Original literary creativity has been sacrificed 

in favour of commercial success. 

Most publishing companies, like Aichardson'•, know that 

fEimal e readers may consti tute more than .h.al f of t:he book

readi ng public. Besides, women are a~ailable at the stores 

where the books are sold, they have the time and the money 

to spend. One-quarter to one-third o~ all the paperbacks 

published monthly are romance-novels, which is only a 

refléction of how sad women's daily experiences are. Despite 

the possibly unbeatable marketing strat.e.gies employed by the 

companies, the most worrying rea.son fbr _these monumental 
. ·•. . 

sales is the situation of wornen. Romance~reading obviously 

provides an enjoyable and soui;Jht-after ~>:p;erience for a very 

large number and variety of women all over ~he world. They 

all want to repeat the experience (some actu&lly reread the 

same novels time and time again). The-kn9wledge that middle

c:l. c.~ss women are ti ed to thei r suffm:at.1 ng _househol ds al one 
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guarantee the market for Harlequin, Dell, Fawcett or Warner. 

The success of romance-novels may be attributed to two main 

factors: very competent marketing strat~gies on the part of 

the publishing c:ompanies and, obviot.tsly, middle-cl.':\ss 

women"s emotional and psychological need~ which are 

c:ompensated by these books. Eco gi ve-s a few basi e 

characteristics of media whic:h are pe~tirient to romance

novel·s: 

a} Mass-mecli a are directed to a heterogeneous publ i e: ancJ 

they specify and impose certain scales ~f •taste• 

b} The characteristics of cultural, social or even ethnic 

groups are destroyed because of the homog•neous culture that 

is di vul ged. 

e> Mass-media are directed toan audience that has no 

cansciausness of itself as a social group. So, the audienc:e 

makes no demands and is reduced to passivity (which is why 

women often read "bad" romancss). 

d) Media only preserve an existing statu• q0o, they do not 

change o~ promote changes. 

e) Emotions are not suggested, they are:giv~n ready-made. 

The role of the image is more important thán that of the 

c::onc::ept behind it. Therefore emotions are: __ not immediate. The 

effects 1are as short-lived as their ~herapeutic value. The 

reading experienc:e is as insignific:ant a~ the characters 

themselves. The narrative contract ii so ~orn that the 

E?.)·:perienc:e of rei::\ding a romance-novel· i·s not memorable. 
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f) The medí a are governed by the 1 aws of. the market so they 

do not give the audience what it wants,in ac:.cordance with 

to ~arket idealogy. 

g) If artistic material is transmitted; it is always 

simplif.ied, the r6le of the reader is ~inimized as in the 

case of digests, summarif'.:s or televised,versions of novels 

and plays. 

h) Mass-media stimulate a passive, unc:ritic:al attitude 

towards life, the world, and so on~ Any individual impulse 

or initiative is disc:ouraged. There is~ ~ouble message 

here. While individuality and origin•lity are held upas 

ideals in what has bec:ome a very tompetiiíve world, ene must 

also c:onform. 

i) They transmita large amount of·'information on present 

affairs and consequently destroy any kirid of historical 

c:onsciousnf!Ss: "Circular es una forma de amnesia. Todo por 

descubrir, todo por borrar" (86). 

j) Media are made only to capture superfitial attention 

because they an;? made to entertain. (Harlequin sel ls a 

gadget for 'hand-free reading', so the readei c:an knit, 

type, watch television, cook or eat whila reading.) 

k) Mass-media impose symbols and. myths that are easily 

universalized, creating easi1y identtfiable types. As a 

result "reducen al minimo la individrialidad y la c:on~rec:iOn 

de nuestras expe~iencias, de nustras im•genes, a trav~s de 

las cuales deberiamos realizar nue-tras é~periencias 11 (87). 
. ' . 
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l> They are only the confirmation a~d reaffirmation of what 

we al ready know, sc:1 they c,re usual 1 y consE;)rvati ve. The 

'good" r:omance~-novel ma.i ntai ns that a woman may n~al i ze her 

self within the traditional interaction between the sexes. 
,' .', 

m> The media are therefore comformist and uphold 

institut.ions. 

n) They are imposed upon the masses by an economically 

powerful minority that is only·superficiallY democratic and 

individualistic. Underneath this sham, it ~s paternalistic 

and tends to propagate social models and stereotypes. 

Eco pr-oceeds to make a defense of the m.edi a, but i t is 

very difficult to change a firmly established patriarchal 

mentality~ Radway suggests that romance-novels are 

potentially damaging to patriarchy becaus~ they give women 

the opportun~ty to dedicate sorne time. to themselves. 

However, as I mentioned, this is a means of escaping from 

patriarchy through more patriarchy i~•tead of ~ means of 

libf~rating the self from its straitJácket of self-imposed 

sexist values. Something I still find ver~ surprising is the 

faith the readers have in the utopic ~orld presented in 

romance-novels. They are truly convinced that it is a 

literature "far, by and about' women, buf romance-novels, 

like all mass-media are very sexist. I should like to 

mention a typical double message to which a reader is 

subjected. On the one hand, women ar~ told by mass-media 

symbolism that their worthiness is very ~losely related to 

their sexuality and physical attractivenesa. On the other 

hand, traditional, conventional morality teach~s that 
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hand, tratji~ional~ conventional morali~Y' te~ches thit 

sexuality is necessarily reserved fo~ a single individual. 

Again, a woman's worth is measured i~ ier~s of a patriarchal 

perception of her sexuality. It is no wond~r that romance-

novel readers hope fer an innocent, ¼riexperienc~d virgin who 

is loved fer her 'individuality' and not fer her sex appeal. 

Virtue is still rewarded. 
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Contem_p_grary Romance-no'{~.ll?.J .. The Case df Harl egui n l=l:omanc~2 

The obvious intention of mof"alizing and the completely 

predictáble stories, dialogues, characters, m~ke it 

difficult to account for the popularity of romance-novels 

among women. But we have seen how theif need for evasion is 

such that they refuse to acknowledge th~ similaf"ities among 

all the romance-novels they read. I include a questionnaire 

(appendix 3) in whi.ch Janice A. Radway asks a number of 

women why they read this literature. The women know that 

they are escaping, but th~y do not séem to question whether 

there might be any other way out of thei~.routinary, 

stereotyped lives. Therefore, the ~omance-novels that would 

appear implausible and unsatisfactory to more cultivated or 

conscious women, satisfy those women ~ho see the heroine as 

a courageous woman. The role of the héroine is crucial 

because the readers must identify with her; btherwise the 

act of reading the romance-novel would be senseless. The 

readers dream of living as the he~oiné does, of anticipating 

and dealing with an ideal male who•e main fe.ture is his 

rnystery and ambiguity. The anticipation of the possible 

resolutions anci consequences of the d~veloping man/woman 

relationship is possibly the main attraction of these books, 

although the ending is known beforeh~nd~ The~efore, the 

superficial variatio~s from novel to novel a~e the 

.,,,ttracti on because the reader· prov~s. to -,her sel -f (and the 

heroine to tha reader) that no matter what the circumstances 

are, no matter how unknown or tragic, 'recip~ocal leve' 
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trii_unphs and est~blishes the longed-'-for st.ate of bli!as in 

man··iage. 

As in romance, action is the p~edompnant element of 

these tewts. Occasiona.lly, ¿md more out of neces.sity than 

for any other reason, the authors reiort t6 poor, static 

descriptions as a means of filling in the required pages of 

their manuscript. ~his description is.a meré ornament and 

does not refléct the psychological stJte Df the characters. 

Th~ descriptions have no particular influence on the 

literary reality itself because they do not crea.te effective 

suspense since the out~ome is known. Description is a much 

more effective mea.ns of escape - the ~ornan reader can escape 

to the world of her dreams throughout the description of 

idealized men/women and situations. Dialogue can never have 

this effect. The hero and heroine ha~e no interaction with 

their enyironment, so descriptioh is ~uperfluous in terms of 

the story itself. However, one still wonders why the authors 

include so much domestic detail if it does not ha.ve a 

meaningful effect on or refer to the creat~d world. Its 

function is, apparently, to further read~r/heroine 

identification. We have seen how the authors try to make 

th~ir texts "reali•tic" ih order to léAd a sense of 

"seriousness' to the reader's e>:per~ence. D,omestic detail 

plays the same extra-te>:tual role by conviDcing the reader 

' that the literary world is or mai be part of 'real' life. 

The herc and the heroine are rapidly dismissed after a 

paragraph-long descripticn of their bas~c~ superficial 
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c:har·ac:teristic:s whic:h are in ne:> way a, reflec:tion of th.eir 

psychological or emotional selves. (In. romances the heroine 

is externally beautiful bec:ause she is pure arid virtudus. 

Heathcliff looks wild because he is wild, and ~o on.) The 

author then assumes .that the reader know• the characters 

suffi~iently well ~nd never adds to the d,scription sinc:e 

redundancy does not add anything, it only emphasizes what is 

already there. B•sides, the readers assoc:iate.the characters 

of ene romance-novel with the charact•~s iM all the 

previo4sly read books. The c:harac:ters ha.ve no possibility of 

developing fer the sale rea.son that they are archetypal and 

mythic:. The two main charac:ters, like Superman, cannot 

perish becawse they are not 'alive'. Liké the superhero, 

"posee(n) las c:arac:teristic:as del mito intemporal, pero es; 

aceptado unic:amente porque su acc:ibn se desenvuelve en el 

mundo cotidiano y humano de lo temporal'' (88). Since the 

charac:ters are not 'round' or individu~lized the reader 

finds it easy to place herself in the heroine"s role. The 

hero is always the same beca.use is a masc:uline ideal far 

men, charac:terized by spectacular masculinity and public 

success, whereas the heroine varies in inaignificant aspec:ts 

such as eye or hair colour, name, occ~pation or address. A 

heroine•s clothes, ·make-up, apartment and dec:oration are 

emphasized beca.use these are the thinQs that apparently 

appeal to the hero, and these are posse-~ions to which most 

middle-class women have ac:cess. So any wpman who has the 
·1;· 
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required possessions may meet or att~act the attention of 

such a· masculine man. 

The heroine, like the re~der, is~Worried about her . . ' 

personal appearance and that of her ho~e.·sociai stereotypes 

stipulate that women tan always be char~ct~rized by what 

they wear, by their univ•rsal ~nd natural· obsession for 

clothes. Likewise~ the de~cription of home furryishing, 

plants and clothes asserts that this fictiohal world is 

filled with everyday commercial commodities, evoking the 

reader"s familiat world. (These are the~only instances in 

which the authors bring in sorne oritjinalíty>. The same 

applies to the descriptions of environments, as I mentioned 

in the first chapter. But this description of "exotic" lands 
j. 

and strange peoples also serves to affir~another middle-

class myth. 

Most r·eaders agree i:1nd justify their r'eading by claiming 

that they learn new words and they do the travelling that 

they are otherwise unable to afford. Fo.t .'\;he middle class, 

knowledge or information is the endorse1nent of status and 

SLtccess. The readers claim that t.he information they leani 

is practic.al and easy t<J put to use in their- daily lives. 

Since leisure is not valued in our reality principle, the 

readers of romance-nov~ls justify thei~ entertainment by 

claiming that it is an educational •xperience. But we have 

seen that the information contained ih the romance-ncvels i~ 

far from illuminating because the ~uthors re~er th~ readers 

tp other sterebtyped images, as in the ekample of Acapulco. 
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The images are no longer the reflection of a profound 

n::,ality: "ncl tiene[nJ nc:,da que ver con ningé'.m tipc:) dé 

realidad, [son] ya s~ propio y puro simulacro'' (89). This 

means that the readers are neither referred to a literary 

reality nor are they referred to a "real' extralini~istic 

F"eality: " La simulacion no crJrresponde ar un terr .. itor-ic.>, a 

una r-eferencia, a una sustancia, sino que es la gener-aci6n 

por los modelos de algo real sin origen ni realidad'' (90). 

The teader-s ar-e so unconscious of ~heir r-oles as readers and 

of the reading process itself that the recollection of 

fc,nliliar ste~r"eotypes has the appearanc:e of·"new" 

information. Something similar happens with the characters, 

the dialqgues and the plots~ 

Richar-dson was amcng the men ~ho conceived the role of 

women as writers (Pamela is the author of her own story) and 

of women in literature. The romance~novel continues using 

the patterns he u.sed :i.n E,~mela, the stor-y about the 

persecutad virg:i.n. The heroine of contemporary romance-

novels has "true innocence", and sexual desire is 

conditioned by leve. Most heroinea are beautiful, but 

appar-ently their- beauty is not related to th•ir- dormant 

seMuallty. Like Sleeping Beauty, she hybernates until the 

'right" man comes along to awaken her-~ Th• her-oine, however, 

is ignorant of her alluring appearance, so the heroes" 

leve/sexual needs make her aware of h•r own needs, and once 

she has realized this unknown part of her•elf· the heroine 

bec:omes a ful 1-f 1 edged woman who has found h_er true 
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femininity. D~spite her so-called "fi-ry and defiant 

personality she is pcirtrayed by the narraior a• childlike, 

c:ompassi onate, i ne:-:per i enc:ed, i gnorant, Lll1derstandi ng, c1nc:I 

less intelligent than the hero. Although ihe is independent 

enough to earn a modest 1 i ving, thi s :ts not real 1 y a si gn of 

independence because the heroine, whcr is ~eherally an 

orphan, has been forc:ed out of neceisity, tb earn a living. 

The heroine is usually described as fbllows in the first 

pages of the books: 

Her hair was a beautiful goldén cap, wavy 
tendrils a:t her forehead and nape giving her the 
look of a cherub. But the t~ll curvaceous body 
certainly didn~t belong to a·child. The clear 
green eyes surrounded by dark la~hes and the 
creamy matt complexion perhaps had too much of a 
look of ihnocence, altho~gh the inncicence was 
natural (91). 

I t" s royal -b 1 ue col our deepemed her eyes, made 
her short blande hair look ~uite like gold, the 
straightness of- the gown"s 'style emphasizing her 
small uptilted breasts, ~arPow waist and hips. At 
only five feet in height she hai;:l '-always c:onsid~~red 
her figure too slender toba alhu.:;1ng_,.but the 
silky dress showed what curves she did have to 
advantag~. There was not alot she ~ould do to 
enhance her gamin features, her Aace dominated by 
big bl~e eyes, _hsr nose short and slightly snub, 
her mouth curving, her chin small and pointed 
(92) • 

ln contrast. to the heroine, the anti-herotne is always 

dark, and the implications of such a ~ord are obvious. The 

racism is evident, and the anti-heroine is occasionally 

oriental, Italian or Spanish. The hero and heroine are 

Northamerican, English, or Australian thou'gh the hero ffic\Y be 

Greek o,,. Spani sh as long as he is ari stoc:r~atic and ver y 

rich. The anti-heroine belongs to th~. her&"s social class. 
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She is a 'career woman'; therefore she is promiscüous, 

dominant, possessive, sophisticated, 1expe~i~nced and, 

incredibly, blatantly se>:ui.ü and not .at all. 'feminine': "Dne 

of thosfi? women who want eyerything: the career, the 

independence, the personal publicit~ [si¿]; anda man to 

look after them as well" (93). But her sensuality and strong 

personality are overwhelming: 

She v,as cert.ai nl y very st..ire of _her sel f, L.:.'tllra 
acknowledged tensely, and why not? With voluptuous 
features, and a body as geriet'ousl y rounded as é:, 

Boticelli Venus, she could af·ford to feel Sf=lf
confident, and the clothe• ~he wore accentuated 
her sensual appeal (94). 

Pamela Hillington was not at all as Julie had 
i m,ag i ned, al thoLtgh there was n(j_ denyi ng her 
attractiveness. Chestnut-cq_loured hair, a full, 
almost voluptuous bod~, sh~ carried herself with 
supreme self-confidence, and Julie-f~lt a little 
of her own confidence melting aw•y beneath that 
patronizing gaze (95). 

It is interesting to note how the anti-heroin- is, above 

all, very su~e of herself, anda la~ge pa~t of her appeal 

dueto this. Whether her appeal spring~ +rom her 'curves• 

from her promiscuity, she is certainly very self-confident 

and hence attractive. The heroine can only 'find herself' 

when she is recognized by the hero who serves as a mirror, 

but she cannot attai n thi s sel f-knc.1wl'edge cm her own. The 

heroine is the only character who demeans herself because 
. . 

she is not aware of her worth. Not even the anti-hero is 

1 . .,,. 
::, 

or 

strong enough to make her see herself orto áppreciate her 

c.~s a whol_e. He loves the housewife, not: the 'woman' in he?r. 

The anti-hero is never associated with evil as is the anti-
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heroine, and this is ohly natural i~ a 1it~rature with a 

female focal character because the ~ival must then be a 

woman. Menare present both to enhance the her6 and to preve 

that the heroine is attractive enough for any man, not only 

to :the her·o. The charac:ters who are against the J. over·s serve 

mor~;! as foils than true rivals, and they are usually the 

cause of the lovers' separation. But the jealousy and 

mi sunder·stancli ngs that spr i ng f rom the presf:mc:e of these 

secondary charac:ters are always unfoundedr so they do not 

actually rival either the hero or the heroine. Thus, the 

loving couple fight each other r~ther than the anti-heroine 

and the anti-hero. The hero and heroine constitute the 

centre of the romance-novels; the reality versus the 

pleasure principie. Both women embody the pleasure principle 

the anti-heroine more so. 

The anti -her o is usual 1 y ah accé:iuntarit c:ir a buroc:r .. at 

who offets a middle-class life-style that guarantees 

emotional monotony anda small, safe existence. One never 

thinks that the marriage to the hero will be equally 

monotonC)us, thoLtgh i t probabl y mi ght be even mclre so si nce 

the heroine invariably gives up her work to become a full

f 1 edged etnd devoted hoLisei,.,i fe wi th great p 1 ea sur e: 11 ' Ross 

doesn•t want a working wife, and I enjoy lgoking after him 

and the bungalow. I've discovered that l'm quite 

dome!E>ticated" 11 (96) •. Someh<JW it is understood that an 

affluent life-style is a guarantee against bqredom. The 

anti-heroes are usually described as follows: 
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Yet again, Emma could not help-.,c:ompar-ing him 
unfavourably with Jak-e. It,was riot mer-ely that he 
w ... ,s pal e as a mer-i ngue t:iesi dé the other man' s 
bronzed skin, but that he ~eemed so thin and 
gangling. Deliber-ately she~máde her-self look at 
the~ both with detachment. tt ~as not easy, but 
she managed it. No, she stil~ felt the same. 
Peter-, pale-skinned, w~th jerky movements, looked 
like a schoolboy beside Jáke (97). 

After- all Jer-emy was everfÍhi·ng that h~r father 
h ... ,d wanted for her husband ~ He was somethi ng in 
the City; his parents were comfortably-off 
landowner-s ( ••. ). Jer-emy w~s n6t a man whc felt at 
ease wit.h female emotions, _but it -seemed ctüldish 
to mentally ber-ate him for- 'his lack of 
understanding of her- feelings now, when 
c.:,rigin ... üly, his c:alm unflappableness had been one 
of the things that dr-ew her to him CsicJ <98>. 

The romance-novels treat secondary characters in a 

per .. i pheral manner, Llsi ng them f or the purpo1:>e of contr.:.:iE,t. 

One can imagine what the hero looks like just by reading 

about the anti-hero. It is curious that the ~er-o is often 

preceeded by his widéspread public reputation, which he has 

made either through his relationships ~ith famous females or 

because of his worldwide importance as a busin•ssman. This 

is interesting in comparison to the heroine~s inexistence: 11 

While he w,:ar,:; then-~ in the room with her-, even when they wen,:1 

iiffQLli ng toget.her, she f el t f ull y ali v'e far the f i rst ti me in 

her life'' (114). The vocabulary itseVf emphasizes the 

contrast betvJeen the sexes. The hero.in'e i.s weak, honest, 

delicat~, frail, passive, immatur~~ i~npcent, defenc•less, 

natu'.·al, emotional, submissive, blL1sh),ng, ·sensitive, and so 

011. These feminine traits are opposed· to those of the hero 

' who is strong, virile, t.hr-eatening, c·ontrolled, domineering, 

possessive, ccld, cynical, experienced, aggressive, sexual, 
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sern5Ltal and e:<tremely intelligent. The· üsu~l relationship 

bet.ween them is t.hat of father and daught~r. ,He is at J. east 

ten years her elder, and she is usu~Lly ~~ orphan in search 

of the 'home" she never had, a home with fhe security and 

stc.-:tbility which ohly a 'trut~ man' can offer. He belongs to 

an aristccr~tic family although he apparently despises their 

life-style. In the following table the 'four poles of 

c:haracterization may be_ seen with more c:lii:\rity (I base 

mysélf on the tablé given by Radw~y (100)): 

Heroine 

Virginal 
ENperienc:ed 

Desires love 
Desires wealt.h 
ancl position 

Unself-conscious 
(apparently) 
Vain 

Beautiful 
Plain 

Nurturant 
Demanding 

Independent 
U1pparentl y) 
Dependen t. 

Intelligent 
(apparently) 
Confused 

Fears men 
Desires men 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
.-

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Hero 

Virginal 

Anti -·heroine 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

uncoded 

+ 
+ 

Anti-hero 

+ 



Promi scLtO!-tS + 

Desires love + 
Desires se:-:ual + 
pleiasLtr·e 

Self-conscious + 
Unsel·f- + 
c::onscioLts 

Handsome + 
Plain + 

Tender + 
Indifferent + 

Courageous + 
Cowardly + 

Emotionally 
r·eserved +· 
Emotionally 
e:-:pressi ve + 

Rich + 
Poor + 

One cánnot but be surpri sed that .the foür mai n typfa~; of 

characters are so inc~edibly distinct from each other. The 

anti-her·oi ne and the l1ero share those trafts pertai ni 119 to 

pubU.c life, '" I'm nc:rt reaJ.ly an indoor· man, and I get 

stifled sometimes''' (101), while the heroine and the anti

her·o share those pertai ni ng to the pri vate. Therefore, theire 

must be an exchange in arder to achi~ve equilibrium. The 

anti-heroine has sorne "masculine" traits and the anti-hero 

is weak, meaning 'feminine'. 

Among other stereotyped feelings, g~ilt is one felt by 

a.11 heroines <and by the reade·rs beca.use they so en)oy 

reading). The heroine, and subsequently the reader, feels 

guilty because she is inex~erienced, be~ause she feels 

gLtilty, bec.,'\use she feels .sen:ualJ.y ar·,oused, because of her·· 
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meagre means, and so en. She is always,demeaning herself in 

terms of her womanhood: the stereoty~ed coding cf what 

womanhood implies and comprehends. On~e h•r life is 

disturbed by the stormy, unexpected entrance of the hero, 

the heroine clings to the only security that ~he has, 

something that is socially recognized and validated even by/ 

~ 

someone as immoral as the hero: her ~irtue and moral 

righteousness. She is thus exactly like P~~ela because she 

must be the guardi.;m of her own perfection (where2,s the lady 

of romance was protected by her devo~ed knlght). Although it 

appears that it is the heroine"s per4éction that seduces the 

unattainable hero, it is she who deviates from her moral 

p~inciples because of the sexual attraction she feels for 

him. Therefore, itis h~ whÓ seduces !Jer. The hero does not 

suddenly change into a nurturant, p~ternalistic man because 

he has always been in leve. Therefore, the indifference and 

hat~ he shows at the beginning origi~ate from within love. 

The hero"s weapon i,s his se:{uality and the heroine"s 

weakness and consequent downfall is her susceptibility to 

this sexual power. 

As I st..,ted before, the hero/heroine relationship is 

based upon mutuc,ü hatred, and the heroine, (wi th al l tl1.;.,t she 

represents such as poverty, weakness~ ignorance, 

inexperience, insignificance and so on> is always seen in 

pejorative terms; this clearly shows that the narrator is 

portraying the heroine from a masculine perspective. He is 

her boss and lover; therefore, th~ divisi-0n between 
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public/private life is apparently abolished for them both. 

However. the heroine is divested of the little freedom she . r· 

had si nce every minute of her day is dedi·c:ated to the her o 

either indirectly (to. his economic well-being) orto his 

ernotional .;md seXLtal needs. Ar-. e)-:ample of:·;·the feel ings that 

the her-o provokti?s in the hero'.Lne shows hc,w d1fferent they 

are from the tender, loving, feelings t~at the readers look 

for in the~;e l'"!Jmanc:e..;.novels:· 

- She §Wallowec;!_, forgetting everyone else at the 
table, ·for a seconc:I in a st_ri:tnge isolation with 
him, consc:ious of a dominan:t will behind that 
hard-boned face and feeling it concentrated on her 
in a way which troubl~d he_r. He,.lobked g.9wn at her 
again briefly and !::;he qlanced awav, a tremor_ of 
recoi 1 runni~hrough he¡:; 
- ••• asking herself why it was that she felt the 
ver y way he sai d that to. be somehow a tt1reat_; 
- Suki shiver~d. That táll lean body was 
12owerfully muscled, the br·oad shoulders and long
legged stride making it pl~in ~hat he was to be 
rec:koned wi th, a dangerous jadversary; 
- She was de¡_sper:i!tili searching for sorne \'Jay_ot 
~scape. He unn~rved her. Suki fél t a dart o:L...G.9J .. f!. 
t!.~..rni.lli."h... The_shaki r:i....9....grew ihsi de her, her pody 
!,.r.:g_~bliD.9.._yioJ..1:!nlli_ne>:t to hfm. Terrified_Sh§. 
f 1 i nched and lao~,:~d awax, · t1e c:0:r1trol 1 ed 1:!~L. 
~ff_9..rtlessly ~s if _she \,\/ere ·a child._Suki leaned 
on the? wall, biting her lip;._her eyes on the 
floc.1r, aware that Joel was staring at her fi:-:eclly 
(102). (CMy underliningJ 

Obvi ousl y the ~!l 2,uthor uses patriar chal argu.ment.s to 

justify the terrifying power "this hero ex~rts over the 

cowering heroine. These are only a féw of the heraine's 

emotions: this rom~nce-novel (like all romance-novels) is 

plagued with these turbulent sado-masochiitic hero/heroine 

encounters. And readers enjoy the iden~ifyihg with this 

woman! Even under the worst circumst~nces 't~ue love' 
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triumphs. It is difficult te imagine how both characters 

''suddenly" disc:over· their love fc1r ea.ch ot,h~r: '" It dicln"t 

"l:é."lke more than ten minutes in the house withoLtt you for me 

to admit that my love for you was to6 strong forme to 

resist"" ( 103); 11 :- I realized that I loved you within 

minutes of your walking out Df this cottage, darling'" 

(104). All unpleasant feelings are done away with, and this 

is what-is sD pleasant about the hap~y endings. 

Psychólogical and bodily violence is justified by both the 

hero's uncontrollable masculinity and his hidden, 

inexplicable tenderness that surfaces in the final paragraph 

of the romance-novel. One supposés that this violence has 

sorne justification somewhere. Possibly the ~ero is only a 

means by which the heroine begins ·to question herself and 

finally 'find' her "true" self. The so-called development cf 

the love relationship lies in the heroinj~s acceptance of 

her 'true" self and of the hero's submission to tender love. 

The heroine is naturally suspicious of the man's motives, 

because he is unlike any man she has'ever-met, but the hero 

is never unsure of his motiv~s. He knows that he needs to 

possess the woman's heart and soul from the moment he sets 

ey&.~s on her: '"Let me tell you that I love yoL1r· eyes, your

sweet kind heart and the whole of yo~''' (105). Therefore it 

is his persistence that brings about the happy ending, nct 

the heroine's refusal to submit to his ambiciudus intentions. 

The significcmce of having only one type for· all heroes 

l. e· _.,, interesting bécause it influences the reader whc is 
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alrei:.,dy familiar wi'th this my;2teri0Lu;;;, LlniqLle man wber-eas 

the heroine Ls only just beginning to decipher his obscLtre 

intentions. In thii casé the reader has an advantag- over 

the her·cü ne because the 1 atter is not st.tre aboLtt the man 

whereas the reader knows how and why he act• the way he 

doE:.>s. Also, if one read.s closely, the heroé"s intentions are 

very clear from the start, since ene of his virtLtes is his 

sincerity. BLlt .the heroine man .. ~ges to misinterpret him 

. . 
because she has n~Ver met anyone similar. Thé complexity and 

intricacy of the thought processes by which she manages to 

twist absolLttely e~ery word that the man utters are 

astounding. And of course they all st~m from a deep-rooted 

lack of trust which verges on paranoiá. Only when he most 

explicitly declares his leve does she understand and 

reinterpref all his former attitudes, words and actions. 

Therefore, the heroin~ needs to hear the magic words in 

order to feel worthy ~f sLtch a man and also in order to 

" trust him with h~r life. 

Usually the heró.~laces the heroine at his merey by 

bl,ac:kmailing her-. This is the plot <versLls "fabLtla" (106)). 

Because the girl is an orphan, she mLtst always turn to him 

for help, and in exc:hang~ for financial aid she is to become 

whatever he like,:· his lover, false wife, secretar-y, cover, 

alibi or whatever; and she must ac:c:ept ali his conditions. I 

SLlppose it is sLtper-fluous to add that these plots are not 

very plausj.bJ.e. Henry James writes that the novel is " e\ 

living thing, all one -nd ccntinLtcus like any other 
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organism, and in propór.tion as it liv~s will it be f0Lu·1d, I 

think, that in ea.ch o~ the parts there ts something of each 

rJf the other parts" (107). Unfortunatel y, in the case of the 

romance-novel, the parti are not intricately and 

indissolubly ihterrelated, even though the label 'romance

novel' implies the 6rganicity of the novelistic mode. Radway 

has a table t~at tecords- t~e basic stages of a romance-

novel~ 

1. The heroine'• so~i-1 identity is thrown into question. 

2. The heroine re:a.cts"antagorüstically to ,,rn aristocr·atic 
male. 

3. The aristocratic male responds ambiguously to the 
heroine. 

4. The heroi ne i nterprets the her o' s behavi our as ~~vi df.mce 
of o:\ purely sexLial interest in her • 

5. ThE.' heroine responds te> the her·o'' s behavi our wi. th angi;c>r 
or- c:c>ldness. 

6. The hero retaiiates by puni•hing the heroine. / . . . 

7. The heroine artd herd are physically and/or emotionally 
separated. 

8. The hero treats the heroine tenderly. 

9. The heroine responds warmly to the h~ro's act of 
tt;~nderness. 

10. The ht-:)roi ne r:ei r-.terprets the her o" s a,mbi guous beho:,vi 0L1r 

as the prddüct of previous hurt. 

11. The her'o prciposes/openly declares his love 
for/demonstrates"his uhwavering commitment te the héroine 
with a supreme act. 

12. The heroine responds sexually and emotionally to the 
her-o. 

1~5. The heroine"s ider-itity is r·estored (108). 
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This table i~ another example of how romance-novels may 

be t,:1bul ated. The two most i mportant poi nts are·, the f i rst 

and the last. T~e heroine's/woman"s identity may only be 

restored once she has seen herself through the eyes of an 

antagonical character., If we re~all Simone de Beauvoir"s 

accurate comment, men see wamen as the Other, and this is 

very cle.;:\r in ·romance-novels. One can just imagine the 

effett that identification with a heroine has on the 

s;usc::ept i ble readers who are 1 ongi ng f or some sort of 

affirmation of their womanhood. How is it possible fer a 

literature "far, by and about' women to treat them with such 

b¿:i.seness? 

The events ih the novel and the hero's and heroine's 

sudden transfcrmation into a loving ccuple are far-reached 

and very forced. put this is only a means of proving to the 

reader that the relationship can and will be a happy ene 

despite the hero's reticence. The only transformation he 

undergoes is a ihange in civil status to comply with social 

pressures and me~t the literary requirements of a happy 

ending. The heroin•, in turn, becomes a full-fledged woman 

by eventu~lly -xtract1ng a commitment from the hero~ The 

reader is appareMtly Witnessing the plot as it occurs, 

reading under the ill~sion that the plot is unsolved, even 

thcugh she already knows the ending. The questions posed by 
' 

the narrative ~r~ answered immediately within the text 

itself; so the ~-ader•s question is answered the moment it 

is posed. The reader,s assumptions about the plot are preved 
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correct, so the a~~ of teading is safe. The reader c:an read 

the story as a novel, giving muc:h more attenticn to its 

'realism' and plausibility even in everyday life. The 

narTative is so insistept upan its 'realistic' status. t.hat 

the readers are pe~su~ded thát it is subject to uncertainty, 

as is expected from a novel, although the ending is 

inevitable. Romancé-nov~ls are suffic:iently plausible to 

c:onvinc:e the reader that she is not only rereading the same 

Ci nderel le\ myth in a di ff erent guise: "' No,' she whi spered 

huskily, nestling he~ h-ad against his cool, linen-clad 

shrJUlder, 'it isn't a dream. It's a beautiful reality'" 

< 109) • 

Prob.,;\bl y the greatest i mpedi ment to maki ng a novel 'a1 

living thing' l:i.es in c;:haracterization sinc:e it happens te., 

plé1y the~ c:r-mtral role w,ithin the literary world. Charac:ters 

in ,:l. romance-novel are not as fol l ows: "In the novel, 

characters can do nothing but live. If they keep on being 

good, according to pattern, or bad, ac:cording te pattern, cr 

f:?ven vol ati 1 e, accordi.ng to pa.ttern, they cea.se to 1 i ve, and 

the novel falls deád~ A' c:ha.rac:ter in a novel has got to 

live, or it is nothing•i (110). The ambiguous status of the 

romance-novel can therefóre be explained in two ways. On the 

ene hand, it is realistc enough for the reader to believe 
. ' 

that the c:haracters are possible human individuals with 

individual life~hi~torfés~ On the other hand, the c:haracters 

are ideals, and therefore they are not alive. Howeve~, the 

women's need for evasion and for the inevitable 'happy 
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ending•, plus th_e weailth o·f domest.ic: det.ail, an? enough 

evidence for the t~a~e~ not to realize that she is reading 

basicallv id~ntical romance-novels, with identical . ,, ' . 

c:haracters, plots, dialogues, descriptions and finales. 

Romance-novelsl lik• the mass-media, parade joyful, 

blissful couples of families fer all the consumers. It is 

obvious that Harlequin, like other consumer products, is 

trying to sell itself as a means by which 'happiness' can be 

attained the easy way. As Marcuse writes: 

A cambio ~e las comodidade~ que enriquecen su 
vida, los individuos venden no ~Olo su trabajo, 
sino ta~bi~n Bu tiempo libre. La vida mejor es 
compensada por el control total sobre la vida. La 
gente habita sn edificios de apartamientos - y 
ti ene aLrtomov,i 1 es privados con 1 os que ya no puede 
escapará un mundo di~erente._ Tienen enormes 
refrigeradores llenos de comida congelada. Tienen 
do<:enas c;ie periodicos y revistas que e:,:ponen los 
mismos ideal~s. Tienen innumerables oportunidades 
de elegir, innL1merablf~S aparatos que son todos del 
mismo-tipo y los mantienen ocupados y distraen su 
atencion del verdadero problema - que es la 
ccmciencia de que pueden trapajar menos y ademas 
determinar sus propias necesidades y 
satisfacciones (111). 

Romance-reading is Just~fied because it is logical that 

women shoul d ft~el the need to esc:ape thei r i mmedi ate 

surroundings by pµtting themselves in an ideal situation in 

which they becom~ the passive centre of attention Qf an 

ideal, nurturant mal~. After all, women, like men, need to 

escape under the pfesent circumstances of the reality 

principie. What is condemnable is the medium through which 

women find themselv•s reflected because it is a 

patriarchally focused lens, and patriarchy is therefore 
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subtly being reaffirmed,. not questioned or transformed as 

the readers seem t6 thin~~ The heroine never challenges the 

st,atus quc."1, .-and she fihds happiness within the patriar·chal 

reality principie. 

At c1 time when the patriar·c::hal order is being tangibly 

and significantly sµbveited, it is discouraging to discover 

how women are the victim• of et.her women. Romance-novels 

could potentially be·an effective mea.ns of 'raising" women"s 

consciousness to the reality of their situation and of their 

womanhood, but thé ~mat~ur ~riters of the publishing 

companies and the n~ive~ in~xperienc::ed readers are una.ble 

evento hint ata change. They believe that romance-novels 

propase a change but we have seen that thera is no such 

thing. If these readers ar~ dissatisfied with their daily, 

stereotyped lives the change should stem from them. I 

believe it is the work of the critic to awaken the readers 

to their act of fe~ding and to themselves as readers. I 

believe a literary critic concerned with women"s roles as 

readers and writers should worry about the following: 

11 Women and what they are l .i ke, or i t mi ght mean women and 

the fiction that they ~rite, or it might mean women and the 

fiction that is wfitten a~out them, or it might mean that 

somehow all three are i~extricably mixed t6gether'' (112). 

This is what is meant by a· literature 'for, by and about' 

women. 
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Ccmc:l.Ltsion 

This study does ridf in any way intend to salve any of 

the very c:omplfa:-: problems and impl.ications of what .. .:i. 

literature 'fer, by and about" women is. But it inevitably 

peses an innumerable a~ount of queries about this issue, 

which are difficult, if not practically impossible to solve. 

The novel form see~s to be very appropriate far women's 

literature. We ne~~ to ctaate an entirely neW pe~spec:tive, 

an entirely new re~lity principle including that of women. 

It is useless to pose ~en as the Other, that would be 

' committing the same mistake, falling into the same trap and 

solving nothing whatsoever. As long as the 5exes are seen as 

different, opposite and irreconciliable there is not much 

possibility of chan9ing the status quo. The destination of 

all ideology is the subject <the individual in society) and 

it is the role of ideology to construct people as subjects. 

The problem of subjectivity/Otherness is of vital importance 

fer any conscious sotial change. And, if the followinQ 

assertions are cortect, it is in language, in the use of 

language, in literature where the change must take place: 

It is lan,~uage which provides the possibility of 
subjedtLvity'because it is language whit:h enables 
the spe~ker to posit himsel+ or herself as 'I', as 
the subject of 'a sentencf,!. It is in language that 
people constitLlte themselves ¿-1.s subjects. 
Conscio(1sness _of self is possible only through 
contrast, differentiation: "I' cannot be conceived 
\.'Ji thout· the c:oncepti on 'non-I =·, 'you', and 
dialo9Ue, the fundamental condition cf language, 
impli-s • rey~r•ible polarity between 'I" and 
"you• ( ••• ). 1he subject is construc:ted in language 
and in discourse and, since the symbolic order in 
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its discursive use is closely related te id~ology, 
in i d<·?<Jl ogy '' ( 1 'i 3) • 

The basic:: problem hef"e is how this differentiatitm is 

made. Wqmen are the Oppdsi te, the Other not the 'yt1L1 • (whi ch 

implies another ~I'). Ideology suppresses the role of 

language in the construction bf the subj~ct. As a result, 

~ornen must "recogni2e" themselves in the ways in which 

ideology addresses them as subjects, calls thém by their 

names and in turn 'recognizes• their autonomy. Women 

then?fm"e willingly adopt the presc:ri.bed positioms as so-

called 'feminine• subjects when they are really being posed 

as the Other, nota •you! but an •other•. 

If subjects -re con.tructed ideologically, our act of 

reading is inevitably conditioned. In the case of The 

classical realist novel is a form dealing with a subject 

(individual) and his/he~ interaction with a coherently 

constructed society. Th• ~hird person narrator of romance

novels poses the reader as the subject by inviting her to 

perc:ei ve the cohen::mt, n_pn--c:cmtr c:"ldi c:tory, autonomous 

literary world constructed by an invisible narrator. The act 

of reaciing is therefore only an act of reaffirmation of the 

ideolcgy. These romance-~cvels are highly intelligible 

because they are h-rdling already construc:te~ fic:tional 

si tuati cms. If the na.rrati ve contr·act depends upcm a iseri es 

of assumptions shared by author and reader, the 

reader/author contract ih romance-novels is a conventional 

and worn one. We can see this in the use of the happy e~ding 
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because ncrmally, th• moment of closure of a narrative is 

the moment at which th~ ev~nts of the story .become fully 

intelligible to the re~der. The act of readin~ romance

novels is notan act el constructing intelliiibility because 

the readers already know how and why the romance-novejs are 

put tcJgether. 

What readers must learn to do is to question this 

intelligibility arid find-the contradictions and inccherences 

(doubl e messages) sübtl y einbec:lded in the te:d:s - a means by 

which the patriarchal ideologV will be indirectly put to 

question. Romance~novel readers m~y be awakened to their 

situation by becomjng aware of their roles as active 
' 

readers, as subjetts invited to construct a fictional world 

~.,¡hose "meaning" i.s 1'"1ot ineluctablf-1 bec:ause, thou•]h a highly 

conventional form, the romance-novel is open to a diversity 

of readings. Women would have to consciously negotiate the 

conflicting demands made upen them by their dual role as 

politicized women andas subjects constructed in the 

language, discourse and _ideology of patriarchy s~eking an 

alternative subj~ct/reader position on an individual basis. 

Although this may sound very ambitinus, men and women 

must necessarily see each other as subjects, both combining 

the reality with thé pl•a~ure principlé. Only then will they 

be wholes instead of the halves of the same fruit. 

L...i t1=.c>rature must go thróL1gh a stage of e>:clllsi vi ty befare i t 

can reach a point at w~ich there will be a literature fer 

bcth sexes, whi~h deal~ with the vital problems of man and 
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life in a way that is intelligible and meaningful fer both 

sexes without losing the different voices of men and women. 

It is intere~ting to.see how different the authors' 

attitudes to literary creation are. The slowly growing self-

consciousness of a ~ornan writer is leaving a mark on sorne 

writers, such as Alice Mun~o, whereas the still 

patriarchally-oriented writers of rcmance-novels do not ever 

question their prbcess of creatio~. Writers of romance

novels have said: 

"I leve to write, and it comes easily to me,'she 
explains, 'My books practically write themselves" 
(114). 

'The characters become part of my life", she 
says, 'arid Wh~n I come to the end of each novel, 
realizing that I now have to part with my 
manu~ciipt., it is like saying farewell to dear and 
trusted· fr i encls' ( 115) 

Alice Munro is m~ch moré hesitant: 

But here comes the disclosure whi~h is not 
easy for ~e: I ama writer. ihat does nct sound 
right. Too presumptuous; phony, or at least 
unconvinci·ng. Try again. I write. Is that better? 
I try to w~ite. That makes it worse. Hypocritical 
humi lit; y. Wél 1 then? 

It doesn't ~atter. However I put it, the words 
create their ~pace of silence, the delicate moment 
of el·:posure. J;lut people arE"~ kind, the silence is 
quickly abiorbed by the solicitude of friendly 
voices, crying variously, how wonderful, and good 
fc>r you, ·,and Well, that is intriguing. And what do 
you write, they inquire with spirit. Fiction, I 
reply, bearing my humili .. ation by this time with 
ease, everi a suggestion of flippancy, which was 
not always miri~~ and again, again, the perceptible 
cif"cles, of dismay are smc1othed out by suc:h r<i~c\dy 
and tactful v6ice1~ ·- whic:h ha.ve however e:-:hausted 
thei r· sto.ck of_ cons-,;ol c\tory phr·ases, and cam say 
on 1 y, 'Ah! ' ( 116 > • 
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Mu.nro's shc>rt stpry is about a WCJman wrib?r and her 

writing and how she is banished from her community because 

she is writes. 1he authors of romance ficticn and Munro 

rH,~cessarily ff?el the' neE~d to deff.md tht~ms·elves by being 

eitMer too feminine, tdo humble, too bold and assured, too 

<:',mgry or· too c:ompromis~ng. This, I believe, is pr·obc:\bly an 

essential issue. The Woman"s process of creation and her act 

of reading literatur'e by wclmen .is still a very fert.ile 

ground, with many possibilities for exploration. 

Women have beeh writing with regularity for over two 

centuries, but the social restrictions upen them are still 

prohibitive, al~ho~gh not to such an extent. In Mothers of 

the Novel, Dale Spender sets out to prove that the novel is 

notan entirely mas~uline creation, but she relies too much 

en the women's lives to justify the 'quality' of their 

writing. It is indisputable that most writing by women is 

m~ch influenced by thefr lives, but this should not be the 

basis fer the a•sessme~~ of their work. They have been 

"revolutionary' because they managed to challenge the 

patriarchal order ~n. th~ir daily lives; henc:e their work has 

been "revolutiona~y~. Women writers have. been sadly 

neglected by male critics <and female ohes too), but it is 

not reasonable to ~alidate the work of ~ornen just because 

they are women. Wh~t should concern the critic is whether 

they made a valuable contr~bution to literary tradition 

and/or to feminis\ thought because otherwise, the critic 

falls into the tra~ o~ subJectivity and partiality: 
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The de-ire to plead some p~rsonal cause orto 
make a character the mouthpiece of sorne personal 
discontent o~ grievance always, has a distressing 
effect~ as i~ the spot at which the reader's 
a:ttenticin w~re-suddenly twofold instead of single 
(117). 

?)pparent 1 y f::amela hé:1s an ant.ecedent cal 1 ed b~t t.ers Mor~ªL

-ªnd. Ent:er·tai r,i ng_ <1728-1733) by Elizabeth Singer Rowe. Th~? 

i mportanc:e of thi s di sel osu-rE'1 is great, because obvi 0L1sl y 

women themselve• wrote manuals of behaviour for women, 

advising the reader how to behave with propriety. As Jane 

Spencf.~r states in her study The Ri se of . the l.iJq,man Nove!,.i.?t., 

whi ch is very mw:h in the 1 i ne of Dale Spender, " By 

idealizing the heroine :asan innocent victim of men and 

fate, the novel df seductio~ sometimes reinforced rather 

than challenged the opp,ressive ideology of femininity" 

(118). Therefore, the way to appreciate wo~en"s writing is ' . 

by assessing their awaieness of their ~ole 0as readers and 

writers of a lite~ature 'for, by and about• women. We must 

promete .;::i change: 11 We are approachi ng, i f we ha.ve not yet 

reached, the time when Mer writing will have little orno 

foreign influence to disturb it. She will be a.ble to 
'. 

concentrate upan her vision without distraction. The 

al r.>o·f ne~5s t.hat Wé:t.? once w.i thi n the reach of geni us and 

origin;;.\lity is only ·now coming within the rea.ch of ordinar-y 

women" (119). Women müst consciously force themselves to 

contribute and to promóte the change, both ·internally, as 

subjects, and e>:ternal¡-y as women in a given society. 
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A Chronological Tible of Pamela and the Pamela Vogue. in 
England. 

1739-40 (Nov.10-Jan.10) 

1740 <Oct . 11 ) 

1740 (Nov. 6) 

1740 <Dec. 1~3~ 

1740 <Dec.) 

1740 (Dec?} 

1741 (Jan. ) 

1741 (Feb.14) 

1741 <Feb. 28) 

:l 741 (March 12) 

1741 (April 2), 

Composition of the first draft 
of Pamela. 
Public:ation in the Weekly 
Mi~cellany of the first 
encomium of Pamela, an 
anonymous letter addressed to 
"My worthy Friend, the Author 
of PAMELA" (pr·obabl y wri tten 
by the Reverend William 
Webster, editor of the 
~iscellany>, later included as 
part of the prefactory matter 
to P .:.-üne !J\l. 
eamel~~ublished anonymously 
in two duodeci~o volumes dated 
1741. 
Richardson"s "Preface" to 
Pamela repd. nted in the WeeklY. 
Miscellany. 
Pa-1mel a revi ewed in the t!J stor.'i. 
gf the Works of the Learned, 
I I , 4~53-439. 
The R~verend Benjamin Slocock 
recommends Pamela from the 
pulpit of St. Saviour"s, 
Southw.irk. 
The Gent.leman"s Magazine 
asserts that i t is "j Ltdged in 
Town as great a Sign of Want 
of Curiosity not to have read 
pamela~ as not to have seen 
the French and the Italian 
dancers" (XI,56). 
"Se:c:ond" (duodec:imo) ed·ition 
of ·Pamela published. 
One of Aaron Hill"s letters 
and his verses about Pamel~ in 
the "Introduction to the 
Sec:ond Edition" reprinted in 
the Weekly Miscellany. 
"Third (duodec:imo) edition of 
Pamela published. 
Henry Fielding"s An Apolq_g_y_ 
fer the Life of Mrs.Shamel_§.. 
Andrews published. 
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1741 ( Ap r i l 7 > 

1741 (April 7) 

1741 (April 28) 

1741 (Mc:1.y 5) 

1741 (May 7) 

:l. 741 (May 28) 

:l. 741 (June 16) 

1741 (,June 27) 

:1.741 (July 24) 

.. ,-; ... ; .... 't". 

The Daily Advertiser publishes 
a four-line poetic epigram 
"?\dvi ce to· Booksel J. ers (Afti:,ff 
reading Pamela", necommending 
"Let Printers write, and let 
your· Writers print." The 
epigram was reprinted in the 
Gentlem@n"s Magazin~, XI 
(Apr-i 1, 1741), 214. 
Pamela C~nsured (author 
unknown) published. 
Adverti~ement in the paily 
Advertiser of "Pamela, a new 
Fan, representing the 
principal Adventures of her 
Life, in Servitude, Love, and 
Marriage. Design"d and 
engraven by the best Masters". 
"Fourth" (duodecimo) edition 
of Pamela published. 
Richardson advertises in the 
Daily Gazetteer that, having 
heard that "Certain 
Bookseilers" hc.~ve "in the 
P,~ess a spurious Ccmtinuation" 
of Pamel- (John Kelly"s 
_Pamela" s Conduct i_r:i Hi gh_ 
Life), "he is actually 
continuing the Work himself". 
Vol. I of Kelly"s novel 
published anonymously. 
"Remarks en Pamela by a 
Prude", a short poem in 
quatrains praising Pamel,El., 
pub 1 i shed in the L.01-:-,d.QD. 
Ma.9..e.;_j.ne, X, 250-·251. It was 
r'eprinted in the §~ 
Maqazine, III, (July, 1741), 

Ariti-Pamel<?1-: Or, fei_gn"g_ 
Innocence Detected (probably 
by Eliza Haywood) published. A 
"second" edition was published 
on Oct. 29. 
James Parry"s The True Anti
Pamela: Or Memoirs_of Mr. 
James Parry published. A 
pirated edition is also dated 
1741. 
First in~tallment of Secrge 
Bennet"s Pamela Versifie~ 
published. The publication of 
this "Heroic: Poem" in f·ifte;.•en 
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1741 (Jul y) 

· 1741 (AL19?) 

1741 (Sept. 12) 

1741 (Sept. 22·) .. 

1741 <Sept. 26} 

1741 (Sept. 29} 

1741 <Oct. ::o 

1741 (Nov. 9) 

1741 (NClV. 16) 

1741 (Nov. 17) 

1741 (Nov. 23) 

1741 <Dec. 4) 

1741 (Dec. 7) 

1741 

1742 <Feb. 22> 

1742 (April 24, May. 1, 
May 8) 

numbers was annoünced on Aug. 
1 '? -· 
A poem entitled "An Apolo,;¡y 
for the Censorious" (in 
defense bf Pamela)~ by "R. D. 11 

The Lif~ of Pamela <author 
unkndwn> published. 
Vol. II of Kelly''s Eamelc:\'s 
CQ!.1_<;:Li,,1ct iD High Life. 
published. 
"Fifth" (duodecimo> f:?dition of 
Pamela pu~lished. 
Second edition of Parry's TrLH:? 
~nti-Pamela published. \ 
Fi rst i nstal 1 ment of EaQtel e\ i\n .. 
High U.fe:. Or Virtue f<ewar:_d~g_ 
(author unknown) published. 
Second edition of Vol.! of 
Kelly's Pamela's Conduct in 
High Life published. 
The first French translation 
of Eamela published in London. 
The unidentified translator 
was given assistance by 
Richardscin. 
First performance of Henry 
Giffard's Pamela. A Comedy~ 
Eam~la: Or Virtue Triumphant~ 
0 Comedy. ~s It Was Intended 
t6 Be Acted at the Theatre 
f3oyal in DrL1ry_-Lan~ (authcir 
unknown) published. 
Giffard's Pamela. A Comedy 
published. 
Charles Povey's Th~_Vir91,n in 
Eden: Or, the State o~ 
Innocency published 
anonymously. A 11 second 11 

edition, dated 1741, is a 
reissue of sheets of the 
first. 
Memoirs of the Life of Lady H
-~--- <Hesilrige>, the 
Celebrated Pamela (author 
unknown) published. 
Richardson's continuation of 
pamela (Voli~ III and IV> 
pLtbl i shed. 
A pirated edition of Pamela 
published. 
Henry Fielding's Joseph 
Andrews published. 
"Pamela the Second 11 (a 
dramatic poem) published. 
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1742 

1742 (Mc:\Y 8> 

:J. 742 (June 10) 

:l. 742 (Sept. 21> 

1742 (Nov. 16) 

1742 

1742 

1742 

1742-1745 

1744 (Jan. 5) 

1744 (Feb. 16> 

1745 (April 23) 

"Second editicm of 
Richardson's continuation of 
Pam~.!-ª. publ i shed. 
"Si :-:th (the octavo) edi ti on of 
Pamel ª- publ i shed together wi th 
the "third" edition of the 
continuation. 
Sec:ond edi ti on of Jos.ª1a.b.. 
Af1!:!r:..~Jt!.§.· 
A passage from Vol. II of 
Pamel.ª-._published. 
Second edition of Giffard's 
Pamela. A Comedy publiahed. 
Lettre sur Pamela published 
with a London imprint. This 
work has been att~ibuted to 
the Abbl Marquet. 
Pamela: Or, Virtue Rewarded. 
An Deera, by a Mr. Edge, 
p~blished in Newcastle. This 
ballad opera is based on 
Giffard's play. 
"Fourth" edition of 
Richardson"s continuation of 
Pamela published. 
Francis Hayman paihted or 
supervised ~he paintings of 
two designs for the ott~vo 
edition of Pamela for the 
walls of two of the pavilions 
at VaLD·ihal 1 _Gardens: "Pamela 
Revealing to Mr. B"s 
Housekeeper Her Wishes to 
Return Home" and "Pamela 
Flying from Lady Davers". 
Pamela: Or the Fai r ImpostoF· .. 
(a poetic attack first 
published in Dublin in 1743) 
by. "J--·---W-----, Esq, 11 , 

published. 
Jpseph Highmore advertises 
that ten of his twelve 
paintings depicting the story 
of Pamel.a may be seen at his 
house in Lincoln"s~Inn Fields 
and that subscription~ are 
being taken for ~ set of 
p~ints from them. 
Advertisement of "PAMELA; or, 
VIRTUE REWARDED, Being a 
turious Piece of Wax-Work, 
representing the Life of that 
Fortunate Maid." 
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17..::¡.5 (July 22) 

1745 (Aug. 8) 

1746 ·<Dct. 16-18) 

:l. 750 (Sept. 21 > 

1753--58 

1754 (Feb. 21) 

1754 

1754 

1756 (Mc\Y 4) 

1756 

:L 761 (Oct. 28) 

1801 

Twelve engravings from 
Highmote"s paintings 
illustrating Pam~la. 
published. 
Advertisement of "a Curious 
R~presentation of Pamela in 
High Life ••• larger than the 
first Piece of Wax-Work of 
this Kind, which was call"d 
Low Life of Pamela." 
11 8L-:th" (duodecimo) edition 
of P~mela published. 
Advertisement of an engraving 
of Philip Mercier"s paintirig 
of "Pamela Rising from Her 
Bed. 11 

Richardson makes an extensive 
revision of both parts of 
P~mela. 
Critical Remad,:s on Sir 
Charles Gfandi son. Cl ari ssa 
ª-0.fl Pame.la published. The 
' 1Lover óf Virtue" ('as the 
author •tyles himself) who 
wrote this piece is not known. 
"Seventh 11 (duodeci mo) edi ti on 
of Eamelc:l. published. 
"Fifth" edition of 
Richardson"s continuation of 
PantF-1 a publ i shed. 
The Paths of Virtue 
Delineated; or, the H!story 
in Miniature of the 
Cel ebrated Pamel.fu.. Cl ari ssa 
Harlowe, and Sir Charles 
Grandisonr FamiliarisSd and 
Adapted to the Capacities of 
Youth. (author unknown) 
published. 
First English edition of Carla 
Goldoni"s Pamela. A Comedy 
(text in Italian and English) 
published. 
"Eighth" (duodecimc1) edition 
of Pamela, 4 vols., dii.~ted 
1762, published. Thfs is 
actually the ninth edition of 
Pamela and the fourth edition 
of the continuation. 
"Fourteenth" edition of 
Pam~l§h 4 vol s. , "A New 
Edition ••• With Numerous 
Cor·recti ons and 
Alter-ations,"published. This 
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1810 

.~ ... '., 

is the first printing of 
Richardson~s elaborate 
revision from copy prepared by 
his.daughter. 
"Fifteenth" edition of Pamela, 
4 vols., published. This 
edition reprints the text 
of 1801. 
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I tr".,mscribe the inft:lrmation shee.ts that Harlequin 

Enterprises sent ~e. 

HARLEQUlN 

Th- Harleguin Logo 

Harlequin Books i• the world's largest publisher of quality 
romance fiction. Founded in 1949, the company is credited 
with introducing and developing the mass-market romance 
series concept. Currently, Harlequin novels are translated 
into 18 languages and published in 90 countries. 

Harlequin was foLtndeid in Winnipeg by Canadian publishing 
executive Richard H.G. ~onnycastle. In its early years, 
Harlequin published a wide variety of books from westerns to 
thrillers to cookbooks to classics. The strongest sellers, 
however, vJere al ways romance novel s repr:i. nted from the 
British publisher Milis & Boon. During the mid-f:i.fties, Mary 
Bonnycastle, wife of Harlequin's founder, noticed the 
outstanding popularity of the romances and suggested the 
company concentrate on selling romance fi.ction. Over the 
next decade, Harlequi~ réprinted increasing numbers of Mills 
& Boon novels and by 1964 was publishing romance titles 
e:-:cl usi vel y. 

In 1968, Harlequin became a publicly held company, and one 
year later it moved its headquarters to Toronto. 

During the early seventies, Harlequin experienced explosive 
growth as the sale of its romance novels soared from 3 
million in 1970 to over 206 million in 1986. Merchandising 
methods unique in the publishing industry, along with 
aggressive advertising and marketing programs, resulted in 
unprecedented· paperback sales. 

In 1975, Harlequin was purchased by Torstar, Canada's $750 
mi 11 ion communi cati on-s comp.;my and publ i sher of Canada' s 
leading metropolitan daily newspaper, 'The Toronto Star". 

The Harleguin Logo 
While no one is sure why the name Harlequin was selec:ted for 
the publishing companV, the choice is appropriate. Harlequin 
was the entertaining charac:ter in the plays of sixteenth
century c:ommedia dell'~rte-itinerant Italian theater. The 
n,:1me is derived from 'arlec:c:hino' meaning "Always in the 
air". This character, an acrobat and ·wit, symbolizes 
romance. Although_ his c:ostume has c:hanged over the years -
today's Harlequin is identified by diamond-shaped patc:hes 
anda soft blac:k c:ap - Harlequin retains the name 
association. 
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Ha~leguin Fact Sheet 

Harlequin pioneéred and developed the romance series 
concept. Today it has. the leading market share in the 
romance f i cti on c~tegdr:y in North Amer i ca and thrbughoLtt the 
world. 

- Harlequin bociks are published in 90 countries and in 18 
1 anguages. 

- In 1986, Har-;equin s.old over 206 million books worldwide, 
\.'Ji th revenues Of $ 3(H) mil li on, compared to $ 3 mi 11 i 6n in 
1970. . 

- 200 million women worldwide currently read Harlequin 
books. 

Harlequin publishes more than five dozen books each month in 
North America under- the following imprints. These include: 

Har-teqLti n 
Silhouette 
Wor-ldwide Libr-ary/Gold Eagle 

- Harlequin spends more than $ 35 million annually far 
advertising, promotion and marketing in North Americ~ alone. 

In 1985, Harlequin shipped its one billionth book 

Harlequin is a subsidiary of Torstar, the 750 million 
c:lollar publisher of Canada's lar-gest cir·cL1lation daily 
newspaper, "The Toronto Star". 

Interesting ,Facts About 

l3DMB.!\ICE HEADERS < IN ,GENERAL) 

Women, age 15 ór older. 

40% are college~educated. 

35% are employed.:full-time. 

30% have an ave~age family income in exc~ss of $ 30,000. 

20% read one romant:'e·book a day. 

40% read one romance book every two days. 

\ 

The average rom~nce reader spends up to$ 30 pér month on 
romance books. 
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ROMANCE FICíION INDUST8Y 

Produces 35% .of best~selling mass-market paperbacks. 

Accountecl for $ 450 million (estimated) in 198~5 retail 
sales. 

HARLEQUÍN PUN FACTS 

Last ye~ar, Har'l equi n sol d over 206 mi 11 ion books wor 1 dwi de 
- reflecting a sale of almost six books a second, and almost 
two books to every woman in the United States. 

-· .. Har 1 equi n has shi pped more than two bi 11 ion books around 
the WCff l d. 

If you set tiut toread the Harlequin books sold over the 
past ten years, sveraging a little over two hours per book, 
you would be readin~ for the next quarter of a million 
years. 

If all the Harlequin books sold in a single day last year 
were stacked one on top of another, the pile would be 5 
times as high as New York"s World Trade Center. 

- If placed end t6 end, Harlequin books sold last year could 
run along both banks of the Nile, both banks of the Amazon, 
and one bank of the Ri6 Grande. 

The wei ght of al 1 Harl equi n books sol d 1 as·t year woul d 
equal the maximum carrying capacity of more than 169 Boeing 
747 cargo planes. 

- If all the words of all the Harlequin books sold last year 
were laid end tci end, they would stretch 1,000 times ar6und 
the earth or 93 times fo the moon. That"s a distance of one 
quarter cf the way to the sun. 

HARLEQUIN ROMANCE SERIES 

t:IARLEQJ!l~,.¡ F<QMANCE. 
6 per month 
$ 2.25 
192 pages 

The HARLEQUIN ROMANCE series provides romantic fantasy with 
less sexual tension or passionate language, and more 
:i.nnocent heroines. HARLEQUIN ROMANCE is second only to 
HARLEQUIN PRESENTS as the most profitable romance series in 
paperback history. 

~ARLEQUIN PRESENTS 
8 per.month 
$ 2.50 
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192 pages 
The best-selling roma~ce-fiction series HARLEQUIN PRESENTS 
emphasizes str0ng- plot elements with realistic stories, 
emotions and charactérs. The sensual scenes evolve naturally 
ancl c:onvincingly, and ri:flect shared feelings and desires 
central to the tharacters' sexual involvement. HARLEQUIN 
PRESENTS has sold mora copies and earned more profit than 
any other series in paperback history. 

HARLEG"!U IN AMERICAN F~-OMANCE 
4 per month 
$ 2. 75 
256 pages 

HARLEQUIN AMERICAN ROMANCE is the romante series written 
about American women, for American women. Characters are 
involved in mat~re, contemporary situations. The stories 
contain sex, but are not overtly sexual or sensual. 

~ARLEQUIN SUPERROMANCE 
4 per month 
$ 2.95 
308 pages 

HARLEQUIN SUPERROMANCE satisfies two kinds of women - the 
avid romance reader ~Md the best-seller reader. The locales 
may be foreign or dom•stic, involving mature heroes and 
heroines. The emphasis is en the relationship between the 
hero and heroine rather than on the locale. Owing to the 
length of the books, •ituations and subplots are explored in 
greater detail. HARLEQUIN SUPERROMANCE, which appeals to the 
"passionate" readers, coritains a consistently high level of 
excitement and intrigue~ 

HA.f.i.LEQU IN_ TEMPTATI 01\1 
4 per month 
$ 2.5(> 
224. pages 

HARLEQUIN'TEMPTATION i~ a line of very c~ntemporary romance 
novels depicting current v~lues and situations and reflects 
high levels of $ensuality. HARLEQUIN TEMPTATION contains 
high levels of male/fémale characterization and maturity 
with longer and more complex plot development. 

~ARLEQUIN INTR1GUE 
2 per: month 
$ 2.~o 
256 pages 

HARLEQUIN INTRIGUE is:a contemporary story that interweaves 
a sophisticated romance with the twists and turns of a 
puzzler. The resu1t is a fast-paced page-turner that 
delivers suspense and romance in perfect harmony. 
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YOUNG ADULT SERIES 

CROSSW I NDS. 
4 per- month 
$ 2.25 
160 pages 

CROSSWINDS offers quality fiction for young adults, novels 
of generc:'\l interest with a variety of themes and topics of 
proven appeal to teens. CROSSWINDS also publishes KEEPSAKE, 
popular romance novele for young adults. Both new and well
known authors crea.te l i vel y stori 1:-~s and characters to whom 
teens can relate. 

SILHOUETTE ROMANCE SERIES 

SILHOUETTE RpMANCE 
6 per month 
$ 1.95 
192 pages 

Upholding traditional values, SILHOUETTE ROMANCES are 
enchanting love stories that w~rm the he~rts of women 
everywhere. Featurihg _plots with a distin~tive medley of 
c:har .. m, wi t and s·tyLe, éach book bri ngs the reader al 1 the 
i.-Jonder .;md magi e of th.e heroi ne' s di scovery of a l ove that 
1-asts e\ l ifetime. 

S I..!-:J-IOU~TTE DES I RE;_ 
_6 -per month 
$" 2.50 
192 pages 

Dffel'."ing a uniqueblénd of humorous, emotional and poignant 
stories, SILHOUETTE DESIRE never loses sight of the fact 
that it is a high1i se~suous contemporary romance, written 
for .. today's woman abodt today's woman. Tightly plotted, 
these stories déliver the promise of lave- the guarantee of 
satisfaction. 

SI LHDUETTE SPEC I AL ED I T I.Q!i 
6 per month 
$ 2.75 
256 

Sophistic9ted and substc\ntial, SILHOUETTE SPECIAL EDITIONS 
feature fully developéd characters and emotionally involving 
plots. Though these books may iackle sen~itive issues, they 
embrace the romantic ideal that lave can, indeed, conquer 
all. The result: a moving reading experience for the romance 
fancier with ataste for full-length novels of life and 
1 (:>Ve. 
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Eq,LHOUETTE INTlMATE MOMENTS 
4 pe, .. month 
$ 2.75 
256 pages 

SILHOUETTE INTIMATE MOMENTS are sensuous, larger than life 
love stories. Adve,n'tLtré, suspense::1, intrigue and glamor are 
cften used to hei9ht~n the romance in this line. The mixture 
of 1new and best-sel 1 i ng authors e reate chc;l.racters and 
stories as diversa~~ love itself, but all share the ability 
to svJeep the reader aw.ay into a world wher·e life is e>:citing 
and drec:1ms do come ·true'. 



The following tables are transcribed from Janic~ A. Radway•s 

Beading th@ romance. 

Table 1. Which of the Following Best Destribes Why You Read 
RDmances? 

a. To escape my daily problems .13 
b. To learn about far~way places and timeé 19 
c. For simple relaxation, 33 
d. Bec.;:\Llse I wi sh. I. had ~ rom.;mce l i ke the heroi ne• s 5 
e. Because reading is just fer me; it is my time 28 
f. Because I like. to .r.ead about strong, vir·ile heroes 4 
g. Because reading is at'. least better than other forms 

cf escape. 5 
h. Because romantic stories are never sad or tjepressing 10 

Table 2. What Are t~e Three Most Important Ingredients in a 
F.:om.;,mce? 

F<esponse 

First 
Most 

lmpor-tant 
Fealure 

a. {~ happy ending 22 
b. Lots of scenes with 

e>:plicit se>:ual 
description. o 

c. Lots of detai~s 
about faraway, places 
and times (l 

d. A long conflict 
betvJeen hero and 
heF"oine 2 

e. Punishment of the 
villain o 

f. A slowly bLtt 
consistently 
developing love 
between hero an.d 
heroine 8 

'g. A setting in· .. a 
particular historical 
pf:?r i od ..,.. 

·-· 
h. Lots of lave scenes 

with sorne eHplicit se>:ual 
description ::.:: 

Total Who 
Checked 

Second Third R•sponse 
Most Most In One of 

Important Important Top Three 
Feature Feature Positions 

4 6 32 

o o (l 

1 2 :3 

1 1 4 

2 3 5 

9 6 2~: 

4 3 10 

7 
..,. ._, 1..,.. ·-· 
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i. Lmts of 1 ove _ sc:-enes 
without e>:pi1c:it Sé>~Llal 
dese:..- i pt ion o ::~ 1 4 

j. Sorne detai 1 about 
her-oine and her:b_ af't:.er 
they've gotten 
together 1 7 14 22 

k. A ver-y par-ti c:ul ~ .... 
kind o~: hero and-
her-oine -... . .:,. 4 ":!' ·-· 10 

-----------------~ -----------------------------------------
Table 3. Which of. the F.!'.oiiowing Do You ·Feel Should Neve..- Be 
:i. n a Romance? 

Response 
First Most 

Obj ecti onabl e 
Second Most Third Most 

Objectionable Dbjec:tionable Total 
---------------- -- - --------------------------------------
a. Rape 11 6 2 
b. E>:plic:it se>: 6 2 1 
e::. Sad ending 1(1 4 6 
d. Physical 

tor-ture 5 6 7 
e. An ordinary 

her-oine 1 1 1 
f. Bed-'-hopping 4 t~' ..::. 6 
,;;¡ • Premarital seH (> o 1 
h. A c:ruel hero 1 e· 

,J 6 
i • A weak h1;~ro 4 C:' 

¡J 7 
j • {:~ hero stronger 

thi:\n the 
heroine o o o 

k. {:.) heroine stronger 
t.han t.he hero 1) l. 3 

Table 4. What Qualities Do You Like To See in a Hero? 

Response 

a .. I ntel l i gene e 
b. Tender-ness 
c. Protec:tiveness 
d. Strength 
E'11 Bravery 

Most 
Impt. 

14 
11 

":!' ·-~ 
3 
1 

f. Sense of Humow::· 8 
g. Independence o 
h. Attrii:\c:ti veness 2 
L A good body (l 

j a Other o 
Blank 

Second Most 
lmportant 

1:1. 
8 
4 
3 
4 
0:-
¡J 

(l 

5 
o 
o 

Third Most 
Important 

5 
7 
7 
9 
2 
6 
() 
"'! ·-· 
() 

o 
1 

19 
9 

20 

18 

3 
.... ~. ..::..r::. 

1 
1 :;~ 
16 

o 

4 

Total 

30 
26 
14 
15 

7 
19 
o 

10 
o 
o 
1 

--------------- - -- ----------------------------------------
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FocJtnot1:?s 

.I.ntnlduct ion 

( 1) The tef"ms stereotype and t ype c:\r·e u sed in man y 
disciplines, from philosophy to psychology. Fortunately the 
term has a very similar use in sociology and in literarure 
so I shall give a basi~ definition df the term stereotype, a 
definition that Umberto ~co Qives in his chapter ''Los 
p1:?l"'sonajes 11 • "El tipo qLte s.e fonna como resultado dé la 
acciOn narrada o ~ep~esentada es, pues, el personaje o la 
situacion individual, convincente, que queda en la memoria. 
Puede ser considerado co~o tipico un personaje que, por el 
car•cter org&nico de la narración que lo produce, adquiere 
una fisonomia completa, no sólo exterior, sino también 
intelectual y moral ( ••• ) • El person.;d e es un resL.tl tadcJ 
eficaz, en virtud de una calibrada relación entre medios y 
·fines. Pero le., r1:?laciori se ha hecho persuasiva porque ha 
conseguido llevar a una equilibrada exacerbacion, unos 
comportamientos que nos es posible encontrar en la vida 
cotidiana. El na~rador los ha elegido, dispuesto, 
exacerbado, para hacerlos m•s visibles, los ha hecho 
reaccionar con otros.comportamientos igualmente elegidos y 
dispuestos ( ••• ). La tipicidad del personaje puede definirse 
en la relacibn de ~ste con el reconocimiento que del mismo 
puede realizar el lector. El personaje logrado - sentido 
come tipo - es una fórmula imaginaria que posee m~s 
individw':\lidc:\d y frescor que tod¿-\s las e:,:periencias 
aut~nticas que reasume y emblemiza''. The problem with the 
stereotypes used in ro~ance-novels is that they have become 
formulas, literary commonplaces, they have become what Eco 
calls 'topoi' because they are highly conventional whereas 
¡:::,ciffit~la was not a topoi but a "tipo', in Ecc,''s terms: "El 
topcis c:omo modulo .imagtnativo se aplica en aquellt.:Jf.;; momentos 
en que cierta experiencia exige de nosotros una solucion 
inventiva, y la figura evocada por el recuerdo viene a 
sustituir un acto compositivo de la imaginación que, 
buceando en el repertorio de lo ya hecho, se exime de 
inventar aquella situ~ción que la vivacidad de la 
experiericia postulaba. Un callejbn tenebroso, una calle 
d~bilmente iluminada, un farol entrevisto a trav~s de la 
niebla, son capaces de -•timular la imaginacion y producir 
un orgasmo inventivo: y ~ociemos, con agradable 
superficialidad, complacernos en imaginar la figura de 
Fantcmas que se esfuma a lo largo de las aceras de un Paris 
convencional. La situacibn habla sido ya inventada y se 
utiliza sin escr~pulo alguno de fidelidad y de cultura 
L .. ). 11 Thi s means that tl"lé au:thor supposes t.hat tt,e rr-:!ader
is already familiar ~ith the types so there is no need to 
represent or build an emotion ora tightly knit.ted literary 
reality to support the character; all the author has to do 
is give the reader a·ready-made on-. This means that any 
text that uses type~ (in the sense of topos) is very 
conventicnal becauae the authcr is using material that 



existed befare the text was created. It is not surprising, 
therefcre, that the romaMce-novels and the romance make such 
t":!mphc.,sis cm act:i.cm becc.\use they lac:k individual, complete 
characters. When the characters are real, authentic types 
tl·H=Y .;.,re not topos beci;1use the art i st II h.;:t prclduc ido med i ant1:-J 
l. a di spc)~:;i e: U~m de toda una estrate,;,i a de efectos 
c:omunica.tivos, c:cm vistas 'a pr..isibh?s posturas c:I!!.? fr·uidor·es" 
a stable fictional society. He has given autonomy to the 
c:h.;.u·ac:ters in order 't<J ··cr:eate an ent:i. re 1 i °tt';!r·ary wclrl d that 
is organically put together in order to situat~ his 
characters. If the type c:haracters are taken out of the 
literary context that originally housed the~ they inevitably 
die unless another simila~ world is made fer them. 
_ .. ,"Los per·sonaj es II i r'l Apoc-al i_pt iJ;_Q§_~-~ n.t.!@.9J:.ªsJos, pp. 21~:.-247. 
(2) Karlf,?heim=e!, Stierle, ·11 The Readinq of Ficticm,,:ü Te:-:ts" 
in The Reader. in the Text, p.87, 
(3) Janice A. Radway, R<-:!adio.g_the_Romc.,nc:1:;?, p.110. 
( 4) Mar j m: i e L,awt y, f'capul c..9..l.19.g.nJ. i ght, p. 115. 
(5) Anne Wilson Sc:aef, La muje~_en_un mundo_masculinc, p.37. 
( 6) Dc.ü <-= Spender, Mothers of . the._J':,l_p_yg.!_, p. 5'7. 
< 7) I bid. , p. 166. 
(8) Virginia Woolf, "Women and Fiction" in Gran.ite and 
R~ü .. n.bc1w __ Es~sa.Y.1§., p. 81. 
(9) ArrnE? Wilson Shaef, QQ..cij;_~-· p.99. 
( 10) By "ideology" I under-stand the fol lowing: "a.) En toda. 
la historia humana las relaciones sociales mis element~les y 
blsicas, que son aquellas que los hombres contraen en la 
procuccibn de sus medios de vida y de su vida mismo, 
€·?119endran en 1 ais mEm·tes de 1 os hombres una reprodu.cc:i. bn o 
expresibn ideal, inmaterial, de aquellas ·relaciones sociales 
y materiales ( ••• ). Se trata asi de una formaciOn social 
especifica cuya funtiOn, históricamente co~siderada, ha 
consistido hasta ahora eh· justificar y preservar el orden 
material de las distintas·formaciones econOmicp-sociales 
( •.• ). La estructura de la sociedad es comparable a los 
cimientos que soport~n un~edificic, y la ideclogia de la 
sociedad es comparablé, a su vez, al edificio mismo, o mejor 
dicho, a su fachada; b> El lugar social de actuaciOn de la 
ich·?!:llDqia, que en ti~mpos de Man: lt1 formaban las 
instituciones sociales (como el Parlamento>, la cultura 
libresca, los templos, hoy lo forman, ademAs y 
primordialmente, los llamados mass-media o medios de 
comunicaciOn de masas, los cuales inducen subliminalmente la 
ideolcgla en los individuos y, sobre todo comercialmente, 
realizan una explbtacibn especificamente ideolOgica que 
consiste en poner el 9iquismc al servicio inconciente del 
sistema social de vi~a ( ••• ); c) Una divisiOn (no puramente 
metbdica) nos ayudarla comprender mejor el problema. Hay 
dos tipos de elementos e~tre los enumerados: A> los 
elementos politices, cientificos y artisticos, y B> los 
elementos juridicos, morales y religiosos~ Se diferencian de 
modo Qf.=ner·.;.ü en que 1 os elementos de f.:'.!¡) pueden, m1 

determinadas condicio~es, ser ideológicos pero tambi~n, en 
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ciertas condiciones, pueden dejar de serlo; en tanto que los 
~?lr,?ffi(:)11tos de B) son siemp1··e y pcff definir.:ian idE:.~olbgicos". 
Ludcivi ca Si 1 va. :[f:mr i a._y__l2Lj..~c;:t i ~._Qe. 1 a i deol og.!...@.• pas~ü m. 
(11) Gecir-g Luk,acs, !;1 qlm~, y lq_s ·formas. Teoria dP la 
novelé\, p. 351. 
(12) See Georg Lukács oh mimesis and the work of the artist 
in "¿Franz Kafka o Thomas Mann?" in SJi:Lnific:ac:ion .. actual del_ 
reaJismo critico, p.58-112. 
( 13) I understand ·, i.deal' as;;. fol l oi,Js: "El deber-ser describe 
siempre de un modn conceptualmente .accesible la relacibn dél 
hombre ccm su oblig~,cion. -La obligacion manifiesta en el 
deber ser puede sef objetivo del hbmbre, pero no tiene por 
qu~ serlo necesariamente. Tambi~n el ideal contiene algo asi 
como exigencia ( ••• ). La extra~ación en cuanto a 
estereotipia no se revela en el hecho.de que los hombres 
elijen ideales y se comporten imit•ndolos ( ••• ). La 
personalidad individual, el individue, no se puede desplegar 
en la elec:cion ideal, el ideal es mer-canc:ia y el hombre no 
es creador sino consumi~6r de ideales, el ideal es muleta 
enteramente exterio~, sustituida constantemente - con 
independencia de la per,bnalidad y de la ~oluntad sin~ular 
por otras no menos exteriores. Mas como el ideal es siempre 
un objetivo, eso significa que el hombre recibe sus 
objetivos ya li~tos para el consumo, y siempre de modo 
accidental respecto de su propia esencia humana. Esto 
significa que los ideales de rol no conducen ~inb al 
empobrecimiento, a la atrofia del hombre. Remiten 
simplemente a la dirección ~anipulada ~ mecanizada del 
comportamiento'·'. 
hgnes Heil.ler, Historia .Y. vida c:citLQ_li\f.@., p.135. 
( 14) Samuel l=i:i c:harch:.on in Tw_~n'l;,_i et.1:.1 Century Interpr~?tat~ cm~;, 
Df F'"',mel ¿~, p. 58.. 
( 15) Hol and Barthes, ~.L.fil'é:\do.sei:,p de la e~c:ri tura, p. 40. 
(16) The followirig description of the Cinderella complex is 
t··attH:?r i né1dequate but i t serves i ts pLirpose: "La dependencia 
psicolbgica personal - el deseo profundo de que otras 
persohas cuiden de nosotros - es la ptincipal fuerza que 
mantiene sujetas hoy dia a las mujeres. Le doy el nombre de 
'complejo de Cenicienta': Un entramado de actitudes y 
temores largame~te repiimidos que tienen sumidas a las 
mujeres Em Una especie de letargo y qLle les impide el pleno 
uso de sus facultades y de su creatividad. Como Cenicientas, 
las mujeres esperan hoy.algo que, desde el exterior venga i 
tr·ansformar SLI vi da." Al though thi s probl em coul d ar-id shoul d 
be ~ml ved by the women themsel ves, they ar .. e sumbergf~d in the 
patriarchal ideology that hinders women"s liberation from 
this imposed image of themselves. 
Colette Dowling~ El complejo de Cenicienta, p.35. 
( 1 7) C. G. ,JLU'HJ, Ar güet i p.os e i nco11sc i t;nte col ec;_j;:j_y...9...,.._..Q..!.,.ll.:.. 
(18) Roland Barthes, Mitologias, p.236. 
(19) Jean Baudrillard, Cu1tLU'"a y simulacro, p.57. 
( 20) ,J a.ni ce A. Rad_way, ~ e i t.i,_,, p. 88.. 
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C21) l'fod:hr-op Fr-ye, Ana-tomv of Cr"i.ticism, p.:3~.::;. 
( 22) J bid. , p. 43. 
(2::~:) !bid._, p.44 .. 
(24) It2,_ic!.?..., p.~~5. 
(25) Ibtf!..!.., p. 1~;7. 
(26) 1.J?.id....!.., p. 1~:9. 
(27) .U.ü.fh., p. 139. 
(28) lQid., p.155. 
( 29) Il:!J..J.:!.:.., p. 193 •· 
(30) Denise de Rouqemont, El .:tmru::..._y~c:idente, p.54. 
(31.) et::i f)Ceton Encycl opedi ~......Q..i.,_Po~ti:_x and F'r.Jeti es, p. 486. 
(32) Nor-+..:hrop Frye, op.c:1:t., p.:3(15. 
(:33) :Cb,id., p.307. . 
< :34) J bj_9..!,,, p. :300. 

!::'.i:\...!r!§..l <=! ... L_Q.C Vi..r.tue Rewar-ded_ 
(35) The di fferf.mc:es betweet, • mc:>t'·al i ty•, • moral s• and 
'ethics• is r-ather a subtle and complex ene but for- the 
purposes of this ~aper 1 shall briefly define what I 
unc:ler-stand by each: "El hombre, a diferencia de los entes 
puramente naturales, Mo es completo si~ndolo sólo fisica y 
biolbgicamente. Tiene que completarse, tiene que hacerse a 
si mismo, y las perfecciones adquir-idas por ~1, no son 
naturales, sino son logradas, adquiridas lentamente y por 
propio esfuerzo: 1~ verdad y la perfección-de su vida nq es 
revelacibn de los di~ses a los hombr-es sino trabajo del 
hombre, deber del hombré de cumplir y crear su propio se1~. 
La 'vida' humana verdadéramente humana, no es dada por 
potencias extraNas al hombre, sino que es conquista del 
hombre, encontrada, lograda y adquirida lentamente. 

La acciOn de creaciOn de si mismo del hombr-e, no es una 
accibn dirigida a fines inm~diatos sino que, la vida toda 
del hombre para sér tal, debe estar guiada por fines 
universales. El hombre en su acción se comporta frente a.si 
mismo y a su genero como frente a un fin univ~rsal y la 
creacibn de la vida de cada individuo se convier-te asi en la 
creacibn del g~nero.~A esta acción guiada por- fines 
universales a la que·se subordinan los fines particulares, 
la llamaremos 'la ética como constitución de la conducta 
humana" < ••• ). Moral significa carac:ter o costumbre, en el 
sentido de lo adquirido ( ••• ). Ser mcJral es constituirse el 
m~smo como hombre po~ medio de acciones que no son 
naturales( ••• >. Pero la mo~al no sOlo es el conjunto de 
normas, reglas o deberes que impone µna sociedad, sino 
tambien la serie de-~t.tos, qüe se realizan de acuerdo con 
estas normas y a ésto le llamamos moralidad. La moralidad 
es, entonces, el conjunto de relaciones efectivas,. de actos 
concretos que cobran.un sigf)ificado moral con repecto a la 
moral dada. La moralidad es la. manera en que se viven las 
normas, es decir, 1~ serie de actos efectivos tal y como se 
ir·E~alizan cotidianc\ment:e" because morals may, to a c:ertain 
extent, be independent'of their society beca.use it must have 
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an immutable, absolute appearance although they have been 
c::n:~c:\ted from within the given sclciety. Thery al"'e t.he result. 
of a process of abstraction of a specific daily, social 
experience and need. 
Men:t·?des Gan~on c:H"1d Juan Garzón, Etic;L'(_sociedad, pp.21-27. 
(36) Richardson was_writlng a series of model letters fer 
illiter .. ate people cal1ed b,ettel"'s Wl"'itten to ar,d f_gr._ 
f.:.?-rticular Friendss, .Oire.c:tinq tt1f= Reguisite St,x:,l~? and Form.~.L
I.9-..h~ Ol~ser·v~ifl in Writto.9..J:.amilic.11'" Letters. He wass working 
on a letter called ''A Father to a Daughte~ in Service, on 
hearing of her Master's ~ttempting her Virtue" when he 
remembered a true story of a virtuous servant girl who 
mal"'ried her master and decidad to write his first novel. 
C57) Jonathan Culler, Structuralist Poetic_§., p.192. 
C38) Roli:."lnd Barthes, "El efecto de r·ealidad" in L~L 
verosimil, p.95. 
(39) Virginia Woolf, 9.12.tl=it., p.82. 
(40) Samuel Richardson, Pamela, in Pamela.Shamela, p.124. 
( 41 ) J oc . e: i t. 
(42) Ibig_~_, p. 72. 
(43) Denise de RouQemont, op.cit., p.16, 
(44) Samuel Richardsqn, op.cit., p.74. 
(45) Ibtd._, p. 75. 
(46) Roland Barthesi'Mitologias, p.236. 
(47) Samuel Ri~ha~d~on in Twentieth Centur~ Interpretations 
of Pamela, p.58. 
(48) Roland Barthes, ~l grado cero de la escritura, p.37. 
(49) Samuel Richardson in Twentieth Century Inter..J2.!:etation~~ 
of Pamela, p.67. . 
(~:50) Gemr·g Lukacs, "El espi r"i tu· burgués y l 'art pour l '' art 11 

in El .. almc.\_y_l,:as fm~mas. Teoria de la novela, p.102. 
<51> lb:u:1._, p.116." 
(52) Ibid., p.114. 
(53) Anne Wilson Schaef, DQ.cit., p.179. 
(54) Kay Thorpe, Floodtide,· p.64. 
(~35) Penny ,Jordan, !:.§rmission to Lave, p. 186. 
(56) Sophie Westdn, A Stranger's Touch, p.25. 
(57) Simcne de Beauvoir~ El segundo sexo, p.181, vol.1. 
(58) A useful definition of the double message is the 
·following: "Doble mensaje se refiere e:\ situaciones en que la 
comunicacibn emitida conlleva siMultAneamente dos ideas 
contrarias entre si, exclüyentes. El receptor tiende a 
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